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Abstract

Teaching vocabulary is one of the important parts in teaching languages. It was ignored in the

past, so that many students have a problem to learn foreign languages. This dissertation, with a

special focus to the teaching of Arabic in secondary school in Malaysia, develops teaching

Arabic vocabulary so that responsible bodies in the country may be encouraged to discuss this

suggestion. This dissertation focuses on two things in its core chapter: sources and techniques

for teaching vocabulary. Technique is focused on because it is very important in teaching any

subject. Unless a good technique is used, the material could be useless. Major sources are men¬

tioned in this work since they will be a good guide to teachers. These sources are selected as a

base for the purposes of learning Arabic in Malaysia. The selected teaching aids are also listed

in this work and are considered as 'helpers' to both teachers and students in learning Arabic vo¬

cabulary since teaching other languages has proved that these materials contribute greatly to

the language learning process.



INTRODUCTION

Arabic Language has an important role among Muslims in Malaysia. It is not a language for

communication or for business, but it is part of religion. If it is taught for academic purposes (as

happens in some universities in the country), it still has a relation with religion. For this reason,

the Department of Arabic language in the National University of Malaysia is under the Faculty

of Shari'ah and is not under the Faculty of Arts (as happens in Arab universities). In the Mini¬

stry of Education, Arabic language is placed under the Department of Islamic Education and

this subject is considered as one of the religious subjects.

The teaching of Arabic in Malaysia started many years ago. However, it still faces many prob¬

lems. One of them is that students who have completed their study in secondary school are still

unable to master this language in almost all aspects except grammmar. This happens because

they do not acquire a lot of vocabulary. Some of them, after being a student in secondary school

for at least five years do not know the words which they should have known when they were in

the early stage.

For this reason, this dissertation attempts to solve some of these problems. Therefore, it tries to

look at the purposes of learning Arabic in Malaysia, reasses the present syllabus used in secon¬

dary school. This work will be done in the first part of the dissertation. In the core chapter, it

will try as much as possible to find ways to solve the weaknesses among students in learning

vocabulary. It tries to suggest the best sources to be used in teaching vocabulary, and then to

suggest methods and techniques to teach Arabic vocabulary. Since learning vocabulary in many

ways is different from learning grammar, this dissertation will also suggest the use of teaching

aids. The combination of techniques and teaching aids, it is hoped, may solve some of the prob¬

lems in teaching of Arabic in Malaysia.



NOTE ON THE SYSTEM OF TRANSLITERATIONS

The system of transliteration adopted by the Encyclopedia of Islam, new edition, 1979, has

been followed with the following exceptions:

n = J

J = q

I = h

ABBREVIATIONS:

Abe = Arabic by computers

BBC = British Broadcast Corporation

DIE = Department of Islamic Education

ISESCO = Islamic Education, Sciences and Culture Organisation

NISS = National Islamic Secondary School

OHP = Overhead Projector

TAFL = Teaching of Arabic as a Foreign Language

TASL = Teaching of Arabic as a Second Language

TESL = Teaching of English as a Second Language
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1. THE TEACHING AND LEARNING INSTITUTION IN MALAYSIA.

The idea behind this topic is to get a general idea about the teaching and learning institution in Ma¬

laysia in order to find out which institution is involved in teaching Arabic and how far this involve¬

ment goes. Since the topic covers all learning institutions in Malaysia, I will discuss here, briefly,

these institutions and their syllabus. Learning institutions in Malaysia are divided into three stages:

i. Primary school

ii. Secondary school

iii. Higher institution

1.1. PRIMARY SCHOOL.

Primary school is a starting point for the Malaysian to begin his or her education. Any children who

reach seven years old are required to go to this school which is sponsored by the government. There

are six stages in this type of school (primary one to primary six). This means that children have to

study here until they are twelve years old. From independence in 1957 until 1981, there were four

types of primary schools; Malay primary school, English primary school, Chinese primary school

and Indian primary school. After 1981, the government standardized all of these schools and put

them under one system which is called the National primary school, with Malay Language as a me¬

dium language. However, Chinese and Indian languages are allowed to be taught as a subject in the

former Chinese and Indian schools but not to be used as a medium language in teaching other sub¬

jects.

The subjects which are taught in this school are Malay Language, English Language, History, Geog¬

raphy, Mathematics, Sciences, Islamic knowledge or moral education for non muslims, Humanity

and physical Education.

In primary six, pupils are required to take the examination prepared by the Examination board in the

Ministry of Education. The result of the examination will decide whether they go to boarding secon¬

dary school or national secondary school. As we can see here, Arabic language is not taught in this

school. However, children learn al Qur'an and Jawi alphabet which is similar to Arabic alphabet. An

initiative for teaching Arabic Language in primary school has been proposed recently by the Direc-
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tor of Islamic Division in the Ministry of Education. 1
1.2. SECONDARY SCHOOL.

Secondary schools in Malaysia are divided into two types:

a. Religious secondary school.

b. General secondary school.

All these schools have three stages:

i. Lower secondary school (Form One to Form Three).

ii. Middle secondary school (Form Four to Form Five).

iii. Higher secondary school (Lower Six to Upper Six).

1.2.1. Religious secondary school.

This kind of school has two types; the first is called Arabic secondary school and the other is called

National Islamic secondary school.

1.2.1.1. Arabic secondary school

This school is also known as Madrasah, (Arabic word for school) or Sekolah Arab (Malay word for

Arabic school).There is no clear evidence as to when this kind of school has begun in Malaysia.

However, it is presumed that it has been found immediately after the arrival of Islam in the Malayan

peninsula in the beginning of the fourteenth or fifteenth century A.D. It was, however, found as a

small school scattered all over the country without any involvement or contribution from the Gov¬

ernment at that time. It might be true to say that the purpose of learning Arabic at that time was not

for anything else except for the understanding Islam. For this reason, most of the students who grad¬

uated from this school became religious teachers. However, in the latter part of the twentieth centu¬

ry A.D., this kind of school has changed in some aspects. After the introduction of the Education

Act 1961, the Federal Government began to initiate its involvement in all kinds of schools in Malay¬

sia. From the sixties until now, the government began to take over all of these schools or at least

asked the state's government to look after this kind of school. However, what the Government has

done to this school is not more than establishing the administration of the school and adding a stan¬

dard syllabus i.e. arts and science subjects, in order to make up it to the same level with other secon¬

dary schools at that time.The Arabic language and religious subjects still remain and are taught as
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before. Even though arts and science subjects are taught in this school in Malay language, the relig¬

ious subjects like Tauhid (theology), Fiqh, Tafsir, Hadith, Mantiq (Logic), 'ulum al Hadith and usul

al Fiqh are being taught in Arabic. The syllabuses for these religious subjects are also designed by

the Department of Islamic Affairs in the State and not by the Ministry of Education and in some cas¬

es, for private schools, the syllabus for religious subjects still follows that from Arab countries.

1.2.1.2. National Islamic Secondary School.

This type of school was established only in 1977 when the Ministry of Education introduced another

type of religious school. While Arabic school was not totally under the administration of the Mini¬

stry of Education, this kind of school is totally under the Ministry of Education.To be precise, it is

administered by the Islamic Division in the Ministry of Education of Malaysia which was esta¬

blished in 1974. The reason behind its establishment was to fulfil the demand from vast numbers of

parents who wanted to send their children to religious schools simply because the Arabic school,

which can accept only a small number of students, could not fulfil this requirement. At the same

time, the government also wants to show its initiative in fulfilling the nation's needs to understand

Islam and Arabic language as well in order to make this kind of knowledge a way of life for every

single Muslim in Malaysia as it is stated in the Philosophy of Islamic Education and the Philosophy
2

of National Education.

Despite being the religious school, there are some differences between the Arabic school and Na¬

tional Islamic secondary school. First, as we can see above most Arabic schools are funded and aid¬

ed by the state's government and run by the management of the Department of Islamic Affairs.

There are thirteen states' governments in Malaysia and each has its own way to run the school's syl¬

labus. In other words, there is no arrangement whatsoever to standardise the syllabus, whereas the

National Islamic secondary schools are run by the Islamic Division in the Ministry of Education. By

1987, there were 28 schools of this type all over Malaysia. The syllabuses for Arabic language

and religious knowledge are designed by the Islamic Division in the Ministry of Education. Another

difference is that Islamic religious subjects in Arabic schools are taught in Arabic as mentioned

above and they are being taught separately. Students are required to take the examination for these

subjects in addition to the examination from the Ministry of Education. For this reason, when they
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graduate from Arabic school they have two certificates; one from the Ministry of Education and the

other from the Department of Islamic Affairs of the state's government. The second certificate can

be used to apply for a place in the universities in Arab countries such as al Azhar University in

Egypt, Ummu al Qura University in Mecca and various other universities which recognise this cer¬

tificate. While in the National Islamic secondary school, the Islamic religious subjects and Arabic

language are being taught as a single subject. In other words, Nahu (grammar), Sarf and Insya'

(essay) are not being taught separately; instead they are combined and being taught as an integrated

subject called Arabic Language(the details about teaching Arabic will be discussed in the next chap¬

ter). The above way is applied in Islamic religious subjects as well, where the subjects like Tauhid,

Fiqh, and Tafslr are combined together to become one subject called Islamic Religious Knowledge.

Nevertheless, since this school is a religious school, the Islamic Division in the Ministry of Educa¬

tion, in 1979, has added another Islamic Religious subject called Higher Islamic Religious Knowl¬

edge which contains Usui al Fiqh, usul al Hadith, 'Ulum al Qur'an, Tafsir, Fiqh, Hadith and Islamic

History which is on a higher level than the first. However, these subjects are being taught in Malay

Language and this seems to be another difference between National Islamic secondary school and

the Arabic school.Another difference is that students who are accepted to study in Arabic school are

required to attend remove class for one year (three terms) before going to Form One whereas stu¬

dents in the National Islamic secondary school are not required to do so. In other words, students in

Arabic school have to study six years before finishing their study in secondary school. On the other

hand, students from National Islamic Secondary school spend only five years in secondary

school.In most Arabic schools, students must pass every single subject in every terminal examina¬

tion. Otherwise, he or she has to stay for another year in the same class or face expulsion if he or

she fails twice in the same class.

1.2.2. General Secondary School

Genaral secondary school is under the Ministry of Education. There is Department of State's Edu¬

cation in every state in Malaysia but this department is under the administration of the Ministry of

Education in Kuala Lumpur, the capital of Malaysia. Since 1978, all secondary schools in Malaysia

use Malay language as medium language. General secondary school is further devided into two
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types:

a. National secondary school.

b. Boarding secondary school.

1.2.2.1. National Secondary School.

National secondary school represents a majority of secondary school in Malaysia. The subjects

which are taught in this type of school are Science subjects such as Biology, Physics and Chemistry

or Arts subjects such as History, Malay culture, Geography and Islamic Knowledge for Muslim stu¬

dents and Moral for non Muslim students. Until 1990, Arabic Language is not yet introduced in this

type of school.

1.2.2.2. Boarding Secondary School.

There are 35 boarding secondary school in all over Malaysia. Some of them are sciences schools

while others are mixed between Sciences and Arts. Out of these 35, seven are Religious boarding

schools;one of these seven is Arabic boarding school and others are National Islamic boarding

schools. Except Arabic boarding school,this type of school uses the same syllabus which applied in

general secondary school. However, from 1980, Arabic Language is being taught in this type of

school. Nevertheless, the syllabus of Arabic Language which is taught here is neither taken from the

syllabus in the Arabic school nor from the National Islamic secondary school. The details of teach¬

ing Arabic inthis type of school will be discussed in the next chapter.

Students who have the opportunity to get a place in this school are actually selected from various

schools. The qualification required for the student to get here depand upon the result of their exami¬

nation. There are three types of examinations which qualify studentds to attach to this school. The

first examination is for the entry into Form one.To achieve this, students must get an excellent re¬

sult in the final year examination in primary school. The second examination which qualify student

to go to boarding school is when they are in Form three. Having an excellent result, they will be of¬

fered a place in boarding school for Form four entry and here they will either be offered sciences

stream or Arts stream. The last intake is for Form six which is based on the result of the Medium

Certificate of Education. However, the offer will only be for Arts stream. As for the sciences stu-
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dents, most of them will either go directly to university or to matriculation classes as a preparation

for the university. It is important to mention here that all of the students in boarding schools live in

the hostel (hall) during their study which are fully sponsored by the Government for every expense

and fee that they have to pay.

1.3. HIGHER INSTITUTION.

Briefly, there are seven universities and one Institute of Technology in Malaysia which are under the

administration of the Ministry of Education. These universities are International Islamic University,

National University of Malaysia, North University of Malaysia, University of Agriculture, Universi¬

ty of Malaya, University of Sciences and University of Technology. Apart from the mains subjects

which are taught in these universities, Islamic subject called Islamic civilization is taught in every

one of these universities. However, this subject is optional one.As for the Arabic Language, only

three universities take it as part of their curriculum. The first is National University of Malaysia.

There is Department of Arabic and Islamic civilization under the Faculty of Islamic Studies. The

second is University of Malaya. There is Islamic Academy in this university which containc under it

three faculties; Faculty of Shari'ah, Faculty of Usui al Din and Faculty of Islamic Education. Arabic

in this academy is used as first language where all subjects, except Law, Economic and

Administration are taught in Arabic language. The third university which has taken Arabic as one of

it's curriculum is International Islamic University. In this university, Arabic is taught as second lan¬

guage after English. However, there are some improvements heve been made by some faculties

which have taken actions to use Arabic as the first language.

1.5 CONCLUSION

This is a brief study about learning institution in Malaysia. The purpose of this topic, as it was men¬

tioned above, is to give a general idea about learning institutions which have a relation with Arabic

language. By this brief study, it becomes easier to discuss the next chapters in order to find a method

of teaching Arabic which has been used in every type of these institutions. Table and figure 1 be¬

low show the institutions and the subjects that are available in these institutions.
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Figure 1: The structure of secondary school in Malaysia.

Table 1

Subjects SCHOOL
Arabic National Boarding Islamic

Arabic X X X X

Arts X X X X
Sciences X v^ X X

Higher Islamic
Knowledge X X X X

Islamic
Knowledge LX \X X X

Religious subjects in
Arabic X X X X

( ) means subject is available (X ) means subject is not available
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TEACHING AND LEARNING ARABIC IN SECONDARY SCHOOL IN MALAY-

SIA.

INTRODUCTION

Teaching Arabic in Malaysia is planned in the light of the intention behind the Philosophy of National

Education and a Philosophy of Islamic Education in particular. The purpose of this plan is none other

than to build a good Muslim in his thinking , acting and fulfilling his responsibility as a servant of Al¬

lah in order to have his reward from Him either in this world or in the hereafter.

Arabic is the language of the Holy Qur'an and al-Hadlth. It is also used during the prayer. So to speak

Arabic is indeed very important in the daily life of a muslim. As noticed, it is also widely used interna¬

tionally in certain activities, making particular references and reading the material which covers vari¬

ous fields such as politics, the economy and culture.

The students in secondary school are first introduced to Arabic when they are in Form one and will be

learning until form five. This, it is hoped will teach them to master the skills of listening and reading in

Arabic as well as to use it in conversation. Another main objective is to make the student more sensi¬

tive to the vocabulary and the grammatical system.

The learning of Arabic in secondary school will also offer an aid to the students to understsnd the con¬

tent of al-Qur'an, Hadith and other Islamic religious sources. Besides that, it will also raise the con¬

sciousness among the students towards the graceful style of the Arabic language.

Teaching Arabic in Malaysia has moved to a new era in teaching methodology .

This new method is called an integrated method. That means grammar and language are being taught

together in contrast to the old method where these two elements (grammar and language) were taught

separately. In addition, the elements of al-Qur'an and al-Hadith are the main part of this new syllabus

designed to educate students in Islamic virtues (akhlaq Islamiyyah).

To ensure the effectiveness of the teaching of Arabic in secondary school, it is proposed that the orien¬

tation of its teaching and learning be related to various aspects of life so that students can practise this

language within the Malaysian society which has its own demography, social patterns and economy. *
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2.1 .THE PURPOSES OF LEARNING ARABIC IN MALAYSIA.

There are two general purposes of learning Arabic in Malaysia:

1. Learning Arabic because it is the language of al Qur'an. Learning it is very important in order to un¬

derstand the holy Qur'an. In other words, the main purpose of learning Arabic in Malaysia is principal¬

ly to understand Islam.

2. Learning Arabic to understand it for the purposes of cultural relations with Arab countries. This rela¬

tionship has increased since the means of communication have advanced.

For this reason, teaching Arabic in Malaysia has entered a new phase in order to expand the national

education. It tries to train Malaysians towards modernisation but at the same time guide them to be

good muslims considering the 'Pillars of Islam'. By understanding the philosophy of National Educa¬

tion and the philosophy of Islamic Education, the purposes of teaching Arabic in secondary school are

seen to be to enable the student to:

1. Appreciate and take pride in the Arabic Language as the language of the Holy Qur'an.

2. Master the skills and gain knowledge of Arabic in order to understand the content of the holy Qur'an

and the Hadith as well as other original religious sources.

3. Understand the structure, meaning and function of this language so that it can be used correctly for

communication.

4. Be interested in listening to and reading scientific and artistic materials in Arabic so that they can

fully appreciate their beauty.

5.Become accustomed to listen and to comprehend both the Qur'an and Hadith.

6. To catch what is being said when listening to broadcasts in Arabic.

7. Speak fluently and correctly and so express their opinions in discussion.

8.Read various types of sources critically and thus legitimize, rectify and produce valuable points.

9. Write compositions which cover various topics.

10. Gain at least 5,000 Arabic words.

11. Master the Arabic grammars sufficiently to be able to use them.

12. Be able to use the Arabic lexicons (dictionaries).

13. Facilitate the opportunities for students to further their higher education in the universities of Arab

12



countries. ^

2.2. TEACHING ARABIC IN ARABIC SECONDARY SCHOOL.

a. ADMINISTRATION.

Teaching Arabic in Arabic schools is under the administration of the Department of Islamic Affairs in

the state. This department is responsible for all kinds of religious affairs. Promoting Arabic language

as the language of al-Qur'an is one of its responsibilities. In the state which has a king ^ he is the

chairman of the department and this tradition has been in practice since the colonials ruled the country.

The Department of Islamic Education in the Ministry of Education cannot take over the administration

of teaching Arabic in the state because the King does not allow it. In this department, one officer is

usually responsible for Arabic schools. The office for the department is usually located in the capital of

the state. Although all Arabic schools are under the administration of this department, it administers

Arabic and religious subjects only and is not responsible for all subjects which are taught in the school.

The other subjects such as sciences and arts are under the administration of the department of state ed¬

ucation which is under the Ministry of Education.

b. SYLLABUS AND TEXT BOOK,

As mentioned in the first chapter, the syllabuses for Arabic schools are prepared by the department of

Islamic affairs in the states. Therefore every department has its own syllabus. However there is no big

difference in the Arabic syllabus between these departments since the purpose of teaching Arabic is

the same: that is for religious purposes. For this reason, I choose the syllabus from the Department of

Islamic Affairs of Pahang state as a sample for this chapter.

1. SYLLABUS.

"This syllabus is not a new syllabus. It follows the earlier syllabus which is used in Arabic schools in

this state. However, there are some alterations which have been made in this syllabus in order to fulfil

the present requirements which can be summarised as follows:

a. The period of study: this syllabus attempts to encourage students to study Arabic and at the same

time tries to help them to obtain certificates i.e. lower religious certificate, medium religious certificate

and higher religious certificate.
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b. The topics for Arabic and religious subjects: some topics have been added to the syllabus while oth¬

ers have been omitted. This has been done in order to achieve two supreme targets:

i. make students become actually expert in Arabic and religion so that they can express what is in their

minds spontaneously.
4

ii. make students able to write an essay, dictation, reports, etc. in standard Arabic."

The details of the Arabic language syllabus are as follows:

pAl—j-J V 4 t—i I "l I I *1 I I 4- j *> _ij-l I L_yj j I J nil 6 j j-JLi I 4 J i n I j jJ I pt-ft Lk-l I

4 -i -i I J— f VI 4 jij illS j j i 11 JI j—II

UjlJ) A

<_i_i jJlJ I Ojuai >_) 1 "A (j—0 *—> Lc i'i f 6 c- I .1
' ■ I 11 *

j I i A. 1 I I (j-0 Cljljj-i-ll £ . < i

I4 " 4 '*J O lc.j_i.isjJ. I . £

I 11 " ^ I I (j_0 6 j I ~~d I Cli LcJuJa jJ, I Jj_0 1 4_jL^j . J

6c I jU I «* I J ■ I I 4—ij) 8 in I I Lj_L I . 6

4_Sjhsil ■ Y

. 6 j I " k 1 I dJ Lc.J_tia jJ, I jjj 4_JjL=J.I
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4_4UUI . i
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• uj ■

. ^a *i 11 ijijljjl . NA
: (t_<)

JjciJ I . N

(> a» iAUj jj Uj ^JLuJ I) j -> ■ <i11 ^LuJel j J"i« nj j -> ir» ^1 JjciJ I ^ _iiiia" . X
-: ^.J] j,t II ^U.All ^Jl LajLLuIj UiiLiJI JLuiVl . T

. J-.VI jLAll JaUI. JJOJI
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^iLUI Jj * a II J_c.LaJ I ^_ioil . 1

oLiSJI . 1
:
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4 a I a X I I . i

. o
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' — .X
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j I i «•»" V Li p I n i nY I J_)_o ^''11 . X
LflLlj J l*-i YI <j_« ^ 'i \ 11. V

^111 ,L_, Jlj^i (I)
j-»YI fllj (^)

£ jLAil J« a 11 eLij JIjj^.1
LaJ^j I I ■«-»''J la-i J Jlj^lj JL*_aYI ^-0 i_jja-LI . 1
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IdaJj }L*_i ^,-lJ I dJ jjYl . "\
£><Juil ^ I« a (j-J-lI djIjjYI . V

Lf_ll j-tl dJ LoY-C.J 4 « ii r> —fc 11 JU_aYI . A

>VI Jixll ^jLAJLI JjOJI
djl—o^Lcj 4 ui n-E 11 e1 n i I.V I. \ •

pjLu^U^I J*_UI. \\
^ I « n ^ ^ *i *1 o j j I * '■j " J I jC\ * j J «■ I » I I i jj LJ . \ X

4J^u,LJI jljo-M.VI Jbual . \r

( ^jLajJI u_ij_la) 4_i_a Jja a 11 . \£

^ Ifrx. I^JiCj 3 aj m 11 I j> i ,,V I 4_a !.<<•» I ^_a ^ L -v M 11 ^ <_lJ I <, a I ■A11 j ■ «I ■ A I I , \ 0
: ■>)

( o^SLJIj ei^Vlj JIHI ) JiUI JxUI fL*3l . N
^.lo.All Lrll( j-.VIjg.^LAilj^UI) 3±iai 3_Ji^JI JLxiVl jLl^i . X

ijLjJI > a jj-^-j 4-3'jj'j -i-f jJ> I J» a 11 . X

<_ii}LDI j "~j Jl*_aYI jjLuu . 1

^y-ml -i' 'illj ^..i ii I nAl)J (jX Li jJ I Jj nail j» mlj JxLaJ I ^ Iti I ^jjua . 0
6j-cIj_aj PY-OYI . X

: In n 4—l!i)LoYI dJ Lt^tiaj_l I . N

4 i ml j jj I ^ > I a i In I 4 11 >11 *i 1,1 4 ■ »j « 11 - • j5[ 11 d)-s dj I a U "> a n ^ I
dc IJ-U Li ^LOJLAY I ^_o 6 jjJJ'UL I JljJYIj 4_JU-1 jY I (JOJ ./->') 11j 6, > J -t 11 <_ I i I LuuY I jj-0 (v
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. 4-1}LoVI

* ' '

j » I I <U>J I, In 1.1j (■ I III iV I . 1

pL^jVI(N)
—: <_ljVI Ij_jJ I " ->"i 6jI1 dilcj—a^JJ ^j_a diVLLJJ 4_jLi$

<* '"-1 *' 11
. N

i if L'-vVI 4 . I \ I I
, X

^ * ' ■ l~ 11 L*J I 4 i -> Lj . V

Jll-jJI 4-^Li$ . 1

4 Willi ^_4 6 j 1 I "> 11 d Lc j—a j_L I (j_o d Lc^—<a_)_o ^ d-®—' VL> 4—iIiLi-jVI dVlii.1 4—i I "i $ (_f-Lc <•

. 4—6-1$ \ . . \-L- Lfa 1, n 1$ J Jjt J-S—i V 4-1 1 8 6 J^-I J 4_i—i I j jJ I

OJLU.I (v)
4 1 ■J « I I 4-JlJ 1 In II > 11 ~i$ (2>-° —J LcJ-hJ_6 6 p I j—fi . I

I 1 Ll$J I 0 6 J I ~i->l I d Lc j—a I ^j-6 dljj-i-il 1 . I I

I4 6-4 aJ d LcJ—a j_L I £j-i . £

I I Ln$j I (j_6 6 J Iji-kL I d Lc j—a^J. I (j_o 4JL1—VI 4—iL^j . J

4-aj-Ll *1 I I 4 'ill *■■ l| * *j t I I Ijj 4 II jlj-ll

>±±U 0)
11 < 1111 ' *• ■'j i I ■ " j jj—l 111111 j_L I ^ ^ j ^ *i 111 1—J I ^

4 I a 4 i mij 4 I n*all . X

I n j 4 11 In "1j j _i->11 j I ~l ill . X
4 I «-s. 4 1 mij * I >-v j -ij a 0 l_f-l] j 1 ~». 11 ^ 1 HI a "1 . 1

( o') ij-a-A JtJLi £—alj-a . 0

( Oj)
^ I A — 4—1—1 J I <1 'A j ^ ' " I _4"^l I J J "> ■ V

4-o jVU I JLa_iV I 4—i-L*-j i 11 j 111I j ^osJLLIj ^ jVLJ I (_(J | J « 4 I1 ^ j in a i . A
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I

<_« L u, a I j n"i 1,1 J * a 11 . \

(31 In 1,1 Jj » i 11 . \.

<Lj.V . U

LiLkj laxj >U.j j-f-tj VL (_»'»*""■ H ■

JlaJI • ^

: j ..«**.( | . \ 1

^LUIj J^JIj 63^1 3^^ . I
J J-*J I j I ) n" . < i

Llaj ~» 1 n j t n 1 I Ijl j ' '""II p *S -> . £

a'l 6-° Jjs>^' "T H •

Ifjljxl djLa^Lcj jj_u*aiJ.lj JOJI \ I I VI. n

lJj < «•» I I ^ i ; j
: j M « .All jjJ | 4 1 ~i« 11j <i -v < -* . >-» 11 J I. ii, aV I jl 'i i ii j . \

^■U.All ^1 JHJ.Ij |JLuJ I jLl^l . I
j_4 jJ I I. A ■ I J-^Vlj 1 a * ■ I I JLL-ljuI . ' '

^ In 4 I I I 6 j. 1 ft . Y
Jx.LaJ I ^ ml—i 4 $ jI*I 11 4 a i«->11 . Y

4JVI <^1 . I

4-A-^^-jJ Ij 4_i_i jxJ I 4->JLU-IIj (tLuu-jVI . Y

frLUVI (N)
—: 4 i "■V |

^ I j-jJ I ^ I r (_gj "i ->~i 6 j I " 11 O Lc jxiajJ, I 4_i ll£

U^jJI 4_xa.LJI (I
41f i <11y 14 i-fc LJ i (i i* * - V .

^ » i J U 11 L*J I 4_x^l_j

JlLx jJ I <_j Ll£ ( J

4 w<ill 6 j LxaJ. I <J1j Lc.J i I (j~o Cj LxJ » *^J-a ^ Lh^ ' ^-4 4 > 11 i n iV I ■ ~j V 1 a I I 5 ■ I " K ^ I r . i i^ t" I I
. 4 n I ^ \ Y • (jx i_0_i I n I J Jx V 4J li_a J£J j 4 1 1111 jjJ I
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oJLkllM

j-jlJ I <LaJ LLx-i I ( )Li£ Cj-a CIjUj*6jr 6p Ifl

i i ln5iJ I jj-B I j I i A. 11 dj Lc.^.1 r»^J. 1 (j_a ^X
U ft 4 »J O Lcjxb jJ. I

i j HSJ I ^j-a 6 j I "->11 dj Lcj ■ >>j 11 (j_o <J-!UL*IV I 5_J U. I (1

<-^>^-11 (C)
4 1 ^ < <1 1 I 6 j I I CLj 1 ft In -Vft 1 I Jj-A LfruifLfc5—LL I 4jlU I I 4 1 >^JlJ I 4 » I 1 I <La_2x j^J I 4-i-ul J J

4—->J—J1 * J I 4 i Jj-JI 4 Jftj ft I 1 6jj ft 11 jlj LI

' Q
Jl ' ^ 1 I^ J - ^ 11 . \

^Jl(\)
^jLliI . N

: , aJ . I I C^J *'*11 . X
I 6-® £>"-!•' ' • '

1 I I 4 r j \ A 1 I 4 a . S* I I , t ,

I aj I jl n-tll (_»$"' n 4 i I I I ■ aJ . --»I I ^j "tall . £

I tj-o J *> " H • J

^ ■ ■ ■ ■• 11j 8 i a ->ll i ~ i» \ 11 . X
djj « *■ " I I ■ ** ■« *' I I <JLi I, U n . 1

4 I n -> 2j ■ u/Ua. 1" ■» *' I I • 0

*'« t IJ ^ »l 11 Aj^jJLII .

,aU. II . V

4_a*J.I jIjj > a U « 11 jlj i^_j j>aJI • A

Jj_JI .

AI j a " ' "V I djIjJl • N •

LjUX I j j* I ^ a "■ . ..V | . \ \
JjuLl I j Ajj . \ X
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■ — « " I1 ^L*_s . \ 1
• •

JjcLI I JU-G*G . \ o

jl l^j. jl UjJi j,l£ lj' cULJI ■ n
: i—aj .<-» 11 (I-J)

JiUVIj JIjujVI . X

ijij pUij ^UVI . r

LaJI PLJIj ^IJJI . 1

(■ Lj * LJ IJ j I jJ I <_i I a . 0

*L jIjJI . "\

6 y.n-h (. LJ Ij i.. 11 a. V

4 . jGJ IJ <-J-J jjJ I O-IUa-Llj flin'lVI . X

,LSGVI(I)
—: <_GV I ^a, I jGJ I (j-Lt (_gj "»->~ 6 j I "I->1 I dj Lc. jjja j_L I 5_i Li5k

* ■ *■ ■ * 11 <* * *-■ LjJ I (I
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Ijj j,\'t 111 . N
LJ-a.j I .1" ill ■ ' ' -■ i I j-a . X
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Li j jl->l I ^ 1 <• I J " \ 1 I » ■ >a" j_c-a I j_a . 1
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4 n -a j_lJ Ij 4-o-j jjJ I OlJ Uo-L Ij o Luu-jV I ■ X
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. 4_jj jJLi L« (ji X. I " • Llo_o 4 i .. a LaJ I

^ <Ji_i I jJ I 4 null d> I 11 U ill J_i_a 4 wull ft 1 j I >jj" 1 I ' ** • I ' I L ill j 4 /i -v j-jJ 1 . J7

Lc^LJI . T

4 r- 4i >11 « 1 <■ 4_ijjIjJ u^l LaJ I 4_^j . \

Lx^Ua-uolj 4JLi 4a I ■ a I I *11 ft . X

. 4_i l_>iJ Ij LLU I 4_Ll I L a j l_1 (j_a JI j_L I Jj Li_i £_o 4 « IO I 4ji I n> a (j-Lc I • 1"
. i < t 4 1 " I Ij I 4 ) 11 " I I I 4 1 I >iJ dj 1 ft K I I J *1 *'"' L>-° J I jTI L) 1 ' ' a I I 4_a, I i«-» 4 ^ I r |»^LLJ I . 1

. I ^ ~ I I 4_Sk I i<-> 4 (_rLt I . 0

La.^1 In i <-> Ij 4JLl 4_c ^L_J I ^ *f n . *\

^ i A" 4 1 Ij JUI U-» J l_)-ll jjLLJ £_o I 4_C^Lj (_#-LC I . V

jjlsi I 4_c.^Lj (_j.Lt I . A
. jl.n-AVL aLLJiV Ij _^l (_jlc. fiKJI-^Lil^ ,-L.^ . 5

. j 1 <<■»" -i» V Li 4_jl^ j| j 4 iiiiuJ I (_jTt I — (j I i 111 ^ I r i 4_j_jjtj . \ .

. J 1 I«-»"t -t V Li 4 I L a I I |J 4 tj *tt 1 | dj I l < .1 -kl I ^ I «• I — j_iJ I •> I r ■ ft ■ . \ \

From the data given in the syllabus about the amount of minutes per week for teaching subjects, we

can summarise for Arabic language as follows:

a. For remove class, the student learns Arabic for 680 minutes per week out of 1,600 minutes which

means 1/3 of the hours provided for teaching per week.

b. For Form one and Form two, the student learns Arabic for 440 minutes per week out of 1,600 min¬

utes.

c. For Form three, four and five, he learns Arabic for 400 minutes per week out of 1,600 minutes.

d. For lower sixth, the student learns Arabic for 440 minutes per week out of 1,600 minutes.

These exclude other subjects such as Tafsir, Hadith, reciting and memorising al-Qur'an, Tauhid, logic

and the science of al-Qur'an and Hadith (for some classesjfor which the texts are also in Arabic.
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2. TEXTBOOKS.

Almost all Arabic school in Malaysia use kitab 'alNahwu al Wadih' as a text book for teaching gram¬

mar and morphology. The details are as follows:

Remove Class and Form One: Volume one for beginners (Al-Ibtidai).

Form Two: Volume Two for beginners.

FormThree: Volume Three for beginners.

Form Four: Volume one for secondary (Al-Thanawi).

Form Five: Volume two for secondary.

This text book is used in teaching Arabic grammar in Arab countries especially in Egypt. So most of

the examples are taken from its environment. There is no alteration made when Arabic school uses it as

a text book since the purpose of using this book is to understand the grammar.

As for other subjects such as Insya', Qira'ah, Imla', and tarjamah, there is no specific text book for these

topics. What the Department of Islamic Affairs has done is provide references and muzakkirah as fol¬

lows:

1. For al-Muhadathah, the Department provides,

JjVl *>JI 1+ijxU <JLLII c_.Lis;
* ■ '
j « I I 4.i „l I I J-JdaJI

These two books are not a text book. They are reference books only the teacher can refer to and use to

teach that topic.

2. As for mutala'ah, the reference book is

: <LJ_J jJtJ I 4jJ LLJ.I^
3. AS for Insya', the reference books are

4_l_i jJtJ I 4*111 yi .*•> I.t-Jl (. 11*1 W I t .ll£ j pLijVI aliljJI
Almost all of these books are edited or written by the teachers in this Department.

4. As for translation, the passages come from Malaysian and Arabic articles. Teachers or officers in the

Department undertake to publish what it called j^U Ij <_±j I cjV HI I <j_a o LLHliLa
It is clear that except the text book for teaching grammar, the Department has not provided a specific

text book for those topics mentioned above. This is one of the difference between Arabic school and
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NISS as we can see in the next section.

CONCLUSION

After looking at the syllabus and text books in Arabic secondary schools we can conclude as follows:

1. The purpose of learning Arabic in this school attempts to focus on religious purposes rather than

general purposes. It tries to make students understand Arabic so that they can use this knowledge to

understand al-Qur'an, Hadith and other religious source books.

2. The main idea of these purposes is to make Arabic an academic language. Arabic seemed to be one

of the important subjects. More than that, it becomes a key to understand other subjects such as Tafsir,

Fiqh, Hadith, 'Ulum al-Hadith and 'Ulum al-Qur'an.

3. Text books are classical like al-Nahwu al-Wadih and Matn al-Ajurrumiah.

It is obvious from the syllabus however, that the focus is on grammar lessons. Although other topics

e.g. Insya', Qira'ah etc. are taught, the hours provided are spent more on the grammar lessons. Moreo¬

ver, teaching grammar is easier than teaching other subjects such as essay and translation. Most of the

teachers who graduated from Arabic universities are fluent in grammar. At the same time, the syllabus

does not provide in detail the content for these subjects (Insya', Qira'ah etc.) compared with the gram¬

mar. In other words, teachers have to find out sources and references to teach those subjects.

2.3. TEACHING ARABIC IN THE NATIONAL ISLAMIC SECONDARY SCHOOL.

2.3.1. The Administration.

The Ministry of Education of Malaysia has various divisions or sections and every division has specif¬

ic responsibilities. The Department of Islamic Education (DIE) is specifically responsible for two basic

parts: Islamic Education and Arabic Language in all stages from primary to secondary school. "This di¬

vision is responsible to plan and provide the principles and the foundations of these subjects which the

states and local Islamic education administrations can transmit to the schools. This division has five

units with twelve officers. It gives full consideration to Arabic Language teaching because it is the lan¬

guage of the holy Qur'an and of modern communications in addition to being the language of science
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and culture." ^ The DIE has taken some steps to raise the quality of teaching Arabic in secondary

schools in Malaysia. Among the obvious steps which have been taken by this division are:

a. "Revision of the present syllabus of Arabic teaching and establishing a new syllabus called the

'integrated syllabus'.

b. Setting up training courses for Arabic language teachers in all stages.

c. Providing text books. One of these books is 'al 'Arabiyyah' which consists of volumes one, two and

three which have been used for lower secondary schools. This book was written and edited by a group

of teachers under the supervision of Prof. Dr. al Hijazi, from the Islamic Education,Sciences and Cul¬

ture Organisation (ISESCO). (The details about this book will be discussed under Text books).

d. Establishing a board to follow up the improvement in teaching Arabic.

e. Asking all Islamic secondary schools to set up an advisory board. For this purpose, the DEI suplies

them with a guide book.

To make sure that all steps mentioned are successfully implemented, these works are put under the di¬

rect supervision of the DIE and the follow up is made from time to time". ^

2.3.2. Syllabus and Text Books.

(i) Syllabus.

Introduction.

When this department designs a syllabus for Arabic language in National Islamic secondary schools,

two main factors are taken into consideration:

1. The principles and foundations for the educational environment. In this case, the meaning of the ed¬

ucational environment is the educational environment of Malaysia.

2. Response to the needs of the present situation in the fields of study which give students an opportu¬

nity of further study in Arab countries.

"For these reasons, the Ministry of Education has adopted the syllabus from the Arab countries espe¬

cially from the University of al Azhar in Egypt as a sample to help design the syllabus for teaching Ar¬

abic and Islamic studies in secondary schools with some alterations to make it suitable for non-Arabic

speaking students.
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The Contents of the Syllabus.

The syllabus for Arabic in National Islamic secondary schools was altered from the first syllabus in

1987 to an integrated syllabus in December 1989. This new syllabus includes the four skills of listen¬

ing, speaking, reading and writing as well as any skill which relates to these four skills which are ne¬

cessary. However, these four skills must be in line with the standard Arabic grammar. The details of

this syllabus are as follow:

1."Listening and Speaking.

With the acquisition of these two skills it is hoped students are enabled to:

1.1. listen to the sounds, and intonations perfectly used in various situations and distinguish the differ¬

ences between them.

1.2. listen and understand the Arabic words, sentences and phrases in the thread of speech.

1.3. listen and understand the verses from al Qur'an.

1.4. listen and try to follow what is read of al Qur'an.

1.5. listen and understand what is read of al Hadith.

1.6. listen and understand facts, ideas and argument.

1.7. listen and understand various reading subjects and try to follow generally.

1.8. receive orders and instructions and try to deliver them to others.

1.9. express greetings and replies.

1.10. pronounce the numerals and use them correctly.

1.11. deliver announcements, news, speeches, greetings, condolence and reports.

1.12. ask questions to get important imformation produced by the mass media.

1.13. ask questions in order to interpret orders, commands and instructions.

1.14. ask questions on various listening subjects to identify their purposes generally.

1.15. explain meanings, synonyms, sentences and phrases.

1.16. describe important points, ideas, events and themes on various subjects.

1.17 explain something with assistance of an apparatus (such as pictures, slides etc.)

1.18. explain individual and social events in certain situations as well as current issues.

2. Reading
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Within this skill, students are hoped to be enabled to:

2.1. read poetry and prose with correct pronunciation of the Arabic sounds and intonation.

2.2. read and understand various synonyms, sentences and phrases.

2.3. read al Qur'an properly and correctly.(following the rules of reading al Qur'an) ( )■
2.4. read the Hadith properly and correctly.

2.5. read al Qur'an and understand its meaning.

2.6. read the Hadith and understand its meaning.

2.7. know how to use dictionaries to increase the development of word acquisition.

2.8. read silently on various subjects and understand them as well as recognise the roots of words by

using dictionaries.

2.9. read silently various materials and understand ideas, facts and conclusions from those materials.

2.10. read numericals correctly.

2.11. read conversations and act as an actor in certain dialogues.

3. Writing.

With this skill students are able to:

3.1. write sentences and paragraphs in a clear Arabic hand writing (al-khutut al'arabiyyah ) indicating

vowels.

3.2. dictate sentences and paragraphs (poetry or prose) correctly.

3.3. write Arabic hand writing correctly. ^
3.4. complete a paragraph by using correct words, phrases, proverbs and familiar quotations (al hikam

wa al amthal).
3.5. fill forms with correct information as required.

3.6. make a note of what they had listened to or read.

3.7. write an essay by using important given words.

3.8. arrange paragraphs following logical ideas.

3.9. summarise texts from various sources.

3.10. build sentences with a correct turn of sentence (uslub) and grammar.

3.11. build sentence with its parts: jumlah khabariyyah and insya'iyyah: imperative, prohibitive and
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vocative.

3.12. build sentences in paragraphs to form a complete essay.

3.13. narrate from graphic materials.

3.14. write a letter either formal or informal.

3.15. write announcements, news, dialogues, statements and speeches.

3.16. translate an essay from Arabic to Malay and from Malay to Arabic.

3.17. write an essay on various topics such as reports, imaginative stories, true stories and conversa¬

tions.

3.18. write an essay based on proverbs and quotations (al-hikam wa '1-amthal) topics.

3.19. write down the declension (i'rab) of the words and sentences.

3.20. write numericals correctly.

4. Sound System. (Al-Nizam al-souti )

The sound system is part of the language which is included in the syllabus. By learning this system,

students are enabled to:

4.1. pronounce and distinguish between sounds.

4.2. master the sound of consonants (al-sowamit ).

4.3 master the sound of vocals (al-sowait ).

4.4. master the outlets of letters (makharij al-huruf ).

4.5. master the attributions of letters (sifat al -huruf ).

5. Grammar.

Grammar is an important source of practising the language therefore the teaching of it must be planned

carefully in order to develop right usage of language. This grammar is divided into three parts: mor¬

phology, syntax and pronounciation and intonation.

Topics for grammar learning are as follows:

5.1. Morphology:

5.1.1. Noun and its parts.
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5.1.2. Verb and its parts.

5.1.3. Particle and its parts.

5.2. Syntax (al-Nizam al tarkibi)

5.2.1. Nominal sentences.

5.2.2. Verbal sentences.

5.2.3. Phrases.

5.2.4. Complement (al-mukammilat): It covers nominative, accusative, genitive and appositive.

5.2.5. Numericals.

5.2.6. Annexation.

5.2.7. Vocative.

5.3. The System of Pronounciation and Intonation.

5.3.1. Pronunciation must follow what is spoken as standard Arabic.

5.3.2. Intonation, in speaking, must be considered in these two kinds of sentences:

a. al-jumlah al-khabariyyah.

b. al-jumlah al-insya'iyyah.

6. Proverbs and Quotations. (Al Hikam wa '1 Amthal )

These two topics are parts of the beauty of the Arabic Language, therefore students should be encour¬

aged to learn and to use them in their writing or speaking, to master their language.

7. Word Acquisition. (Al tharwah al lughawiyyah )

Students should acquire words and terminologies from the early stage in the elementary level until the

advanced level in the upper secondary school. For this purpose, they should master at least five thou¬

sand words when they graduate from secondary school.

8. Sources for teaching and learning Arabic.

Sources for teaching and learning Arabic are the Holy Qur'an, al-Hadith, academic books, useful refer¬

ence books, dictionaries, newspapers, magazines, pictures and other sources as well as electronic me¬

dia. 9

(ii) Text Books.
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When the Ministry of Education built the National Islamic Secondary schools in 1977 under the man¬

agement of the Department of Islamic Education , this kind of school used various types of text book

for teaching Arabic. In the beginning, it used text books used in Arabic schools. As we can see in

teaching Arabic in Arabic school, the methodology in teaching Arabic in this school is closer to the

grammar and translation method. However, when the Ministry of Education changed the system of ex¬

amination for Malaysian candidates, this school needed a new syllabus to fulfil the examination re¬

quirement.

"This new requirement of the examination is not met by

the grammar and translation methods."

In order to fulfil this need, the DIE published a new text book called 'AL-'ARABIYYAH'. This text

book was written by a group of Arabic teachers in the Ministry of Education under the supervision of a

linguist expert from ISESCO, Prof. Dr. Mahmud al-Hijazi. The details of this book and its contents as

mentioned by Prof. al-Hijazi are : * 1
One: General Description.

1. This book has five volumes: three volumes for lower secondary school (for students from Form one

to Form three) and two volumes for medium secondary school (for students from Form four to Form

five), together with five extra reference books and guide books for teachers. Every volume has twenty

or twenty one lessons. Each lesson has its own text and various integrated drills. As for the additional

book, it has topics for conversation, some new texts for reading as well as drills to train students to¬

ward the new approach in the examination system of foreign language learning.

2. In every volume of this book, the authors consider the integration of the language skills, the gram¬

mar is not taken forward in the first volume directly but is taught gradually by drill. To be precise, the

student learns grammar practically, not theoretically.

In the first two volumes, listening and speaking skills are focused with reading and writing skills being

taught only in the second volume after the student has mastered the first two skills. Learning syntax

(al-nahwu ) systematically as a subject appears only in volumes four and five. For this reason, in these

last two volumes, after every lesson, there is a topic of grammar followed by drill on it.

3. In the first three volumes, the Malaysian environment is used as a base for selecting topics as the
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contents of the book, therefore in the first volume the topics are built around what every Malaysian
1 ?

does every day. However, in volume four, the topics are about Islamic and Arabic culture such as:

the importance of learning in Islam, life in Islam, Health, Arabic Islamic civilisation and the modem

world. As for volume five, the topics have become more advanced such as: society, economy, pilgrims,

economy, Islamic values, Arabic Islamic civilisation, learning and the survival of the nation (ummah).

4. This book is used to teach students Islamic education and Islamic values by concentrating on Islamic

topics such as: Islamic values (al-akhlaq al-Islamiyyah ), worship in Islam and Islamic festivals togeth¬

er with some verses from al Qur'an. In addition, any value that is non-Islamic is not referred to in this

book.

5. This book uses the standard Arabic writing system as used in Arab countries now. The vowel system

(dabtu ) is used completely in the first volume. However, it (dabtu)is used only for the new words in

the advanced level. As for Qur'anic verses, it uses al-'Uthmani text which is well known in all the

Muslim countries.

Two: The Language Content (al-muhtawa al-lughawi)

1. Vocabulary selection in this book is built by the following factors:

a. Experience in writing a book for teaching Arabic to non Arabic speakers in another language. 13
b. The frequency word lists in Malaysian usage.

c. The topics that cover culture and Islamic religion.

On the whole, these vocabularies are hoped to cover both the language requirement (al-muasofat al-

lughawiyyah ) and the education well established among those who are expert in teaching Arabic to

foreigners. These vocabularies represent standard vocabulary, not colloquial ('ammiyyah), being used

and understood today in all the Arab countries, to aid students to understand the Holy Qur'an and Ara¬

bic civilisation and furthermore the student can use them to express his own opinion on the environ¬

ment, society and modem needs.

2. In this book, there are about five thousand words which have been selected. The detail is divided as

follows:

Volume One: 600 Arabic words.
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Volume Two: 600 Arabic words + 250 Arabic words from kitab al-Mukhtarat (Extra reference book).

Volume Three: 600 Arabic words + 250 Arabic words from kitab al-Mukhtarat.

Volume Four: 850 Arabic words + 400 Arabic words from kitab al-Mukhtarat.

Volume Five: 850 Arabic words + 400 Arabic words from kitab al-Mukhtarat.

On critical analysis, the amount of vocabulary is bigger than the syllabus requires as it is limited for

the purpose of teaching Arabic. However, some of these words are well known among Malaysians, es¬

pecially words which are used in Islamic religion and culture. According to M.A.J. Beg, Associated

Professor in National University of Malaysia, there are about 2,000 Arabic words in Malay words. ^
Moreover, in spite of this amount, it will satisfy students and teacher if these words are well practised

in the course of the lessons and drills.

3. The authors of this book considered two main things when they composed the book. These are the

sentence relationship (al- 'alaqat al-siyaqiyyah ) and terminology (al-tarakib al-istilahiyyah ). Some ex¬

amples of the first are verbs which are used only with certain prepositions (huruf al-jarr) and verbs

which have different meanings when we change huruf al-jarr. As for al-tarakib al-istilahiyyah, we can

see sentences such as: express welcoming (tarhhib), prayer (do'a), thankfulness (al-shukr ), excuses

(i'tizar), etc.

4. Two main factors are focused in this language content: drill on the language itself and the grammar

(al-nahwu wa al-sarf). By emphasising these two factors, the book has achieved two important things

in learning Arabic. These are fluency in language use (talaqah ) and accuracy in grammar (diqqah ).

5. As was mentioned in the general description above, the five volumes of al- 'Arabiyyah are divided

between lower secondary school and medium secondary school.The details about each volume are as

follows:

Volume One: This book is used for Form One in lower secondary school. The topics are: Arabic

sounds, alif lam shamsiyyah and qamariyyah, nominal sentences, putting predicate (khabar ) before

subject (mubtada1), perfect, imperfect and imperative verb, using imperfect for future tense, masculine

and feminine, nominative pronouns, singular and plural, interrogative particles such as: ma, kaifa, aina,

man, etc., verbal sentences, agent (fa'il), patient (maf'ul), nun al-wiqayah, annexation, the annexation

noun of place such as amama, khalfa, haula etc., and adjective.
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Volume Two (For Form Two): The topics are: perfect tense, relation of pronoun (isnad al-damir), im¬

perfect and imperative verb, prohibitive verb (al-nahyu), preposition and genitive, interrogative parti¬

cles, feminine and masculine, singular, dual and plural, patient, condition sentence (ism al-shart) with

two particles: man and idha, conjunction, the usage of sara, attached pronoun with noun.

Volume Three (For Form Three): The passive (Al-mabni lil majhul,), the usage of kana, the usage of

lianna, lam al-ta'lil with imperfect verb (in matn al-Jurrumiyyah it is called lam kai, p. 5), the usage of

sin and saufa, the usage of ba'da anna, the usage of imperfect verb for second person (masculine and

feminine), the usage of imperfect verb for plural, the usage of two words (ba'du and aktharu) in annex¬

ation.

All of these topics are performed with examples and students are taught by learning these examples.

Then they are required to solve all questions and drills in the book. Students start to recognise gram¬

matical terminology when they go to Form Two and Three, therefore we can see that terminology such

as masculine, feminine, singular, etc. are introduced only in these two volumes. The purpose of intro¬

ducing these terminologies is as an introduction before they move to medium secondary school (Form

Four and Five).

6. Teaching grammar in medium secondary school is based on the purpose of exposing the student to

basic important grammar. For this reason, twenty-two topics are taught in this level. Grammar teach¬

ing, which include drills, takes half of every lesson hour. The topics are as below:

Volume Four (for Form Four): Perfect, imperfect and imperative verb, masculine and feminine, sin¬

gular, dual and plural, classes of plural, nominal and verbal sentences, interrogative particles, preposi¬

tions of genitive, agent(Fa'il), kana and its sisters, changing verb to feminine, patient, patient whose

agent is not mentioned (naib al-fa'il), subject, predicate, pronoun, verb annexed to pronoun (isnad al-

fi'li ila al dama'ir), demonstrative pronouns (asma' al-isharah ), inna and its sisters, al-taqdim wa al-

ta'khir, conjunction, emphasis, adjective, agreement between adjective and the thing described.

Volume Five (for Form Five): Imperfect verb when affected by something which governs accusative,

imperfect verb when affected by something which governs apocopated (jazm), condition of particles

(al-shart), the five verbs, La for negotion (al-nafiyah), La al-nahiyah, annexation of singular, dual and

plural, numerical, specification, the noun of place or time, maf'ul mutlaq, present tense (hal), the accu-
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sative of reason, exception (istithna'), substitution, uninflected noun, abstract (al-mujarrad), verb which

has prefixes (al-mazid), verbal nouns, noun of agent and noun of patient.

By learning these topics of grammar, students are enabled to achieve skill and fluency in Arabic gram¬

mar either in theory or practical use. Topics for lower and medium secondary school in some cases are

similar but the contents are not the same. This is because, as mentioned above, they learn grammar in

lower secondary school by practising it, whereas in secondary school they learn theory and practice as

well.

Three: The Cultural Content (al-muhtawa al-thaqafi)

The cultural content of this book has a deep relation with two major purposes of learning Arabic in

Malaysia. They are religious needs and modem culture. Although these two purposes are not equally

represented in every volume, they serve a comprehensive aim generally. Hence we can see that the

content of the book in the first three volumes (for Form One to Form Three) is about every day activi¬

ties which are relevant to the environment of Malaysia, whereas in Volume Four and Five, the focus is

on religion and civilisation(al-hadarah) .

Although the topics which are presented especially in the first three volumes seem not to be originally

religious topics, religious elements have been inserted and therefore cover them thoroughly.

The details on contents are as below:

Volume One:

a. Personal information: Introducing each other, Birthday, Sex (male or female), Country, Religion,

Address.

b. Family: My family, Our House, Living in the House, Two Sons, In the Evening.

c. Daily activities: Visiting, Authentic Opportunity, Food Etiquette(adab al-ta 'am), prayer.

d. School: Students, Teachers, School, Class.

e. Hobbies: My hobby, Sports, Vacation.

Volume Two:

a. Islam: Islamic festival, Prophet's birthday, Friday prayer, al-Madinah al-Munawwarah.
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b. Manner or Behaviour: Cleanliness, A good mind in a good body (Quotation), Doctor and Medicine,

Helping a Muslim.

c. Home Environment: Zoo, Kuala Lumpur (capital of Malaysia), Villagers, Working in the city, Natu¬

ral Views (al-manazir al-tabi'iyyah).

d. Modern Life: Industry, Transportation.

e. Daily Life: Games, Competition, New Clothes.

Volume Three:

a. Home Environment: Malaysian Products; rice, banana, tea.

b. Daily Life: Staple Food, Fruit Shop, Waking Up in the Morning, School Tour, Picnic at the Beach,

Post Office, Telephone.

c. Manner or Behaviour: Letter, The Right Way (al-sirat al-mustaqim), Visiting a Patient, An Honest

Police Man, Farewell.

d. Relationship: Malaysia, Countries, Arab.

From these topics, we can conclude that this book in the first three volumes focuses on two things:

1. Islamic Religious affairs.

2. General information.

As for medium secondary school, the book focuses on Islam and Islamic civilisation more than on gen¬

eral topics and daily activities. By looking at these two volumes, we canjustify what we have said

above.

Volume Four:

Unit One: Education: New Academic Year, Education in Malaysia, Library.

Unit Two: Daily Life: Tour to Kuala Lumpur, Welcoming Friend Coming Back From Abroad, Al-

Adha Festival, Writing a Letter to a Friend.

Unit Three: Job: Advertisement in Newspaper, Craft, A New Officer, Working Environment.

Unit Four: Health: Food, Seeing the Doctor, Human Affairs.

Unit Five: Islamic Culture: Dar al-Hijrah, Al-Idrisi, Baghdad, Cairo, Al-Razi.

Unit Six: Modem World: Countries of the World, Muslims in the World, Letter from Morocco, Na¬

tional Day.
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Volume Five:

Unit One: Society: Cooperation, First Aid Group, Happy Ending.

Unit Two: Economy: Malaysian Economy, Petrol, Foreign Exchange.

Unit Three: Pilgrimage: Preparation for Pilgrimage, Airways, Journey to Mecca al-Mukarramah, In the

Holy Land.

Unit Four: Islamic Values: Al-Istiqamah, Al- 'izzah, Civilisation (al-hadarah).

Unit Five: Civilisation: Islam: The Practical Religion, Ibn Khaldun, The Effect of Islamic Civilisation

on Europe.

Unit Six: Education and the Future: Higher Education, Computer, Arabic in Malaysia.

With this cultural content, students, at the end of their course, are, it is hoped, able to read Arabic

books whether the topics are related to Islamic civilisation or modern life which are relevant to their

age and knowledge.

Extra Reference Book.

As was mentioned in the first paragraph under text book topic, there are five extra reference books

named Al-Mukhtarat Al-'Arabiyyah which are used apart from Al-'Arabiyyah text book. However,

until 1990, only two volumes were published. The two are for Form Two and Three in Lower secon¬

dary school. The book aims to provide as much information as possible to students and to drill

them in how to use Arabic practically. Hence all of the topics focus on conversation. All the lessons

which are presented in conversation form are followed by two kinds of drills: comprehension and com¬

pleting the sentences.

The topics for this purpose are as follows:

Form Two: Food, Living Room, Bed Room, In the Market, After Having Food, Friday Prayer, A

Friend From an Arab country, Airport, In the Hotel.

Form Three: Sports, Congratulations Letter, Prophet's Birthday, Fasting Month, Trip To the Highlands,

The Mosque, The Independence of Malaysia, Television, Muslim Festival( Eld al-Fitr al-Mubarak),

Who walks on the right way, will arrive(Proverb).

These topics are adapted from Arabic books and modern journals. ^
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CONCLUSION

After looking at the purposes of learning Arabic, the syllabus and text books in National Islamic sec¬

ondary school, we can conclude as follows:

1. The purpose of learning Arabic in this school attempts to combine learning Arabic for religious pur¬

poses and learning Arabic for specific purposes. It endeavours to educate students in the Arabic Lan¬

guage so that they can use this knowledge to understand al-Qur'an, Hadith and other religious sources.

More than that, the student will appreciate and take pride in the Arabic Language as the language of

the Holy Qur'an. 17 the same time, it aims to educate students in Arabic as one of the means to ac¬

quire knowledge. 18 Nevertheless, this syllabus did not ignore the importance of communication in Ar¬

abic although this country is not an Arab country. Therefore, learning Arabic for general purposes i.e.

speaking, listening and reading have been inserted in its purposes so that students can communicate

among themselves in Arabic. 1"
2. The main idea of these purposes is to make Arabic in NISS a practical language and not a " subject"

to be learned by the student. Arabic is aimed to be a "tool" in communication rather than a subject.

This is certainly the difference between learning Arabic in this school and in the Arabic schools.

3. If we look at the text book, it seems to us that this text book (Al-'Arabiyyah) moves toward fulfilling

these purposes. It tries to make this language a living language i.e. spoken by teachers and students. It

changes some of the teachers' attitudes toward this language. In the past, teachers taught students

grammar only and avoided drills and speaking Arabic with students. When they teach students using

this book, they have no choice but to speak to students in Arabic and give them drills and tests so that

students feel confident to use this language.

4. This book is hoped to be a starting point toward improving the way of understanding al-Qur'an

among Muslim students in Malaysia. This is because the book does not keep al-Qur'an away from Ara¬

bic. It uses al-Qur'an as a source and this is the brave experiment to eliminate the way some Muslims

in Malaysia think about al-Qur'an. They think that al-Qur'an is used for religious purpose only and not

for other purposes such as academic or language learning. It is clear among them that anyone who at¬

tempts to study al-Qur'an NOT for religious purpose, is stamped as an unbeliever (kafir) or at least
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will be blamed because he has degraded the Holy Qur'an.

2 .3.3 TEACHER AND STUDENT

a. TEACHER.

There are about 303 teachers in National Islamic Secondary Schools in Malaysia.^ The number of

teachers in Arabic schools is more than the number of teachers in NISS. About 95% of these teachers

are Malaysian. Some of them graduated from middle east universities such as Al-Azhar University, Al-

Malik Sa'ud University in Riyadh, while others graduated from local universities such as from the Is¬

lamic Faculty, National University of Malaysia and Islamic Academy, University of Malaya. Among

these teachers, only 40 teachers were really graduated in Arabic studies. The others came from Islamic

studies (Shari'ah or Usul'l-Din). This phenomenon has caused a major problem in teaching Arabic in

Malaysia. (The problems of teaching Arabic in Malaysia will be discussed in the next section).

B. STUDENT

Briefly, there are three intakes of student to NISS and Arabic schools: the first intake is for Form One,

the second intake is for Form Four and the third intake is for Form Six. All students in this school are

Muslim because the admission requirement to this school is that the student should know how to read

Jawi (Malay alphabet which similar to Arabic alphabet) and he should know how to read al-Qur'an.

One of the most important things about the students in NISS and Arabic is that they enjoy a variety of

choice when they graduate from this school. Some of them have been sent to Arab countries such as

Morrocco, Jordan and Egypt to further their study in Arab universities . From 1986 until 1990, the DIE

sent 80 students from NISS to Morocco and from 1988 to 1990, 40 students were sent to Jordan. 21 At

the same time, the students from this school represent a large number of the university students in local

universities in the Faculty of Arts, Sciences, Law and Islamic studies.

2.4. THE PROBLEMS OF TEACHING ARABIC IN MALAYSIA.

Teaching Arabic in Malaysia has passed through many stages to become established: from private

schools to be under the administration of the department of Islamic affairs in the states and then under

the department of Islamic education (for some schools). The department of Islamic education in the
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Ministry of Education, together with the department of Islamic affairs, have had many problems in or¬

der to make this kind of school of the same standard as other types of school in the country. This sec¬

tion then, endeavours to highlight these problems so that some suggestions could be forwarded at the

end of this research. To make the discussion more clear, the problems will be discussed according to

these factors: administration, syllabus, teachers, and other factors,

a. ADMINISTRATION.

The Director in the Department of Islamic Education listed the problems in the administration in his

paper presented in one of the Arabic teaching seminars held in Malaysia in 1990 ^2 as follows:

a. A lack of qualified staff to administer Arabic teaching programmes. He said that until 1990, there

were only two officers who were responsible to this section (Arabic). They had to look after all Arabic

schools which are under the administration of this department.

b. "A lack of qualified staff in Arabic language to administer Arabic teaching in the states which are

far from the capital where the main office is located." 23 Most of the staff in the states are those

whose major study is not Arabic. They graduated from the Middle East in Islamic Law or theology

and some of them gruaduated from local universities from the faculty of Arts.

c. "A lack of technical supervision from the Ministry of Education in all stages of administration: sylla¬

bus, text books, teachers, training, examination system, etc." 24 in other words, officers in the depart¬

ment have to do their duty without any help from the ministry.

d. "The Department of Islamic Education does not provide an Arabic teacher training college." 25
What it is doing at the moment is providing an Islamic religious training college only. This means that

those who are willing to be Arabic teachers, have to attend this training college to obtain a diploma in

teaching. It is necessary also to state here that until 1990, there was no Arabic teacher training program

in any university in Malaysia. Only in the academic year 1990/91, International Islamic University in¬

troduced this kind of course in the Faculty of Education in the university. Then the University of Ma¬

laya introduced this course incorporating it with Islamic education training.

e. "There is no expert in teaching Arabic to observe the teaching and learning Arabic programme in

Malaysia." 26 On the contrary, if we look at teaching English, French, and Japanese languages, we find

that this problem does not arise. This is because many experts in these languages either from this coun-
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try or abroad are involved in developing the learning of these languages.

f. "There is no specific budget for Arabic language subjects from the Ministry of Education as is pro¬

vided to other subjects such as sciences and mathematics."27 This means that the Arabic section has to

'beg' the budget from the Ministry to the Islamic education section. Having a small budget of course

will automatically prevent this section from expanding its activities.

2. SYLLABUS.

a. "There is no integrated syllabus for Arabic language in the primary stage."28 This is because as

mentioned (before), Arabic schools are under the department of Islamic affairs in the states while Na¬

tional Islamic secondary schools are under the department of Islamic education in the Ministry of Edu¬

cation. Both use different syllabuses: the first is more on the classical system (focus on grammar),

while the second focuses on modem standard Arabic. When students from these two kinds of school

meet at the higher study level, the problems occur. Most students from Arabic school do better in un¬

derstanding grammar and in writing than those who are coming from the national Islamic school.

Teachers in the university for example, have great difficulties in finding the most suitable syllabus for

these two categories of student.

b. A lack of texts, extra text books and references in all stages of schooling. Some text books

(especially for grammar are taken from the Middle East e.g. al-Nahwu al-Wadih. It is so difficult to

find Arabic exercise books in book stores or even in the school especially with reference to Malaysian

environment.

c. A lack of teaching aids materials which are important to language learning. Compared with teaching

other languages, teaching aid materials for Arabic are left behind. There is no proper program for

teaching Arabic using these kinds of teaching aids e.g. slides, overhead projector, pictures, video, cas¬

sette and computer. Some Arabic schools have language laboratories but they are not being used be¬

cause the above materials are not available.

3. TEACHERS.

a. Only a small number of teachers who are involved in teaching Arabic hold a degree in teaching Ar¬

abic either in the National Islamic secondary or in Arabic schools. For example, in the State of Pahang

which is the biggest state in the Malaysian Peninsula, there are more than twelve Arabic schools and
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none of the teachers who teach Arabic in these schools holds a degree in teaching Arabic. Most of

them have a degree in Islamic Law (Shari'ah) or Theology (Usui al-din) or Arts (history or Arabic lit¬

erature) from Middle Eastern universities.

b. The above problem has caused another problem which is "the teachers have little knowledge of Ara¬

bic language." 29 Thus will affect the standard of teaching in the classroom. The Department of Islamic

affairs might be responsible for this problem because it does not offer a scholarship solely in Arabic for

those who want to do further study in any higher institution either in the country or abroad.

c. This problem has a relation with the teachers themselves. "Teachers are not motivated to improve

the skills of teaching and learning Arabic." 30 The Language centre in Nilam Puri, Kelantan (one of

the states in Malaysia) offers every year courses in teaching Arabic to Arabic teachers all over the

country. However, the response is not as it should be. Although this phenomenon does not represent

the majority of the Arabic teachers, it is still one of the problems in teaching Arabic in Malaysia.

d. Most Arabic teachers are those who have been involved in teaching for a long time. They represent a

majority among Arabic teachers. When the Department of Islamic education introduced a new ap¬

proach to teaching Arabic to stress the four skills of writing, reading, speaking and listening rather than

grammar, most of these teachers did not respond to it. In other words, they still prefer an old method

and an old syllabus. The problem does not stop here only but has affected the learning system includ¬

ing the examination . It also affected students. If the students in the old syllabus system had a lot of

problems in learning Arabic because the syllabus was not suitable to them, then the students in the new

syllabus system will face the same problem because the attitude of the teachers does not change.

OTHER PROBLEMS:

In addition to the above problems, there are other problems which could be summarised as follows:

a. Some responsible persons e.g. teachers, parents, administrators, are not concerned with the process

of learning Arabic such as creating the environment for it or giving moral and material support and so

on.

b. The number of places in Arabic schools is less than the number of students. Every year, the schools

have to refuse some applications from students because they cannot provide enough places. This kind

of school usually receives 2 to 3 thousand applications and can accommodate only 5 to 7 hundred stu-
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dents.

c. Students' attitude to Arabic language has changed today. This happens because when they go to

school, they are looking towards their future. To be precise, they are looking for a job. They find that

Arabic language does not offer a good job when they graduate from school or university.

d. The environment in Malaysia does not help students who learn Arabic to develop this language. Al¬

though the percentage of Muslims is more than 50% in Malaysia, they do not use Arabic as a second

language or even in their religious activities. Arabic is used in the classroom only. There is no publica¬

tion in Arabic sold in any book shop in Malaysia. When they learn about Islam, they read books trans¬

lated from Arabic into Malay. These factors discourage people from learning Arabic.

CONCLUSION

Highlighting the problems of teaching and learning Arabic does not mean to expose the weaknesses in

it. It endeavours to make people, especially those who are involved in education become aware of

these weaknesses and problems so that immediate action could be taken in order to solve the problems.

Therefore at the end of this study some suggestions will be discussed together with suggestions for

teaching vocabulary which is the main focus of this study.
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2. From the syllabus of Arabic Language in secondary school, (1991), Islamic Division in the Ministry

of Education, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, pp. 2-3.
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4. The syllabus for Religious secondary school in Pahang State, (1986), Department ohf Islamic Af¬

fairs, Pekan, Pahang.
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TEACHING VOCABULARY IN MODERN LANGUAGES.

1. THE PRINCIPLES OF TEACHING AND LEARNING VOCABULARY IN GENERAL.

Introduction.

In this chapter, the focus will be on teaching and learning vocabulary in general either to beginners or

to those at the advanced level. The intention is to find out and list the principles which have been esta¬

blished by educationists in this field.

1. GENERAL PRINCIPLES IN TEACHING AND LEARNING VOCABULARY.

In order to ensure that the teacher has successfully performed his duty when he teaches his students, he

needs to have certain principles and criteria so that he can fulfil the requirement of teaching. Simulta¬

neously, students should be alerted that they have a duty to achieve success when they learn vocabu¬

lary. To do this, both the teacher and the student have to follow the principles which guide them to

their target. What are the principles on which such learning is to based? Michael Wallace, in his book

"Teaching Vocabulary" 1 has suggested nine principles to be followed in teaching and learning vocabu¬

lary:

i. AIMS.

He says that "the teacher has to be clear about his or her aims: how many of the things listed does the

teacher expect the learner to be able to do? With which words? Unless the teacher is clear on this point,

it will be difficult to assess how successful or otherwise the vocabulary learning has been." 2 In addi¬

tion, what is the aim in his vocabulary teaching? If the aim is for general purposes, he or she should not

teach the vocabulary for specefic purposes. Also if his or her aim is for spoken language, he should fo¬

cus on vocabulary which helps students to start speaking. In the classes for spoken language, students
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are given the text rarely. They are trained by speaking. For this reason, if the teacher uses a lot of texts

in spoken language lesson, he or she has failed to achieve some of his or her aims. Similarly, the teach¬

er who teaches vocabulary for academic purposes has failed to achieve his target if he uses colloquial

or dialect terms in his teaching. "If the emphasis is audiolingual, then colloquial and formal vocabulary

will have to be distinguished." 3

ii. QUANTITY.

"Having decided on what is involved in vocabulary learning, the teacher may have to decide on the

quantity of vocabulary to be learnt. How many new words in a lesson can the learner learn? If we mean

by 'learn' that the words become part of the student's active vocabulary, then one estimate puts the

number as low as around five to seven new words. Clearly, the actual number will depend on a number

of factors varying from class to class and learner to learner. If there are too many new words, the lear¬

ner may become confused, discouraged and frustrated." 4 For this reason, the teacher is advised not to

put more than 10 per cent new words to students when he distributes to them any text or article to read

in the classroom or at home because too much unknown vocabulary will make them give up the text.

On the contrary, it will make students give up also if they make less progress in acquiring new vocabu¬

lary because they could not find new vocabulary that they should expect from the text they read. This

is because the text is easy for them. To cope with this problem, "the teacher may decide to supplement

the students' vocabulary from sources other than the course-book. 5

How should vocabulary be selected? Joseph Michel and Paul Patin in their report on the teaching of

foreign languages 6 state that " if the teacher and learner could determine which words most need to be

learned, then their efforts could be more concentrated and fruitful." They added that the question of se¬

lection in the face of an infinite corpus of words is critical and there are several criteria to help in com-
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piling a vocabulary list. The first norm for selection is the emphasis of the course. (This has a close re¬

lation with the first principle, the aim. However, the focus here is on the selection of the vocabulary). If

the emphasis is heavy reading-writing emphasis, it would perhaps indicate an ultimate desire to use the

language for scientific or esthetic purposes. This would call for a formal, technical vocabulary. A stress

on receptive skills, on the other hand, would require the learning of a larger vocabulary than that neces¬

sary for the productive skills since the speaker or writer can express and paraphrase within the range of

the words he knows.

For the teacher who wants to select and control the flow of vocabulary, there are five variables, listed

by William Mackey 7 that have been scientifically applied to the selection of words:

a. Frequency: the number of times a word occurs in a number of running words (words selected from

texts at random).

b. Range: the number of different texts in which a word is found.

c. Availability: the readiness with which a word is remembered or used in a certain situation and not in

another (e.g., in a restaurant but not in a classroom).

d. Coverage: the capacity of a word to displace other words ( e.g., bag has greater coverage capacity

than any of the other words. It can replace suitcase, valise, handbag, sack).

e. learnability: the ease with which a word is learned, based on such features as similarity to native

words, clarify ofmeaning, brevity, regularity of form.

iii. NEED.

In this principle, two factors should be considered: the purposes of learning and the level of students.

For the purposes of learning, "common sense dictates that students who are required to read technical

reports in English in their native country will have different lexical needs to those learners who want
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survival English for travel purpose in English-speaking countries. ^ As for the level, it is "equally obvi¬

ous that elementary students will recognise limitations in their selection of lexis that will not be true of

advanced learners." 9

Some of the criteria that can be used, such as availability and learnability, have been mentioned in or¬

der to select and control vocabulary. By putting these all together, teachers are hoped to be able to

identify what their students need and what vocabulary should be used to fulfil their need. However, M.

Wallace urged that "in most cases the choice will be made for the teacher by the course-book or sylla¬

bus he is using. In any case, one would hope that the choice of vocabulary will relate to the aims of the

course and the objectives of individual lessons."10 In addition "it is also possible for the teacher, in a

sense to put the responsibility of choosing the vocabulary to be taught on the students. In other words,

the student is put in a situation where he has to communicate and gets the words he needs, as he needs

them, using the teacher as an informant." 11

The conflict, however, occurs when teachers or students attempt to fulfil 'need' in learning vocabulary.

First, the student might need a lot of technical vocabulary but it seems to be incongruous with his gen¬

eral language level or his grammar on the other hand. Ruth and Stuart in their book 'Working With

Words' stressed "How does one reconcile the need for highly technical vocabulary alongside the appar¬

ent inability of the students to manage very basic grammatical structures?" 12

iv. FREQUENT EXPOSURE AND REPETITION

To make all student really acquire a new word, "there has to be a certain amount of repetition until

there is evidence that the student has learned the target word. The simplest way of checking that this

learning has been done is by seeing whether the student can recognize the target word and identify its

meaning. If the word has to be part of the learner's productive vocabulary, he must be given the oppor-
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tunity to use it, as often as is necessary for him to recall it at will, with the correct stress and pronuncia¬

tion. It is not enough, however, that this should happen only in one lesson: since the learner is exposed

to a large number of words, the words he is meant to remember should crop up at regular intervals in

13
later lessons." John L. Locke from University of Illionis, in his article, 'The Value of Repetition in

14
Articulation Learning' has proven that repetition has value in verbal learning. In response to Rock's

study ^ who said that repetition does not help in learning language, Locke set out to prove that repeti¬

tion has value in learning language especially in verbal learning. He conducted experiments using chil¬

dren who were native English speakers. In the first experiment, three non-English phrases spoken by a

native speaker of German were presented randomly. The children had to imitate the sounds they heard.

A considerable improvement in their performance was noted on the second trial (from 52 to 89%) with

relatively modest increments in further trials. This suggests "an inverse relationship between the diffi¬

culty of phonetic response and the value of repeated trials." ^ He also suggested that "the great initial

learning occurred at some time between the first response and the onset of the second stimulus presen¬

tation." ^

v. MEANINGFUL PRESENTATION

This means that the word is presented in such a way that its denotation or reference is perfectly clear

and unambiguous. There is no doubt that it is important to teach the meaning of a word without speci¬

fying very closely what 'teach the meaning' implies. However, to make 'meaningful presentation' "it is

not always an easy task. This is because some words can denote several things. Others can have a wide

range of denotations according to the context. The word table for example may be discovered in con¬

texts like this (the examples and quoatation listed by M. Wallace from the Longman Dictionary of

Contemporary English):
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1. The waiter told us that, if we wished, we could choose something from the cold table (i.e. a display

of cold food, such as salads etc.);

2. John's stories kept the whole table amused (i.e. everyone sitting at the table);

3. There is a table of contents at the front of this dictionary (i.e. list);

4. The children were learning their tables, (lists which young children repeat to learn what number re¬

sults when a number from 1 to 12 is multiplied by any of the numbers from 1 to 12);

5. The President is at table now but he will see you when he is finished eating, (i.e. having a meal) 18

If we look at Arabic language, we find the same problem. The word ^ can denote several things.

For example, to hit with = , to turn away from = jjja , to travel = jjJa , tO

draw a line = I U 4, jju* , to impose a tax = , to give an example = ^LlLa , to mint

money = ljjJLi lj.(the examples are adapted from A dictionary of Modern Written Arabic edited

by J. Milton Cowan. The words ■ j_j and have different meanings if we put different preposi¬

tions with them: <U j-cxj ,(j-4JL) < jlr >caj, ( V ) ^ ^ .To

face this problem, M. Wallace suggests that "in elementary classes, we try to teach words which have a

clear, concrete denotation: something that can be seen or touched. So we often present nouns like desk,

blackboard, chair, table; verbs like sit, stand, walk, read; adjectives like big, small, square red; and so

on. As the student's command of the language improves, he will discover that even these

'straightforward' words can have a wide range of denotations according to the context." 19

vi SITUATION PRESENTATION.

Using a word with a correct meaning but inappropriate to the given situation is assumed to be not in

the correct language usage. This is what M. Wallace means by situation presentation. He says that

words can vary according to the situation in which we are speaking and according to how well we
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know the person to whom we are speaking (informal to very formal). Students are recommended to

learn words in the situation in which they are appropriate. "The word right (hand side) and left (hand

side) for example, are perfectly acceptable ways of indicating direction, but on board a ship, there are

situation where these terms would sound strange, the terms port (for left) and starboard (for right) be¬

ing more appropriate. Similarly the progress of a ship is measured in knots (rather than miles or kilo¬

metres), and depth below sea-level sometimes in fathoms (rather than feet or metres): .... and so on."20

Similarly in Arabic language, the word al-sunnah could vary according to the situation. The literal

meaning is al-tarikah (way) but Islamic Usulists define it as anything that primarily refers to a source

of the Shari'ah and a legal proof next to the Qur'an; while the Hadith scholars use al-sunnah as any-

thing that refers to all that is narrated from the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), his acts, his

sayings, and whatever he has tacitly approved plus all the reports which describe his physical attributes

and character. In a very formal greeting between the student and the teacher or the employee and his

employer, the student or the employee would say to his teacher or his employer ^La. . «_.< (using

plural pronoun), to greet him but he will say dl U. ■ ° (using singular pronoun) only, when he greets

his friend. These examples (when a word that is correct in one situation is not correct in another, al¬

though it has the same kind of significance) could be paralleled in many other situations,

vii. PRESENTATION IN CONTEXT.

This means that words very seldom occur in isolation. According to Hittleman, students are not learn¬

ing new words if they learn them in isolation. "Too often vocabulary development procedures encour¬

age pupils to memorize just lists of words. Individual words are of no help to pupils unless the concept

for the word is also learned." 21 One of the ways to learn words in context is by knowing the usual col¬

locations that the word occurs in. Collocation happens "when two items co-occur or are used together
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frequently."22 "Items may co-occur simply because the combination reflects a common real world state

of affairs. For instance, 'pass' and 'salt' collocate because people often want other people to pass them

the salt." 23

There are common types of collocation in every language and they (the types) could be similar be¬

tween one language and another and could vary, on the other hand. The most common types of collo-

24
cation, according to Gairns and Redman are as follows:

a. Subject noun + verb e.g. The earth revolves around the sun. (It would be less common, for example,

to use 'circulate').

b. Verb + object noun e.g. She bites her nails. (On the whole, we would not use 'eat' here, though many

other languages would).

c. Adjectives + noun e.g. a loud noise, heavy traffic.

d. Adverb + past participle used adjectivally e.g. badly dressed, fully insured.

If we look at Arabic words, we find that certain words are presented in certain contexts. To correct stu¬

dents' paper or work, the teacher will say 3 * I L I1 jl jjl jLl^VI - - --j and will not say 3Li ...VI

.... though the word - - and ^I give the same meaning. The sentences in Arabic usually begin

with this type: verb + noun. On the contrary, sentences in Malay are never begun with a verb. Students

should be reminded in the early beginning of their learning so that they might be aware of this differ¬

ence. In Arabic language, words always perform according to what is said ( ^ L n-.... ) and not what

should be ( »!,_>« ). For this reason, Arabic scholars always say, ( 5 «j «jJi liliJ) which means our

language is based on what is said by Arabs. For example, for the word ^^LLJ Ithe plurals of this word

are <jj^i»lj and Si. -A i, but people always say Si, .AS: it is most rare to find the word >^13 in Arabic

books. The verbal noun for Li are J ILLS and <JaUL« . The first one is qiyasi while the other one is
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ghair qiyasi, but people always use ghair qiyasi. Even in the Holy Qur'an, Allah says,

^ 5—1V I .. <_l_4 J IZl-4 ^ I j-J I J J in I I ■' I *'J 11 ' ' )

This principle, then, is very important to ensure that the student fits a right context to every word he

uses. It is also important to build a correct sense of the language he is writing or speaking and translat¬

ing what in his mind using his native words or structures.

viii. LEARNING VOCABULARY IN THE MOTHER TONGUE AND IN THE TARGET LAN¬

GUAGE.

The intention of this principle is to look at the learning of vocabulary in the first language (or mother

tongue) and in the second language (target language). It is clear that learning of vocabulary in the first

language is easier than in the second language. Everyone acquires a large amount of vocabulary in his

mother tongue, compared to what most foreign language learners would aspire to. M. Wallace 25 has

listed some reasons why this large vocabulary is achieved in first language learning process: First,

there is felt need: in the first language 'knowing the words' is a matter of survival, or at least of social

competence- this basic kind of need does not exist in most foreign language-learning programmes and

so a paler, less realistic version of it usually has to be engineered in some way. Secondly, the first lan¬

guage learner mostly controls his own rate of learning. In a protective environment, adults are tolerant

of children's ignorance of language: the child is more likely to feel anger and frustration in this respect.

So he learns what he needs as he needs it. Thirdly, the first language is exposed to an enormous quality

of his own language and has tremendous scope for repetition of what he leams, while learning a second

or foreign language he does not have this advantage. What happens most of the time is that the student

leams vocabulary in the classroom only. Fourthly, the language is nearly always encountered in an ap¬

propriate situation and in the appropriate context. So he will probably not have too many problems
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with appropriateness or with collocation. Fifthly, since words are learnt as they arise out of a felt need

in a particular situation, they usually have a clear denotation.

Although these are the factors by which the student can acquire vocabulary in learning first language, it

does not mean that it could be implemented in learning the second language. The circumstances are

very different and since the time available for learning the second language is almost invariably very

much shorter, then short cuts will have to be taken. In order to achieve the target, the availability of the

words, the purposes of learning of second language, the structure; structure words and content words,

the content: nouns, verbs, adjectives and so on, the connotation, relationships between words, produc¬

tive and receptive vocabulary and correct forms and many more are things that should be considered in

teaching second language.

ix. INFERENCING (GUESSING) PROCEDURES IN VOCABULARY LEARNING.

Inferencing is one of the vocabulary learning processes. This is because students cannot remember or

identify thousands of words. M. Wallace claims that some educationists estimate that students should

recognise at least 40,000 words, while the students, on the other hand, could recognise not more than

2,000 words. He says that not all of the remaining words will be leamt from a dictionary. So how can

the student understand the remaining words? The answer is of course, according to him, that the stu¬

dents guess the meanings of words by hearing them used in a certain situation or sometimes by reading

them in a certain context and guessing their meaning from the context. He added that another aspect of

vocabulary learning is that the mother-tongue speaker learns to be content with what he called its ap¬

proximate meaning: in other words, he is satisfied with a meaning which makes sense of the context.

He gave an example that someone reading a historical novel set in the nineteenth century will probably

guess names like broughams, barouches and clarences are all names of horse-drawn carriages of some
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kind, and be content with that: only if he is curious will he check up in a dictionary to discover the ex¬

act differences between those words. He concluded that it is unlikely that knowing the precise differ¬

ences between these old-fashioned carriages would add anything to the reader's understanding or en¬

joyment of the story.

Similarly, someone reads a story or article in Arabic. He understands the whole idea of the text or arti¬

cle, but if we ask him every word in the article or the story, he might be unable to explain the meaning.

What he did was he guessed the meaning from the context (especially if the words refer to the names

of places, instrument or things that can be found only in that place). Here, guessing has played an im¬

portant role in vocabulary learning process. "Most young readers who are reading the story properly,

that is with enjoyment will be too caught up in the story to bother about such details... In vocabulary

learning a principle called the 'need to know' could be applied: students should not be told more about

the meanings of words than they need to know to understand the context."

In addition to these general principles, there are other principles in teaching and learning vocabulary

but more on the content itself.

Under the Criteria for Selection, Gairns and Redman state that frequency, cultural factors and expe¬

diency play an important role in selecting vocabulary to be taught to the students,

a. FREQUENCY

"The high frequency of an item is no guarantee of usefulness, but there is obviously a significant corre¬

lation between the two so it worth examining some of the work on frequency word-counts that has

been carried out over recent decades." 27 In teaching English vocabulary for example, many word lists

have been published. "Some 80 word lists this century have been based on this principle (frequency of

usage). It seemed evident that if words were useful they would be used often: to establish a basic word-
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list for language teaching, it was necessary simply to count a wide sample of spoken or written dis¬

course." 28 Some of these lists are 'General Service List of English Words (compiled and edited by Dr.

Michael West, 1953), The Kucera and Fancis list (1967), 'Threshold Level' (1975) prepared for the

Council of Europe by J. van Ek and the latest one is the 'Cambridge English Lexicon' (compiled by

Roland Hindmarsh, 1980). In Arabic language, there is one word list 'The Basic Vocabulary of the Ar¬

abic Primary Reading' by Dr. Fakhir H. Akil (1953), Professor of Educational Psychology in the Syri¬

an University. The latest one by Professor Daud Abdoo, has not been published yet.

b. CULTURAL FACTORS

Cultural factors are important in selecting the vocabulary. If the student learns English in South East

Asia, he does not need to learn about sleet and anti-freeze and many more simply because these things

do not reflect his cultural interests. "And at a socio-cultural level there are topics that take on a signifi¬

cance in certain countries... Inappropriate lexical selection is just one of the pitfalls of cultural ethno-

centricity, and for native speakers working abroad this area may warrant considerable attention; not

only in terms of vocabulary but of the whole syllabus." 29

c. EXPEDIENCY

"The classrom will often dictate the need for certain vocabulary, without which students may fail to

understand their teacher, fellow students or the activity they are supposedly engaged in. One such area

is grammatical terminology, and although many teachers are loath to burden their students with too

many grammatical labels, a shared understanding of certain items can be an asset. Highlighting is often

made easier, explanations can be more succint, and the student is able to make profitable use of dic¬

tionaries and grammar books that would otherwise be inaccessible to a large extent. The final choice,

however, must rest with the teacher as age, course duration and the educational language learning
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background of the students may significantly influence the possible benefits or harm of employing

grammatical terminology." ^
Another area of classroom language which is included under expediency is items which frequently ap-

31
pear in language activity instructions such as "(true/false, tick/cross, regular/irregular)" and many

more items which frequently appear. The authors stressed that constant exposure alone usually guaran¬

tees that these items will eventually be absorbed, ..."but one can hasten the process in a positive way by

designing classroom activities that will incorporate many of these items and so avoid confusion or mis-
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understanding at a later date." (Examples of Arabic words are discussed in chapter four under Anto¬

nyms).

In addition to two situations which are mentioned above, the expedient vocabulary teaching also occurs

when:

" the classroom activity demands it e.g. items that are not intrinsically useful may be taught if they

serve another function such as providing the necessary language to negotiate a role play/simulation.

A classroom activity engages the students' interest to such an extent that it seems worthwhile to in¬

clude lexis that might otherwise be deemed irrelevent.

The student demands to know the meaning of a word. When this happens (and it happens all the

time), teachers have to use their discretion in deciding whether the question is sufficiently relevant to

take up classroom time. If teachers give in to every student request for information they are likely to be

distracted from the main teaching aim, and worse still, the lesson is in danger of degenerating into a

'stream of consciousness' approach to vocabulary teaching which is unlikely to be very constructive.

The opposite philosophy i.e. ignore all questions and plough on with the lesson plan, is equally damag¬

ing. Students find it very frustrating and demotivating to have information withheld, particularly if they
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are struggling to express themselves and lack the necessary vocabulary.
33

The course book dictates it."

2. LIMITATION OF FREQUENCY LIST.

Contrary to the researches about the importance of frequency, there are some scholars who call for the

limitation of frequency lists. Jack C. Richads from the International Center for Research on Bilingual-

ism, Laval University, Quebec claims that many teachers have questioned the usefulness of word-

frequency lists. ..."To teach vocabulary, it is necessary to recreate the contexts in which words are

used, choosing situations which the learner is likely to encounter. The vocabulary of many familiar sit¬

uations however, does not rank highly in frequency lists. Soap, bath, cushion, chalk, and stomach, are

not within the first 2,000 words of Thorndike and Lorge's list. Teachers and course designers have of¬

ten had to ignore the frequency lists and rely on their own discretion as to which nouns should be

u -34taught.

Another scholar, Fries, believed that depending on word-lists based on frequency was the result of poor

sampling. He writes, "We do not need .... more general counts which include the function words, but

counts limited to 'things' and 'qualities'. There are many common necessary words that do not get into
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print, especially into the kind of publication that furnished the bulk of the material counted." J.

Richards argued that most frequent words in the language are words with grammatical, abstract or gen¬

eral meaning. The grammatical words according to him, are frequent because it is impossible to pro¬

duce a sentence without them. Both grammatical and abstract words have a variety of meaning and

hence several opportunities to occur in any given text, but not being context-bound. He gives an exam¬

ple for this argument. He writes, "The Oxford English Dictionary gives, a large number of senses for
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the following words: make (97), go (94), give (64), of (63), do (54), keep (58), put (57), up (67), with

(45). These are words with high and stable frequencies in word lists. Not being context-bound, they
36

can occur in many situations." "Infrequent words are highly context bound, carry a great amount of
37

information, and are liable to vary from one topic of discourse to another."

In conclusion, Richards states, "Word frequency, as reflected in corpuses of spoken or written lan¬

guage is a stable index for those members of the lexicon with grammatical, general, and context-free

meaning, such as the structural words, and the most frequent verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and nouns, but
38

less reliable for context-bound words such as the majority of concrete nouns."

2.1. OTHER TYPES OF WORD-LISTS.

As an alternative, they suggest psychological studies as a base for vocabulary selection. "In the field of

association psychology, studies of word behaviour have supplied a great deal of information on the

psychological grouping of words. Numerous word association studies have been carried out to provide

39
support for learning theories, and theories of categorization and conceptualization." Here are some

types of word lists which have been carried out in this field:

a. VERBAL CATEGORY TEST.

They studied the effect of the domination or organization imposed on words by particular mental con¬

cepts. To carry out word lists, they have to make an experiment and all experiments are imposed on a

student. "In one set of experiment, students were given categories such as weapon, the house, food etc.

40
and asked to list four words belonging to each catogery." At the end of an experiment they will find

which words belong to this category and which four words are the most popular among students. (One

of the results of these experiments can be found in Bousfield's article).

b. AVAILABILITY
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"A similar type of measurement was developed independently in France in 1954. It was found that the
41

frequency lists established for this project gave insufficient importance to many common nouns.

Miche'a in his article 'Basic Vocabulary": New Research and Techniques for the Benefit of Modern

Language Teaching, elaborated the concept of word availability in an attempt to rate nouns according

to their degree of association within specific categories and situations. Situation, according to Miche'a,

calls words to mind according to their degree of availability. "An available word is a word which

though not necessarily frequent, is always ready for use, and comes to mind when it is needed. It is a

word which, belonging to normal associations of ideas, emerges whenever such associations come into

play... This is why it is possible to attribute to many concrete nouns a degree of availability within a

particular associative group, whereas stastics based on the analysis of texts are unable to allot them any
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stable and well defined place in order of frequencies." To locate the available words, they drew up

the lists of categories which had been mentioned above. This list (verbal categories) was used to elicit

the most available words for a number of basic situations. "This information was then used to correct

43
the figures obtained by frequency alone."

c. WORD FAMILIARITY

Word familiarity is an attempt to measure the degree of importance people attribute to words. Accord-
44

ing to J. Richards, this may be measured by asking subjects to rate words on a scale which indicates

the degree to which they expect to hear, see or use words. Word familiarity may be interpreted differ¬

ently according to the type of word which is rated. For members of a lexicon with stable frequencies,

such as the common verbs, adjectives, adverbs and nouns, word familiarity confirms the psychological

reality of word frequency. For concrete nouns, word familiarity may reflect the familiarity of an item

for a person. Tooth paste for example, is not a frequent word, although it is a familiar word, since it
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designates something which is used by many people every day.

To conclude, we might say that word familiarity and word frequency can be benificial in teaching vo¬

cabulary. Since word familiarity is "significant and stable position which indicates the degree to which

people expect to hear, see, or use and may differ according to the social, cultural and intellectual level

of speakers, each of these variables is likely to be reflected in differences in vocabulary knowledge and
45

use.." On the other side, most of the word-lists utilized for teaching, have been produced by lan¬

guage teachers such as Palmer, Bongers and M. West (for English language) or by educational psy¬

chologists such as Thorndike who know better about vocabulary learning needs. No doubt, they have

made a big effort to improve teaching vocabulary. It clear then that both frequency and familiar words

are very valuable as a major guide in teaching and learning vocabulary.

3. GRADING VOCABULARY FOR PRESENTATION.

Another principle in teaching and learning vocabulary is grading vocabulary. Grading vocabulary is

very important to identify which particular thing should be learnt first and which one should be learnt

after it. This is necessary in order to teach vocabulary in proper arrangement.

J. Michel and P. Patin have noted that in discussing the teaching of vocabulary, we need to divide

words into two types: function words and content words. "Function words are the connective and

grammatically determined items used in manipulating the structures of a language. Content words are

46
the items expressing the meanings that have correlatives in the real world.

Robert Lado suggests three stages in the presentation of vocabulary:

"The first stage, vocabulary to operate the patterns and illustrate the sounds of the second language,

should be kept as simple as possible in order to allow the teacher to concentrate on the grammatical
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patterns and the sound system." This means an emphasis on the function words. Content words are

48
kept to a minimum and for convenience are taken from objects in the immediate environment.

In the second stage, "the student acquires the vocabulary items he needs to converse on contextual are-

49
as of wide currency." This means there would be an increasing emphasis on content words.

The third stage involves esthetic and technical vocabulary, and is not met until the more advanced and

specialized stages of language study. The composotion of such advanced vocabulary will depend chief¬

ly on the choice of readings. This is because at the advanced level, vocabulary is expanded principally

through reading. ^
4. PRESENTING VOCABULARY.

This is the last principle to be discussed in the principles of teaching vocabulary. In this principle, the

emphasis is on how vocabulary can be taught. There is no doubt that methods and techniques must be

perfect to the purposes of learning in order to get an efficient learning of vocabulary. J. michel listed

four elements which have been defined as constituting knowledge of a word when we teach vocabu¬

lary: form, meaning, distribution, and use.

a. FORM.

Robert Lado suggests that to acquaint the student with the form of the word "the learner first hears the

word in isolationand then in a sentence. "Slow repetition and breaking the word into parts will help.

The student should then pronounce the word, even if his aim is only reading or listening. Repeating the

52
word out loud will help him remember it longer and identify it more readily." The authors added that

teachers seem to fear over-depence on the written forms once introduced, and so they delay this intro

duction. However, Wilga Rivers, who admits the dangers both of delaying and of hastening the intro¬

duction of the written form, says "the advantages in the greater assurance with which many students
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will approach their oral work and mimiking after they have been given some opportunity to see in writ-

53
ten form what they are to practise, far outweigh these rectifiable disadvantages."

b. MEANING.

Mackey has used four procedures for the teaching of meaning: differential, ostensive, pictorial and

54
contextual procedures.

i. DIFFERENT PROCEDURES: "are those based on differences in word meaning between the first

language and the second. These procedures involve use of the native and target language in two ways:

explanation and translation. One would use the native language if he taught he could save time and

avoid misunderstanding in getting across the meaning. "It can save valuable time and it can be a

very quick way to dispose of low frequency items.^ One would avoid using the native language

however, if he believed he could encourage thought in the target language, the ostensible goal of most

courses." ^ "If the native language is used in explanation, then it is usually to explain such things as

grammar rules, the production of sounds, differences in the structures of the two languages, and situa-
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tion about which the language is to be used."

J. Michel adds that if the native language is used in translation, then it should be used according to the

following norms: "If translation leads to mistake, avoid it. If translation helps to avoid mistake, use it.

58
If translation help learning, use it. If translation hampers learning, avoid it."

ii. OSTENSIVE PROCEDURES:

These procedures are used to demonstrate the meaning of words directly through the use of objects, ac¬

tion, and situation. They are suitable for concrete word which can be explained by the obvious proce¬

dure of pointing to the referent object, but not for an abstract word because pointing to the referent is

not posible. However, "in the case of the quality word, meaning can be effectively presented in contrast
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with its opposite by means of an object which best bring out this opposing quality. Eg. short, a long

pencil can be placed beside a short pencil. Abstract words indicating relationships such as on, in, un¬

der, can be demonstrated through objects which are placed in positions illustrating this type of relation-
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ship." Mackey recommends that the following should be observed in order to avoid ambiguity and

misunderstanding of what is being explained in ostensive procedures:

1. "The action should be completely isolated from other actions, significant or non-significant,

2. The timing of the action should reflect the tense of any verb involved.

603. The gestures should be clear and conventional.

iii. PICTORIAL PROCEDURES.

This means using illustrations. One of these is picture. Pictures according to Michel, can serve one of

several functions. It can be thematic, illustrating a theme contained, for example, in a text: mnemonic,

designed to remind the learner of certain words or sentences already learned. Robert Lado, ^ suggests

that visual aids such as illustrations of series, scales, and system (days of the week, numbers, month)

are good and effective in teaching words in lists. "Pictorial procedures may be considered in terms of

the media employed: textbook illustrations, films (slides, filmstrips, motion-pictures, video tape): wall

pictures, and picture cards. Pictures can be useful and stimuli for oral compositions and for question-
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answer drills, especially if their sequence and rate of presentation can be easily controlled."

iv. CONTEXTUAL PROCEDURES.

This procedure means that new vocabulary items are put into contexts where already familiar words

give students meaning. It is clear that the teacher can move to this procedure only when the student has

acquired a certain amount of vocabulary. In other words, it is not suitable for absolute beginners.

"Context helps us to guess the meaning of words. In fact, that is what we do when we learn our native
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language. A child learns many of his words by drawing tentative conclusions from a variety of con-

63
texts; multiplication of context helps to make meaning clear." Burns and Schell say that contextual

signals are aids to determining the possible meaning of an unfamiliar word. "Contextual signals work

partly because of (1) the reader's reasoning ability, (2) the reader's store of possible word meanings and

64 65
(3) the extent of the reader's knowledge about the topic." According to Deighton, context may re¬

veal the possible meaning of words through:

1. Definition. Sentences containing forms of the verb to be alone or in a verb phrase with the word

called, often give the reader an explicit definition of an unfamiliar word.

2. Example. Sentences provide clues to possible meaning when they contain expressions such as: for

example, such, such as, like, especially, other, this, and these. If the reader has a knowledge of the item

used as an example, it may be possible for a meaning of the unfamiliar word to be inferred.

3. Modifiers. Sentences often contain unfamiliar words that can be understood because of a modifier

used with that word. Modifiers can be single words, phrases, or entire clauses.

4. Restatement. Sentences containing appositives, the punctuation marks of parenthesis and dashes,

and the words 'in other words', 'that is' or provide numerous signals to unfamiliar words.

5. Inference through established connectives.

Other contextual procedures mentioned by Mackey besides the above procedures of multiple context

include definition, enumeration, substitution, metaphor, and opposition.

Definition: does not mean quoting a dictionary; this procedure involves defining new words in term of

words already known.

Enumeration: enables one to teach a meaning by listing what it includes.

Substitution: can be used to teach new words eg. pronouns or synonyms, or to clarify meanings by in-
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dicating which words can replace others.

Metaphor: can be used; depends on the student's ability to see the analogy between two things that

have a common feature eg. the human foot and the fool of a mountain.

Opposition: is the use of antonyms to teach new words; if a student knows one word, the indication

that a new word is its opposite will communicate the meaning.

Finally, "the meaning of a complex or compound word can be taught by dividing the word into its bet¬

ter-known parts and working with these parts." ^
d. DISTRIBUTION.

67
According to Michel and Patin, this third element is a somewhat more difficult task than teaching

either the form or the meaning. This is because a highly proficient speaker will handle it properly since

it involves knowledge of all the syntactic and semantic restrictions on a word. So they call this element

(distribution) "feature of a word." For example, a near-fluent speaker of English would know the syn¬

tactic restrictions on the words say and tell. He would realise that while these two words seem equival¬

ent in meaning, they do not have the same syntactic privileges of occurence. Their respective distribu¬

tions are different. Thus 'I told him to go' is grammatical, while 'I said him to go' is not.

The problem of cognates is related to the question of distribution. "They are deceptively simple in ap¬

pearance, but are actually quite difficult to learn because their range of meaning and distribution is not

always identical in two languages. For this reason, the distribution and the use of a word ( discussed

below) will be learned better through varied examples in the language rather than through many specif-
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ic techniques." One such exercise suggested by Lado is the presentation of numerous sentences "that
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illustrate the range and variation of usage."

When a student has mastered the meaning of a word, he then forms a concept of a word. 'Concept', ac-
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cording to Belyayer, a Rusian psychologist of language learning is to 'meaning' as 'universal' is to

'particular'. He added "it is impossible to acquire or master a word unless that word is associated with

the concept expressed by it. The meaning of a word on its quite insufficient, if only because a word

usually has several meanings and one can retain them all in the memory only if they are united in sense

70 71
and embraced by a general concept." According to Williamson, to develop vocabulary, we

should be concerned with the teaching and learning of a variety of conceptual relationships. The pupil

must be able to recognise: (1) members of the concept, (2) what is not a member of the concept, (3),

unique characteristics that place members within a concept, (4) the range of sizes of members within a

concept, (5) an act or activity peculiar to members of the concept, (6) the effect one concept has upon

another, (7) the cause and effect relationship between two or more concepts, and (8) what members of

a concept depend upon for continued existence.

d. USE.

The fourth constituting knowledge is the use of a word. Word usage is also important because it is "a

skill which is mastered more by unstructured conversation than by any specific techniques. There are

artificial frameworks which provide the student a somewhat unstructured situation in which to use a
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word in a variety of contexts." "Since in everyday life one has to use language not in any systematic

order, but in answer to needs that arise, it would seem that the teaching method should fix an item not

in a certain position but should allow for its use in many different conditions in order to provide for
73

flexibility and independence of language habits from specific contextual stimuli."

Robert Lado suggests several techniques for encouraging a use of words to the point that this use be¬

comes trend and habitual to the learner. "The realia, pictures, and dramatizations which were originally

used to teach meaning can now be used as stimuli to elicit a learned word or its opposite in free-recall,
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in oral-written compositions, and in question-answer situations. A somewhat related technique, called

'shift of attention' by Lado, has the teacher provide a context, by description or through reading, which

will elicit the use of particular words learned in a similar context. All the while the student's attention is

74
on some non-vocabulary problem, so his recall of the words occurs unconsciously."

75
Nelson Brooks suggests another approach in the form of three vocabulary drills.

1. the student hears in the target language a series of definitions and repeats each one aloud, twice.

Then, he hears a series of questions, the appropriate answer to each one being a definition he has just

repeated. After giving the answer, he hears the original definition to reinforce or correct what he has

said.

2. he hears a word or expression, then hears its equivalent used in a complete utterance in the target

language. He then hears and repeats the target sentence several times for reinforcement.

3. the student hears a sentence in the target language, then is given an expression in the same language

that is to replace or paraphrase a part of the sentence. He gives the sentence with this replacement, then

hears it redone for reinforcement.

5. CONCLUSION.

These are the principles in teaching and learning vocabulary. In this topic, I have discussed three major

things in teaching and learning vocabulary: the general principles, grading and presenting vocabulary.

If the first section is general and covers all aspects of teaching and learning vocabulary process, the

second and third focus more on content itself. It sometimes goes deeper and is too technical in discuss¬

ing this element. Since the criteria for vocabulary selection are important, I have taken forward two

points of view in selecting vocabulary: frequency and familiarity. All these points of view are exposed
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to be analysed. Therefore, we might benefit from them in the next chapter when we discuss the selec¬

tion of vocabulary in teaching Arabic vocabulary. It would be also remembered here that most exam¬

ples in this chapter are taken from English language. This happens because most of the references are

taken from English books. There is no harm since these principles are those which are implemented in

other languages. However, there are some examples valid for certain language only. Therefore I have

tried not to put this kind of example in this chapter.

Lastly, it would be necessary also to be said here that these principles become an important guide to

chapter four to present methods and techniques for teaching Arabic vocabulary to beginners in the

proper arrangement.
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TEACHING ARABIC VOCABULARY TO BEGINNERS IN SECONDARY SCHOOL

4.1. INTRODUCTION

There is no doubt that learning vocabulary is very important in any language learning. However, some

linguists say that by learning language we can learn vocabulary. This is one of the reasons why learn¬

ing vocabulary was neglected in the past.

"One reason why vocabulary was neglected in teacher-preparation programs during the period 1940-

1970 was that it had been emphasised too much in the language classroom during the years before

that time. Indeed, some people had believed it was the only key to language learning."1

According to R. Lord 2, learning vocabulary is by far the most sizeable and manageable component

in the learning of any language. He added that in the applied linguistic literature, discussion of meth¬

ods of teaching vocabulary are rare indeed and published foreign language courses have invariably

one thing in common: an apparent lack of awareness of the nature or function of vocabulary, or at any

rate a reluctance to face up to it.

Moreover, teaching and learning vocabulary in the past was discouraged by some specialist in teach¬

ing methodology. According to Virginia Allen,2 some specialists in methodology seem to believe that

the meanings of words could not be adequately taught, so it was better not to try to teach vocabulary.

They feared students would make mistakes in sentence construction if too many words were learned

before the basic grammar had been mastered. Consequently, teachers were led to believe it was best

not to teach much vocabulary.

If we look at teaching Arabic vocabulary in secondary school in Malaysia, we find that the sylla¬

bus,especially in Arabic schools, puts an emphasis on teaching grammar.Some students have become

masters in grammar when they graduate from secondary school but they cannot acquire a lot of vo¬

cabulary. Most of them just passively pile up a confusing word-list. This phenomenon can be seen in

every examination conducted by the Examination Board in the Ministry of Education or by the De¬

partment of Islamic Affairs in the state. There is a noticeable differrence between the students'

achievement in answering the grammar questions and in answering the essay and comprehension

questions which require vocabulary. From the students' point of view, learning Arabic grammar
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means learning Arabic. For this reason, when the Islamic Academy in the University of Malaya

changed the way of teaching Arabic into a new method which is a combination of learning grammar

and learning reading, writing and speaking, the coordinator was asked by some senior lecturers about

this new method.4 In other words, they accused him of trying to lower the standard of Arabic in that

academy. More than that, when students come to Arabic classes, they always ask about 'when' they

will learn Arabic grammar. This means they prefer to learn grammar separately rather than learning it

together with other topics i.e. reading, writing etc. However very few of them ask about learning vo¬

cabulary. 5
There is no doubt that learning grammar itself is very important in order to understand the language

and to use it correctly. "Students who do not learn grammar along with vocabulary will not be able to

use the language for communication. Even material in which all the words look familiar may be im¬

possible to understand if the grammatical constructions have not been learned." 6 This chapter does

not intend to focus on learning vocabulary only and neglect learning grammar. It is intended to find

out the methodology and the techniques of learning Arabic vocabulary and attempting to identify vo¬

cabulary teaching as a key topic of paramount importance to other skills in foreign or second language

learning.

The reasons behind this attempt are very clear. First, to get a balance between teaching grammar and

teaching vocabulary in teaching Arabic as a foreign language (TAFL)or as a second language(TASL).

Second, to give teaching Arabic vocabulary "a separate identity at the heart of Arabic language teach-
7

ing and learning and not only to be subsumed within the skills of reading and writing." It is clear

among teachers today that they do not believe teaching vocabulary should be delayed until the gram¬

mar is mastered. According to V. Allen, "in the best classes, neither grammar nor vocabulary is ne¬

glected. There is thus no conflict between developing a firm command of grammar and learning the

most essential words." 8

Another reason for this attempt is that from our previous experience in teaching Arabic as a second or

as a foreign language, we find that not all teachers ignored teaching vocabulary in teaching Arabic.

They did teach Arabic vocabulary and in some classes, teachers have devoted much time to vocabu¬

lary teaching. However, the results as we can see from the students' achievement, as mentioned
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above, have been disappointing. Most of the time, after years of learning Arabic, many of the words

most needed have never been learned. This shows us the lack of techniques and the lack of effective

ways of teaching vocabulary. Therefore this chapter attempts to tackle this problem. However, be¬

cause the topic covers teaching Arabic vocabulary to beginners, the enquiry will not go beyond this

limit.

4.2. THE SELECTION OF VOCABULARY.

Before going further into this topic, there are some important things to be mentioned:

1. The purposes of learning Arabic in secondary school as we can see in chapter two are for religious

(understanding Islam) and general purposes i.e. non academic purposes such as conversation, writing,

reading and speaking. Therefore all methods and techniques which are suggested in teaching vocabu¬

lary are based on these purposes.

2. To discuss the ways of teaching vocabulary, these questions are very helpful:

a. Which words do students need most to learn?

b. How can we make those words seem important to students?

c. Why are some Arabic words harder than others to learn?

d. Why do the present ways of teaching Arabic language fail to make students acquire a good stock of

vocabulary?

e. Do we really need vocabulary teaching aids to be used in teaching vocabulary? If we do, which

kinds of aids?

In teaching vocabulary, there is a topic in the Oral Approach and Situational Language Teaching

method which is called "Vocabulary Control." This method has been used in teaching English vocab¬

ulary in Teaching English as a Second Language(TESL) for years "Harold Palmer, Michel West
9 and other specialists produced a guide to the English vocabulary needed for teaching English as a

Foreign Language. They found that a core of 2,000 or so words occurred frequently in written texts

and that a knowledge of these words greatly assists in reading a foreign language." 10 According to

Jack C. Richards and Theodore S. Rodgers, these efforts to introduce a scientific and rational basis for

choosing the vocabulary content of a language course represented the first attempts to establish princi-
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pies of syllabus design in language teaching.

If we look at teaching Arabic vocabulary, we find that teachers are required to teach 600 words for

beginners of which 400 words are nouns and 200 more are verbs. 11 The problem occurs here where

there is no list of Arabic words to be used as a guide for teacher in teaching Arabic vocabulary. The

list of Arabic vocabulary selection is very important. According to G.B.Jeffery in his foreword to

General Service List of English Words book by M.West, "the dominant activity throughout

the period among all those concerned with systematic teaching has been vocabulary selection."12
Since there is no list of Arabic words, we have to find out other sources for the purpose of teaching

vocabulary. We can use, for example, the syllabus for teaching Arabic itself as a source because this

syllabus uses the Holy Qur'an, Hadith and religious books as its basis. As for general vocabulary, we

can use what is around students themselves such as the classroom, school, house etc. Hence we can

divide teaching Arabic vocabulary for beginners into two parts:

One: Teaching academic vocabulary.

Two: Teaching general vocabulary.

One: Teaching Academic vocabulary.

To be precise, "academic" here refers to religion or something related to religion. This is very clear

because students are not taught Arabic to understand other subjects like geography, history, sciences

and Arts in Arabic. They do learn Arabic to understand Islam in general and to understand the Holy

Qur'an, the Hadith and most of the religious books like Fiqh, Tauhid, and Tafsir, works which are the

most important sources for Muslims written in Arabic. If we go through the syllabus from the Arabic

school, we find that there are some verses from al-Qur'an which are taught to the beginners in secon¬

dary school. There are some selected Hadiths to be taught to beginners as well and these become of a

great assistance in teaching academic vocabulary because students do not learn something absolutely

new when we teach them.

In addition, there is one more very important source in teaching vocabulary for beginners which is Ar¬

abic Loan-words in Malay language. According to Mohamed A.J. Beg, 13 there are more than 300 Ar¬

abic words used for religious purposes and this represents alarge proportion in comparison to other
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Arabic Loan-words in Malay for other purposes. Therefore this becomes a main source to teach Ara¬

bic vocabulary because though some of these words are complicated like the words plural of

and plural of £j j and the beginner students do not know the plural in Arabic yet, students can

understand this word easily because these words are familiar to them in their daily life.

To conclude, we can say there are three main sources for teaching academic vocabulary to beginners

in secondary school. These sources are:

1. The Holy Qur'an and the Hadith

2. Religious and reference books

3. Arabic Loan-words in Malay.

Two: Teaching General Vocabulary.

I am intending to use the word 'general' here because I am going to develop the idea of teaching vo¬

cabulary for beginners. Since the topic is restricted to the beginners, the approach is always very bas¬

ic. According to Virginia F. Allen, "in books that are intended for the first stage of English, the vocab¬

ulary lessons usually contain words for persons and things in the classroom, words like boy, girl,

book, pencil, window, door..." 14
From my point of view, we really need to teach students general vocabulary when they are beginning

to learn Arabic and this kind of vocabulary becomes less important when they reach the advanced lev¬

el. In other words, we give extra attention to teaching general Arabic vocabulary when students are in

the basic level and then the focus will be on academic vocabulary when they are in more advanced

levels.

Why do we need to give full attention to teaching general vocabulary to the beginners when,on the

whole, the purpose of learning Arabic is for religious purposes? The answer is clear that it is to attract

the student's attention towards this language. When students learn any language, they at least want to

use this language in their daily life; in the classroom, in the cafeteria, in the play ground, in the house,

in the shop etc. They also want to know the words for things in front of them (eg. book, pencil, black¬

board, table, shoes and many other things) in Arabic. They are very proud if they can say a word in

Arabic,even a single word, not even a complete sentence. They can show their friends, their parents
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and their brothers that they know such a thing in Arabic. There is no other alternative to achieve this

purpose but to teach students general Arabic words. At the same time, we should bear in mind that

students in this stage are in the early beginnings. We need to make them feel that they have learned

something in Arabic when they want to communicate using this language. We should remember that

in secondary boarding school, this language is competing with other two languages; French and Jap¬

anese.15 Students might choose these two languages instead of Arabic if they find this language can¬

not enable them to use it in their daily life.

Another reason for teaching general Arabic vocabulary to beginners is that any vocabulary teaching

in any language today, begins with teaching general vocabulary which can be found or heard every

day. This is probably based on many factors. One of them is that these general words (eg. book,

clothes, etc.) are concrete words which can be seen easily every day and hence it is easier to teach the

beginners because they need something easy to start with.

Words To Be Selected.

There are many words which are to be selected in teaching general Arabic vocabulary. However be¬

cause the purpose is for beginners and we should consider many things as M. Wallace said:

"Usually, in elementary classes we try to teach words which have a clear, concrete denotation: some¬

thing that can be seen or touched. So we often present nouns like desk,blackboard, chair, table, teach¬

er, student; verbs like sit, stand, walk, write, read; adjectives like big, small, round, square, red, green,

and so on." 16

Below are the lists of topics which might be useful for teaching general Arabic vocabulary for begin¬

ners:

1. Human body and Family.

2. Buildings like house, school, offices,mosque, hospital, and library.

3. Clothes.

4. Shops and markets.

5. Time

6. Job.

7. Daily activities.
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8. The weather.

9. Vehicles.

10. Sports.

11. Animals.

This list is an example of selecting nouns. It is really important to remember that only familiar and

frequent words are needed to be taught to students. For example, when we teach them about fruit,

we don't need to teach pear, peach, avocado etc. which could not be found in Malaysia but we could

teach them dates although this fruit is not grown in Malaysia, it is very familiar among Malaysians es¬

pecially in the fasting month. The same is applied to apples and grapes. Although they are not grown

in Malaysia, they are very familiar to Malaysians. Some of them eat them every day. When we teach

them about sport, we talk about football, badminton and table tennis, for example. We don't need to

teach them about golf and its equipment, cricket and bowling because these sports are not familiar to

Malaysians.

To be more successful, teachers sometimes need to ask students to tell teachers words they think are

important enough to learn. Morgan, J and Rinvolucri, M. 17 mentioned in their book that Seeker and

Warbury (1963) in their book 'Teacher' stated that one of the English Language teachers, Sylvia Ash-

tonwarner described how she taught Maori six-year-olds to read by asking them to tell her words they

thought were important enough to learn. If this method, to some extent, was successful, that means we

can apply it in teaching our students and they are a better subject than Maori students because when

they start learning Arabic, they are thirteen- year-olds. They have acquired a lot of core vocabulary in

their native language. What they need now is to transfer these words into Arabic.

As for verbs, the verbs which are choosen to be taught must be familiar, frequent and easy words. The

list below can be used as a guide.

1. Intransitive verb ( J*_i) means no second party or object (patient) is needed like: sit (u--l~.)

stand t. »»j ), He down ( ), run (jjjj*.), walk (^.L « ).
2. Transitive verb (HL» J*_i) when the verb passes to a object or needs a second party like: shaking

(jt_i L-H), talk (^ K~), take (HI), open (jLLi) and so on.
In dealing with these verbs, we should try as far as we can to avoid using complicated verbs like weak
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verb(J^*-» Ja-i) ect. However, if we are obliged to teach this kind of verb because it is very familiar

we should do so but in restricted conditions.

4. 3. TECHNIQUES IN TEACHING ARABIC VOCABULARY FOR BEGINNERS

In this topic, the discussion will cover both teaching acadamic vocabulary and teaching general vo¬

cabulary. However, in some techniques which are more relevent to one of them, the examples will be

focused on it.

To teach beginners, it is necessary to begin with basic vocabulary either for general Arabic vocabu¬

lary or academic vocabulary. To know what is basic vocabulary, we need to investigate how a child

learns his first three or four thousand words. According to Dale and others, 18 three quarters of chil¬

dren had a vocabulary of fifteen hundred words by January and Febuary of their first year of school.

They noticed that most of these words: (a) can be sensed, (b) are necessary to speak almost any sen¬

tence. (c) are in the everyday vocabulary of most people, (d) are ones which have been experienced

and internalized and will never be forgotten.

By looking at these factors, we might say that we can teach students the basic Arabic vocabulary

which have the above criteria even though we teach them acadamic vocabulary. For example, the

words: SiU® (prayer), ^1 (pray), (regard), (give a greeting), are necessary to speak al¬
most any sentence and are in the everyday vocabulary of Muslims. They also can be sensed because

we can see muslims pray five times a day and for salam we can see and hear muslims greet each oth¬

ers when they meet by using this word in (peace be upon you) ^ jl r I After this short in¬
troduction, we will discuss below the techniques of teaching Arabic vocabulary to beginners.

1. CONTEXT CLUES

Dale and others said in their book: "By using context clues, the reader can often figure out the mean¬

ing of an unfamiliar word without looking it up in a dictionary." 19 According to them, 20 there are

four kinds of definitions in teaching vocabulary with context clues method.

a. Formal Definition: This is a very formal definition where the meaning of the word is expressed in a

direct statement. We can find this kind of definition in every kind of learning: in learning language,
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Arts or science. For example, the word is defined as ^ I c^.1 Ij i_i j>JI D-0 j <> -> n

Lf1*1 l(a group of sounds and consonants which have meaning). So we can teach beginner students by

defining the word: (prayer) or " S « (table). However, we cannot use this kind of definition

easily because many words in the definition are sometimes new words to the students. If this hap¬

pens, we are not only unable to introduce them to the new words, but two difficulties arise; in under¬

standing the meaning of the word given and in understanding the meaning of the definition itself. This

was happening in many lessons in Arabic school. Students in Remove class or in Form One are re¬

quired by teachers to memorise many definitions. For example, in learning language they are re¬

quired to memorise the words 5 «Kl l,^uVI J« i 11, J»-aJ I,and many more phrases. In
learning religious subjects, they are required to memorise the definitions of SlfkjJI, £-=JI,
6>Lu»J I, SjlfA I j_iJ I, L I, etc. , while the students in this stage have just started to learn Arabic

and do not acquire more than 50 Arabic words. What happens is one of two things: firstly,students

memorise the definition without understanding the meaning of the words in the definition. When they

forget one of these words, they cannot recall the missing wordbecause they lack complete understand¬

ing of it. Secondly, they memorise them in Malay language after the teacher has translated the mean¬

ing of every word in the definition, and then, when they are required to give the definition, they do it

in Arabic words but with Malay structure. What I would like to suggest here is to use the basic defini¬

tion. To do this, we need to provide what one educationist calls "The Basic Dictionary Definition." 21
In addition, we need illustration, diagrams, pictures and examples sentences or phrases in order to de¬

termine the meaning of the word defined. If we go back to the word al-solah, and we want to define it,

we can define it as follow: ^OvL-J L> ^ < "A" j j j iS" IL I »jL-c. This is a very basic definition be¬
cause students are familiar with the words SjL-c., jj;<" II, and . j i..." 11 We need only explain id-g
and ^|" By using a picture, students can understand more about the definition of I. Then we
give one or two examples in sentences to make it clear like

. 1 i ii 1 I 4 « n->l I
^ I .nj t A I j i 4 "i v i j $ U 1 I ^ I ■ -> - .1 n o

b. Definition by Example.

"A definition by example can further clarify the formal definition." 22 To teach beginner students, it is
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better to use a definition by example because it is more attractive and quite informal. For example, to

teach the word < JSII (word), we can say, <. «1< ^Jj 1 [Z (Ta is not a word but

kitab is). To teach the word jj_«, we can say, Jj ^ aj jj j jjJJ ^ (in
school,you can find teacher, classes and student). However, it is very clear that this kind of definition

is particularly suitable for concrete Arabic vocabulary.

c. Definition by Description

It is sometimes possible to define a word by describing the physical qualities or characteristics of the

object for which the word stands. When we teach beginner students, we always talk to them, drill

them with examples and ask questions to make them talk. By using this method, we can do these ac¬

tivities because in defining a word by description, it always answers the questions who, what, when,

where, why, etc. For example, to teach the word (banana), we say, jJj <i<Li 3jJJ

jjjJ <UuJoj jLu*) (A banana is a long, yellow sweet fruit). This discription is the answer to 'what'.

To explain about the location of Malaysia, we say, j j_. d.j ^ pJLZ L.J j 11 a

6jjjlJLa. Aj I j i.. jjjJd (Malaysia is located to the south of Thailand, east of Indonesia and
north of Singapore). Here the students can understand the meaning of J I. n d. (north), j (south),

and jj-i (east) because they are famiar with the location of Malaysia.

Teachers, however, should be aware of complicated descriptions or too general descriptions which

lead students to misunderstand the actual meaning of the word. "The principal fault with the descrip¬

tive context-clue method is that it often does not distinguish a word from others in the same class." 23
In the sentences above, notice that Malaysia is the only country in the region that fits the description.

Similarly, the description of a banana fits only it. But if we say,U. jjJd jj-ii ^ (it is
located to the east of Indonesia), this description will fit Malaysia but it could also be Singapore or

Thailand or the Phillipines because they are located to the east of Indonesia as well.

From here, we can conclude that to give a more exact definition by description, the teachers would

have to add more details but without making the students confused.

d. Defining by Comparison and Contrast.

This method gives a student an opportunity to stretch the meanings of words and to be creative in his

learning. Defining by contrast may help the student by telling him what a word is not. On the whole it
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is a helpful device but it does not give the student an exact meaning of the word being defined. For

example: A whale is not a fish. ^ Although this clue tells us not to classify whales with tuna, shark,

and swordfish, it does not tell us what a whale is, how long it is, what it looks like.

In teaching Arabic vocabulary, this approach is not recommended for the very early beginners for two

reasons. Firstly, students have not acquired a lot of vocabulary yet, so how can they become creative

to find out the meaning of the target word. Secondly, teaching opposite or contrasting meanings to

freshly beginning students might confuse them in using the words. It might be helpful to teach them

after three months of learning Arabic by introducing the word ajU (cool), (small) and

other words which are familiar to them.

2, SYNONYMS AND ANTONYMS (c,la' ■ — ' lj oUaljll\)
25

Synonym and antonym are words formed from the Greek root onym meaning 'name'. Synonym,

from syn (together) + onym (name) means a word grouped with other words in the same classifica¬

tion according to general meaning: repeat, iterate; below, under. In Arabic ojlijl>lil means words

that have same meaning:

(a). Synonyms in Vocabulary Development.

"Studying synonyms is an exellent time-saving approach to vocabulary study. Comparing synonyms

helps the student see the relationship between words of similar meaning. It also helps the student gen¬

eralize and classify words and concepts.Synonyms are substitute words. They allow us to express the

same idea in a variety of ways, although the overall context, the setting, the mood, the tone of the
26

speaker may dictate the choice of the synonym to be used."

Although a synonym for a word may not have the exact meaning of the defined word, as Arabs al¬

ways say that every word in Arabic has it own meaning and value, it is often one of the best and short¬

est defining devices. In addition, teaching synonyms is one of the best ways to help students acquire

vocabulary and diversify the usage of words and extend their vocabulary and their reading skills by

noticing the similarities of words.By acquiring the words:

( jlj i • '-IJ i )
students can say ( ^ j-lJ jIj ^1 o-t a j < 11a < )
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It must be remembered that a synonym, to be useful, must be closer to common usage than the origi¬

nal word is. For example, ^Lc. it J_l3i, <L_5 ^ ij.a. The word pL is closer to common
usage than the word Similarly, the word LLi is closer to common usage than the word I

(b). Antonym ( cJjl .a" 11)
"Contrasted with the synonym is the antonym(anti or ant against) a word that means the opposite of

27
another word." For example, weak ■ i _■« - >• , strong (^>3), near jJ), far ( j). Like the

study of synonyms, the study of antonyms can help students learn words through the process of classi¬

fication.

Antonyms in Vocabulary Development.

This is another effective way to help students' vocabulary skills. Although the term antonym might

not be used in the very early level, it can be introduced with easy words such as Jjjj, oVijjU

j-dLua, j j i<.They can range from easy words to harder ones when students have mastered the con¬

cept of opposites.

"Just as no two synonyms are exactly similar in meaning, few antonyms are the exact opposites of

other words. But just as we can conveniently group synonyms according to their general meaning we

28
can also classify certain terms as being opposite or nearly opposite in meaning. Moreover, helping

students learn the concept of opposite helps them extend the concept of negativism in language, the

concept first met in the use of conjunction such as j^J(but), eJJj £_o (however), (on the
contrary). Classifying antonyms, therefore helps the student to think in terms of contrasting or contra¬

dictory concepts and statements.

When we teach the opposite words to students, teachers are suggested to use it often to show the ex¬

treme of object or ideas. "In learning a new word the student should,whenever possible, learn the op¬

posite of the word. Thus female would be taught with male, wife with husband, feminine with mascu-

29
line, lady with gentleman...etc. For example(for Arabic antonyms): j "LJoj, j Jjl,

j-dLuaj, s] j-olj Ja. j, j This means any word which is learned by the student should be

taught together with its opposite unless there is no opposite for it.
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However, some educationists prefer delaying the introduction of antonyms to the beginners in order to

avoid confusion. "To avoid confusion, it is wise not to teach words with opposite meanings like

'slowly' and 'quickly', at the same time. There is a special advantage to be gained by delaying the in¬

troduction of 'quickly' until the students have mastered 'slowly'. The advantage is that the students

then feel a real need to learn the word 'quickly'. They have wanted such a word, and now the word is
30

provided. This is the ideal condition for vocabulary learning."

What we can conclude here is both say that learning antonyms is very important for students. Howev¬

er, they did not agree as to 'when' this antonym should be introduced; at the same time as its opposite

word or after that i.e. when the student needs it. The best thing is that the teacher should bear in mind

which antonym should be taught together with it opposite and which ones should not.The words like

j jbn, j_J, £jj, and many others from my point of view, should be taught together
with their opposites because this will help students in speaking or expressing their idea. But for the

word like jjj, the opposite of Ihe might delay in introducing this word because it does not help

student to build a sentence. Also if he feels that by introducing certain antonyms students will con¬

fuse them and always mix them up, he should not do that. For example, if the teacher starts to teach

these words (JLo_Ju, < <^ ^ c. *■ *^ c * •^ *' L uj *>■ > j- ? I n m>. at the

same time, students will get confused even though he draws a diagram to make it clear, because stu¬

dents have to memorise similar words at the same time. However, if he must teach them these words

for certain reasons, for example, he might go to a certain point and thereby protect students from get¬

ting confused in acquiring it. He can recite some verses from the Holy Qur'an, for example. In surah

al-Kahfi(the cave), verse 86 Allah says,

((< \ n -> LAXa.j (J'l ft Ml I I ejjj-o £-Li I jl ctJLi. ))
(Until when he reached The setting of the sun, He found it set in a spring of murky water). The sun

sets in the west. So the word jjVo means the west. In Verse 90, in the same surah, Allah says,

« ^J-i ^ I <• ^ I In "i l_A ' n. j ju. /wVj I ^ I In n ^ I i I jl ^ »

(Until when He came to the rising of the sun, He found it rising on a people) The sun rises from

the east. The word east in Arabic is J j,d.« or jj-i.. So the teacher can teach his students by saying,

The other approach is by using key words. To teach
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the words i_j jJLil and Jj.t. U the teacher can simply tell students that one of the prayers performed

by Muslims is called i_<jJUl Why? because at this this time the sun will set. Where does it set?

In the west. So the meaning oft_>jJLo is west. Another prayer is called jjj-iJ I Why? Because

at this time the sun will rise. Where does it rise? In the east. So I means east.

Summary

"Synonyms and antonyms are therefore concise devices for presenting comparative and contrastive

clues, for helping the reader note nuances (slight shades of defference in meaning) and for comparing
31

and classifying concepts. They give a quick means of seeing similarities and differences."

It is useful to teach the concepts: synonym and antonym together, stressing the similar structure and

the common root (onym) of these two words. The study of synonyms involves noting shades of differ-
32

ences in meanings."

Synonym can be used to define. For example: the word means.»\* n and the word J" means

i_J Ik. So we don't need to give formal definition to these two words.

Antonyms can be used to teach the concept of opposition in language. The student can learn that there

is an implied relationship in apparently opposite ideas. We, for example, understand LJ-k (dark) be¬

cause we know (light). By reciting this verse from Holy Qur'an, we can make distinction be¬

tween these two contrasting things. Allah says in surah al-Baqarah verse 257,

c—. I o I k 11 * a ^ j-kj» (from the depths of darkness He will lead them forth into light).

Antonyms can also be used to help students to use the noun of place and time and conjunction proper¬

ly like plxl (in front of), >, iU (behind), jjJ (above),c.. Vi (under), J_di (before), j-*_> (after), etc.

3. ROOTS « CaKJ I »

The teacher must use a third approach in teaching Arabic vocabulary with students. To be a good

reader, writer, speaker or listener, students must be encouraged to know and like words. To be suc¬

cessful with words, students have to be curious about words and the roots of words.

When the teacher teaches vocabulary to the students, he should know how closely his students look at

words. When the Arabic words have a root for every word, do the students notice the root of the
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word? Do they notice the word _>^in j--<•,! for example? Do they notice that the words

i l.«. i i J -« ■ i -■ I < i J «■ " a i |J I "« i... I i i J I ft f <i_J_aLc ' ijj I«* wJ n» i and many

more are from the word J ^ £ (uU-c).They must be told that all of these words belong to one root.
Many linguists and educationists believe that learning the roots of words is a shortcut to learning hun¬

dred of words.

"

Mastering the root-meaning of words through systemetic study of word parts is as necessary for the
33

elementary and secondary student as it is for the college student.

Learning the roots of words can help students to find out the meaning of the word itself in the diction¬

ary. Many students even at university level don't know how to find out the meaning of the word. They

look in the dictionary under j for the word j.nS'd and they look under ^ for the word Jj 'i n or

i,uj J—a .

By telling them that words in Arabic are formed from three letters, we can teach them the root of the

word: jm.S'J< <_l«« JjA-« and many others.

By learning the root of the word also, students can avoid making mistakes in giving the meaning of

that word.

If we look at the syllabus in the Arabic school, we find that XjLxiiLiJ I I (first stem of the

verb) are being taught to the beginners.What teachers should do is they should teach this skill to

make them master the concept of the verb. However, although they are not taught I

they cannot avoid learning this verb in their reading text or in writing. For example, in lesson

five from Text book Lj-jjjJI 4JUJI ^ jjAaJI for Form One student in National Islamic Secondary
School, the word ..iU .r»j is found. Also other words like < I_>U,n < 3 <.. a < 3 -»...nn are found in

the early lessons in this book. So what the teacher should do is to give them enough practice to make

them identify the first stem of the word.

4. PRONUNCIATION AND SPELLING.

It was agreed among linguists that Arabic is a language which is spoken as it is written. There is no

difference between pronunciation and writing of the word ■ ■"< . However, the above feature is only

for Arab people or for those who had mastered Arabic pronunciation. They pronounce the word as

they write it. As for Malay, there are some difficulties in pronouncing Arabic words. This happens
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because some Arabic letters are not found in Malay alphabet. There are no

(■* * i3 ' t,'t,' ^ 1 ^' c) in Malay alphabet. However, some of these letters have
become familiar to the Malay tongue. These letters are <_£ which is written and pronounced as SH and

£ which written and pronounced as GH. While other letters have changed to Malay letters as follows
: becomes h. So it is same with * . j becomes z, becomes d, Jo becomes t, j becomes k and I

becomes t. The pronunciation for Arabic words becomes as follow:

f I jja, = haram , = zuriat, I = darurat, LcLL = taat, ^Lc. - ilmu, = kertas. When
they write these words in Arabic they will write as follows:

( ^ Li ). In addition, the mistake happens more regularly when most of these Arabic words become

Malay words by what they call Arabic loan word in Malay. The situation was worsened when the

Ministry of Education changed Malayan-Arabic Lettering to Romanised characters. These Arabic

loan words remained but are written in Romanised characters.

When students start to learn Arabic, these words are not new to them, but they have the wrong con¬

cept of spelling of these words.. What they usually do is write or pronounce these words with their

own pronunciation.

So the purpose of this technique is to show how pronunciation and spelling are related to vocabulary

learning. If a student commonly mispronounces a word, he is likely to misspell it.

We should remember that in the learning process, accurate spelling is considered important.

"Actually, nearly all words that children and young people write are correctly spelled, but our stan¬

dards are high and we object to the misspelling of two or three words on a list of 150. Bad spelling, if

nothing else, is annoying to the reader. Moreover, it requires a large amount of a teacher's time to cor-
S5

rect misspelled words and then try to reteach them."

If we go back to the way Arabic is spelled, we find that there are two major reasons why the students

make mistakes when they write or pronounce the Arabic words:

1. it was said above that certain letters look similar to Malaysian.

2. The way of writing in Arabic. Arabic letters are of two types:

a. Letters which can be attached before or after them and might have changed the original structure of

the letters. These letters are:
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. (j < a < Ji < £_ « ). For example, the word j~< » d and o are attached by the other letters before
and after them.

b. Letters that can be attached before them only and don't change the original structure of the word.

These words are : j< b j • j • j '• For example: the word^j_j The letter j is attached to ^ but the
structure of j does not change.

Students are always mixing these letters by attaching the letters that can be attached before them only

to another letter. (Eg. I "5 . The I (alif) is attached to (ba') or they do the opposite by leaving the

letter alone. (Eg. they write ^ instead of 0r. \ A.

One of the best ways to help them solve this problem is by giving them a word in isolation like d )

( i_j oj and then asking them to write this word correctly. Students not only benefit from spelling les¬
sons but they can improve their vocabulary. For example, if we give them these letters,

(tJ o" j ^ J ^ j i_y J £ ) students will recognise that the second word is Ja. j (a man)
and not Ja. j (foot) and the third word is (on) and not (Ali).

Ther is no doubt that "spelling ability ranges widely. Possibly there is a sharp difference in innate

ability of persons to visualize the arrangement of word parts and letters. However, most students can

sharply improve their spelling by:

a. developing a spelling conscience.

b. noticing word structures.

c. being aware that certain words are commonly misspelled and need to be double checked until they

are well known.

Since the number of words that are commonly misspelled is relatively small, students who are alerted

to their own personal "demons" should show rapid improvement."

As for pronunciation, "it is best to create a situation in which students' pronunciation can be corrected

in the spirit of constructive criticism:

a. Students should be encouraged to take note of mispronunciations they hear and discuss them in

class.

b. Such keywords can be spelled aloud or written on the chalkboard. Members of the class can repeat

each one to themselves until the correct pronunciation is firmly implemented.
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c. The teacher might also prepare tapes that spell out key words, allow intervals for the student to pro¬

nounce each one, then present the accepted pronunciation in each case.

d. The teacher might record voices of the class members so they can listen to themselves talk. This

can be done during regular class discussion periods. This experience helps students note and correct
37their own pronunciation errors, as well as enjoy a new experience."

Pronunciation and spelling are important in building vocabulary because they are means by which we

send and receive words and exchange ideas. Poor enunciation, mispronunciation and incorrect

spelling distract the process of developing vocabulary and cause static in the communication system.

5. VISUAL TECHNIQUES. ( I J I )
"These include flashcards, photographs, blackboard drawings, wallcharts and realia (i.e. objects them¬

selves). They are extensively used for conveying meaning and are particularly useful for teaching

concrete items of vocabulary such as food, furniture, and certain areas of vocabulary such as places,

professions, descriptions of people, actions and activities (such as sports and verbs of movement).
38

They often lend themselves easily to practice activities involving student interaction."

This technique can be used as a basis for a guided pair work dialogue. For example, the teacher shows

a set of pictures illustrating school activities such as learning, sport and gathering for certain purposes.

Based on the visual aids in front of students, the teacher can ask them questions such as:

. i 11 I I I jJ5_l S i J UaJ I J» i l IjLa

. 6 I * <i I I 1 1 j aJ. I » fl i IjLa

. <(■ i uj J-LI ^ *' ' * ^Lol Jjj *? ^j I" ' IjLa
As beginners, the students might be unable to answer these questions. The teacher can help them by

using mime and gesture as an aid to the visual techniques. They are often used to supplement other

ways of conveying meanings. According to Gairns and Redman, when teaching an item such as to

'swerve' a teacher might build a situation to illustrate it, making use of the blackboard and gesture to

reinforce the concept. Visual aids, "are an extremely useful framework for storage of lexis, and they

can be used to highlight the relationships between items. They are also a very useful basis for lan¬

guage practice and we have tried to show how communicative practice can be achieved from clines,
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39
diagrams and grids as well as pictures."

a. Using Diagrams.

We can use diagrams below as a guide to meaning (see figure one). Students could also be asked to

organise their own diagrams of this type. We can use this diagram too to teach acadamic vocabulary

as we can see in figure two.Students not only acquire the target vocabulary, but can memorise these

words easily. The teacher can use the diagram in discussion with the students. For example , he might

ask them:

9 Jill | p Lluh til L1a J_A S ^ I I I/I 11 ^ "i n ? ^ I _i i <-» 11 ^J -» J

Teachers can use trees too to elaborate the teaching vocabulary. For example, the word can be

developed as follow:

cj^UJ.1

^ » U a

CJIJJ 'A-kllj

jJ. I

J KA ft

tj* n I » o

* '"k «

' ■* I "

5_c La

J-4-*—«

O ' ri |

JI i i"inVI

♦ It In o

p i"
6jjj
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Figure one

<e>



jiij I {J-L-a

3 11

jUUl .

r>-

^iy;

»j^»

Figure two
o*-i

(_ya 1 I I I I pl_JLI

" I jj ■"!« 11 fja

(J l^-Ju (j-o 4 11 ii I I

jL^V1

dLu-oVI

>aJU I £j-U=-

^OJLuJ I LJjj-t
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b.Using a picture.

We can choose a picture containing vocabulary items we wish to teach the students. We tell them the

subjects of the picture and ask them to predict which items of vocabulary they think are likely to arise.

They might have difficulties in expressing the words in Arabic(and teachers should help them in this

case),but they do not have difficulties in expressing the idea because they are thirteen years old at this

stage. So the best way to teach it is by giving them activities which are familiar to them. We can also

use this picture to revise the vocabulary which they have learned. Topics such as j U a 11

£ Ij jJ I might be useful for this purpose.
For Eid-l-Fitr, for example, the students might think about

t t"'L f I t jj ^a 1I 6 Lij t (■ US j * s*VI i j L j t * II t L_lJ

Then, when we show them a picture, there should be more items included than those the students pre¬

dicted. In this way, we can teach them new vocabulary.

c. Cue Cards.

We can find or make a set of pictures of items of everyday objects(e.g. book, magazine, newspaper,

mosque, etc.)

We can either teach new vocabulary or revise the vocabulary which has been learned before. Then,

beginning with a picture which we show the class (e.g. mosque), we can practise a short dialogue on

the following lines:

i—i A jjj (j->l ' I ' ^ I

Sljli : I v_JLkJI

v 1_JLLJI
S ■ ■ * jjj • I ' * 11 Li 11

. j 11 I i_ i ft j| : i i i kJ I In 11

We can vary the activity by "giving each student a picture and ask the class to stand up and perform

similar dialogues with each other. Tell them that once they have finished their conversation with a

student, they should swap cards and find a new partner.
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d. Information Exchange Visuals.

This type of technique might be heavy for beginners. However, it is a very good exercise to develop

speaking ability among them. Since Malay students are too shy to speak, this technique might be help¬

ful to encourage them to speak. One of the procedures of this approach is by "giving them two pic¬

tures which are basically similar but have a certain number of differences between them. Put the stu¬

dents in pairs and ask them to sit facing each other. Show student A one picture and student B the

other, and make it clear that they cannot look at their patner's picture. It is useful to demonstrate to the

class with one example first. At the end, conduct a feedback session where you can clarify problems,

deal with errors, etc." ^
The teacher should be creative in doing this activity by drawing two different pictures or by cutting

photos or pictures from magazines. Many advertisements for products often have pictures which are

similar but not identical. This activity is extremely useful to build up a library of these paired pictures

on a variety of topic areas.

6. TRANSLATION.

Translation can be a very effective way of conveying meaning. "It can save valuable time that might

otherwise be spent on a tortuous and largely unsuccessful explanation,(especially for beginners) and it

can be a very quick way to dispose of low frequency items that may worry the students but do not

warrant significant attention." ^
Students are encouraged to start learning foreign languages with their native language. The reason be¬

hind it is that they can ask their teacher a difficult thing which they do not understand after the teacher

has explained it and used all possible means such as synonyms, mime gesture and definition.

Translation is also related to the purposes of learning. If the purpose is for speaking, translation is not

recommended because if students continue to use the mother tongue as a framework on which to at¬

tach second language items, they will not develop the necessary framework to take account of sense

relations between different items in the new language. If we look at the purposes of learning Arabic in

Malaysia, it is clear that the purposes are mainly religious. Students are expected to understand the

subjects they learn and to be able to express them in Arabic especially in writing and reading. This
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means that we need translation in the process of learning Arabic in Malaysia.

However, to translate all words or all sentences from Arabic into Malay language is not the right way

of using translation.This is happening in most Arabic learning in Malaysia. Teachers do not use other

methods to make students acquire the target words. From the students' point of view, the teacher does

not teach if he is not translating words and sentences into Malay. For these reasons, if we look at stu¬

dents' Arabic text books, we find that every word is translated into Malay.

To use translation in teaching Arabic to beginners, teachers should remember that this is the last ap¬

proach to be taken after all other approaches have failed to make students understand the target word.

The teacher should not translate whole sentences into Malay unless all of the words are difficult to un¬

derstand and this should not happen because in teaching beginners teachers are not supposed to give

them text with difficult words.

When the teacher uses translation in teaching vocabulary for beginners, he should relate it with the

word roots if the words are not too complicated. For example, in lesson 8, from text book for National

Islamic Secondary school, the text is as follows:

4 j_i_x£ ^ "i i njXa . ^
. 4 I "A n j ft I X AI I tj T>~>J j_J

. 4. *nL^LI ^ (jl^ > ft 4 i <i^ ad I ^ La I . V
. 4 -H.it II jl I ■ ■ 11 4 -. IJ ■ ..si I 4 n In 'i n 4 I i nn I J -4. 4. <j J-l I . i

. 4. n.«, In V Ij Qj Lij j-uu. 11 ^ i I I « In n Lj-XJ La. i J . 0
It might be important to translate ( L^J ) here which means 'it has' or 'belong to', so that students can

distinguish between this J and the other J which means 'for' like ( LcoL^il , Lxl £_a_J )
' ClJ LlJJ.ni 1. I .

It is better to translate cJj - rather than to give a synonym which is because this synonym

is also not familiar to students. At the same time, the teacher needs to teach them the root of the word

so that students can grasp easily the meaning of Ij because they know the root

of that word. However, it might be not a good idea to teach students the roots of 4_u»Lj_II and
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jpl^aJI which are and jJ-=» because this will not help them to understand the meaning of the
words.

On the whole, we might say that translation is one of the necessary approaches in teaching beginners.

7. LEARNING WORDS IN LIST,

This is another way of using translation in teaching beginners. With this technique, words are given to

students on cards with their translation in the students' mother tongue. According to Paul Nation, 43
learners can master well over thirty foreign-word mother-tongue word associations per hour. He add¬

ed that experiment has shown that some learners are capable of rates of over one hundred associations

per hour. He claimed that it is more effecient than learning vocabulary using synonym, antonym or

definition.

To make this technique of learning attract students, teachers are encouraged to put or ask students to

put each word form and its translation with the foreign word form on one side and the translation on

the other. He said that this is much more efficient than setting the words out in lists in a book or on a

sheet of paper. Firstly, the learner can look at the foreign word and make an effort to recall its transla¬

tion without seeing the translation. Secondly, the learner can re-arrange the cards so that he is not us¬

ing the sequence of the words in the list to help recall. Thirdly, he can put the words which give him

most difficulty at the beginning of his pile of cards so that he can give them extra attention. Piles of

cards are easily carried around and they can be studied whenever the learner has a free moment. ^

8. USING A DICTIONARY.

The dictionary is very important in language learning. This is because the dictionary itself describes

the meaning of the word. One might argue about using a dictionary in teaching Arabic to beginners.

This argument is right if the teacher uses a very advanced dictionary like <_j jjJ I <jL-J or » 11

jJ I However, it is not if the teacher uses a basic dictionary for this purpose.

The teacher can use a dictionary for two major purposes:

a. to describe the meaning.

b. As an aid in teaching vocabulary.

For the first purpose, this could be a dictionary specially published for foreign students or a bilingual
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dictionary. We might need to publish dictionaries such as noun dictionary, verb dictionary, sentences

dictionary, phrases dictionary etc. We might not need to stress word roots at this stage. We do not

need for example explain the meaning of u " d. « under ^ a A,, but instead of that, we can categor¬

ise words based on groups like places, buildings, people, jobs, games and others.

As for the second purpose, a picture dictionary could be the best one to be used as an aid in teaching

vocabulary. When we use pictures in the dictionary, we probably do not need a bilingual dictionary

because pictures here already describe the meaning of the words. The example for this purpose can be

taken from Oxford Photo Dictionary. ^ The topics in this dictionary are as follows:

The human body and physical description, Health, Clothes, Buildings, In town (market, shops etc.)

Numbers, Time, Jobs, Daily routine, Schools, Offices and Laboratory, Vehicles, Holidays, Hobbies,

Sports, Verbs and Adjectives.

The most important thing in learning vocabulary with an aid from the dictionary is to help students to

build sentences or to express what is in mind. It is not to force students to memorise all words in the

dictionary because memorising words without understanding how to use them is not the right ap¬

proach in accquiring vocabulary. According to R. Carter, "knowing a word involves knowing how to

use the word syntactically, semantically, and pragmatically or discoursely." ^
Using dictionary in learning process should be encouraged from the beginning lesson. In other words,

the teacher should alert students to the importance of the dictionary in the language learning process.

If the teacher does not encourage his students to do so, it will make students remain ignorant in this

particular aspect. For this reason, many students even in university level do not know how to use a

dictionary as Dale and others said, "A surprisingly large number of students get as far as college with¬

out knowing how to use a dictionary to its fullest extent to increase their vocabulary." ^
It is important to consider certain advantages in the use of a dictionary in teaching vocabulary for be¬

ginners. " A learner who makes good use of a dictionary will be able to continue learning outside the

classroom, and this will give him considerable autonomy about the decision he makes about his own

learning. In the very early stages of learning, even an inadequate bilingual dictionary in a foreign

country is better than nothing at all: it can provide important support and be a quick way of finding in¬

formation. Another way in which the dictionary is a valuable support is as a back up to contextual
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guesswork. It is not uncommon for an item in a particular context to appear ambiguous, and in such
48

cases, the dictionary is an important resource to clarify the uncertainty.

9. TESTING AS TEACHING.

A test is usually used to measure the students' ability in certain subjects. Without tests, students will

not strive in their lesson. In other words, test or examination is part of the learning process. For this

reason and others, we try to make the test one of the techniques in teaching vocabulary. The test here

does not have any relation with the test or the examination conducted by the Examination Board in

the Ministry of Education. This test is held by teachers as one part of the learning process. The main

purpose of this technique is "to develop the learner's command of target language vocabulary, not

simply to find out whether she/he knows a particular item of vocabulary or not." ^ According to Dale

and others, testing is a highly useful vocabulary technique because: 1. the student must pay close

attention to complete the exercise correctly 2. the answers to the questions are clear-cut 3. the student

is actively involved 4. the student senses the importance of the exercise, for his ability is being meas¬

ured 5. the exercises are generally brief, and 6. the teacher has a quick measurement of the student's

progress. They added that there were four main ways to test students' vocabulary: (1) Identification:

the student responds orally or in writing by identifying a word according to its definition or use. (2)

Multip choice: the student selects the correct meaning of the tested word from three or four defini¬

tions. (3) Matching: the tested words are presented in one column and the matching definitions are

presented out of order in another column. (4) Checking: the student checks the words he knows or

does not know.

When we use tests as a teaching method, we not only assess the students' achievement, but we teach

them new vocabulary and more important than that we make them alert to their lesson.

Below are some examples of teaching vocabulary by testing:

i. Self-Inventory Checklist

We give students a list of words and ask them to put ( v/) for the words they know which to some

extent, determines his word knowledge. Then the teacher asks them to compare the answers among

them. They might use a dictionary to check how accurately they determined their knowledge of the
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words they checked. The purpose of this technique is to alert the students to the state of their word

knowledge. The teacher then, gives the meaning of the words so that the students can make sure that

they did not misunderstand the meaning of the words they checked.

Many lists of words under certain topics can be chosen for this purpose especially the topics which

have close relationship to the student's area of study or interest. For example, the teacher may present

a list of religious terms such as the following:

( ) JJJ-i

)

( )

( )

( )
( )
( )

( )
( )
( ) 61 <«-»-» I (

<Lj jiJ I

Jl^JI

i . * ' " I I

■ ■"

The other topics such as prayer, fasting or faith( I) could be chosen for this purpose.

ii. Discriminative Self-Inventory Checklist

This test helps teachers to identify the words that the students know very well or never did know.

The teacher can use certain symbols and ask students to put one of these symbols in front of the words

they check. For example,

( ix") means I know it very well

( ! ) means I have seen it or heard of it

(X ) means I never heard of it( I do not know it)

The teacher can give list of words as in the number one which are related to the subjects that students

are learning. For example, general words about students' daily life:
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( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )

J'

.-I j j

j a i " i .1 i

r -

(/>?e
a -y »

<Xui i

j L i i

te-je

iii. Matching.

There are many kinds of words can be checked with this technique.

a. Matching words with their verbal noun. ( j > ■ 11) For example,

( 5p IJ_3 i pljJi i I j-S—.

^ i 4_i I"^ i i_j 1 ^.
( * *1 11 . ^I i < i ' *—1J I m J I -

b. Matching perfect verbs with imperfect verbs. For example,

Ubjj-j

tr j-e

v'< . X

. r

. \

J£1 . x

LU . r

Luj 1

c. Matching feminine with masculine. For example,

fi.r

d. Matching words with their roots ( eg. Jm-c =

y1^ . V

. X

. 0

*->)•

C->^ . X

- sij. \

^JLL . i

- • >

JJ • *

e. Matching words with appropriate agents or couples. For example,
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ijLuuJI . \

fJJi-V 6 jjUOJ I . X
4 ' I In l . £ 6 I a -n L<I 11 . V
4_*_l uj . J J a In I I . 1

a-jji.o

Many more can be created by teachers in this topic like imperative and perfect verb, singular and plu¬

ral, adding appropriate pronoun to verb and so on.

iv. Finer Discrimination in word choice.

The multi- choice technique may be used to point up the distinctions between word meanings. For ex¬

ample,

. (jl j (| i'i 4_a I j 4_i_J I £_o M (in o ( pLi ( (J^ I t j . \
. La ji i Mil p Lo I ] ^JLl f 4. n in La ^ 1r J < dj|^_a < < -. I | . X

I
j L 4_i_i Ld I 4_c 11 n II ^A 4_lwjJ_LI a ^ I f ^ ^ *n < ^jn I n i < <_ i ftjj j . V

. (_>u J jj I (jjt 6 a_i-o>L> JI I i ..V I ( (_£ I J ' '1 La. I i Jt-uu j . t
. Lf^Llaj LajVjV fbdJI fVl(U . ) . 0

The teacher can use pictures or drawings in this technique. There are many more topics which can be

used for this purpose such as:

a. Opposites : verbs and adjectives. For example,

^ if ______ i mi j La. ■_ i« i/> \ H i ii

U" 1 ?

b. Preposition of place and time. For example,

. La 1 I io ^ La I
c. Jobs (We need pictures to illustrate these jobs). For example,

jl t i »l ( ^Lal i J_j^_d I j i ' ' 4 4 L ( 4-wa^o-a t ^ i L~J j fj I l ^ a

d. Food and drink.

e. Places and buildings like garden, zoo, museum, mosque, house, shops, schools and so on.

f. Crosswords. For example,
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: ■ v"1
OjJ-O ^ ^ . \ . LJJ a . \

6 1 ^ 1 Uu ^ . X

Je-j ' * ■ -»*>" <j-° •

x

r

. 6 l_)-o I ^ . 1
. <111 ^LiS . o

10. STUDENT-CENTRED LEARNING.

This technique has no direct relation with the techniques of teaching vocabulary in the classroom con¬

ducted by teachers directly. However, it is part of vocabulary learning process. It was agreed among

Arabic educationists in Malaysia that learning Arabic does not extend outside the classroom. There

are no movies, magazines or newspapers in Arabic in town. So students learn Arabic only in the

classroom and never use it again after class. Educationists, all over the world, have tried to find a way

to encourage students to practise the language they have learned. In recent years, "there has been a

trend to develop more self-access materials, and in the classroom a desire to shift the focus away from
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the teacher and concentrate on more student-centred activities. This not only makes the student more
S3

responsible for his own learning but also permits greater attention to individual needs."

According to Gaims and Redmans, recent develop have emphasised the importance of equipping stu¬

dents with the necessary strategies for dealing with skill activities. In learning of vocabulary, this in¬

volves:

1. asking others.

2. using a dictionary.

3. making use of context to deduce meaning and guessing from the item itself.

In teaching beginners, we might use the first strategy i.e. asking others.

Asking Others.

The most obvious habit among Malay students is they are so shy, either to ask questions or to give the

answer. With this technique, the teacher can train his students from the early stage to talk and discuss.

He should tell them that learning language means practice. "A student can ask the teacher or another

student to explain the meaning of an item which he has just encountered. Conversely, there are occa¬

sions when a student finds that he wants to use a particular item but does not know how to say it.." ^
There are many ways to start discussions:

1. Student might give a 'hint' at the word he is looking for. For example, giving incomplete sentence,

using mime to clarify the target words and so on. He might say,

(He might put his hand on his stomach in order to tell his friend that he is hungry or put his hand into

his mouth to tell him that he wants to eat).

2. It would be helpful to equip the students with the expressions below which would help them to elic¬

it the target items.For example,

( £ Li jJ I ) I ^ujj jJ I (_)«-» k i' I 11 i_$-A

( In n ^ <L_i_4 JSG I LSLL I J-A
*? < i »j-*J I <*1JL> I \ I j$ I JjJLj IjLo

( iCLo ^ Sija La
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S ' '■ <• Ji a" IjLa

There are many more clues which can be created by the teacher to make the student talk. It would be

useful to teach the phrases like

( < I3LL < > i ljL> < L> )
to enable students to go on to ask each other about any of the items they do not know. "The teacher

will need to monitor carefully to clarify meaning, check pronunciation and spelling and supply the

correct answer where necessary, but otherwise the activity can be entirely student-centred. The teach¬

er may well decide to have a final feed-back session with the class to ensure that the activity has been

effective in supplying accurate information. This material lends itself to further practice activities,

such as students testing each other, a discussion on the relative usefulness of gadgets, personalisation,

etc. "55

Using the Card as Word Bank.

The other activity in student-centred learning is using a card as a word bank. According to L. Sandos-

ham, ^ this can be a useful and stimulating aid to vocabulary learning. These cards would contain

and would serve as a reference for the class.Students contribute to the word bank on a regular basis

and the teacher sets exercises and also organises activities based on the selection of the words from

the word Bank. In supplying words, students increase their own vocabulary and share their knowledge

with others." She added that there are some points to consider in establishing a Word Bank for the

classroom.

1. What Words to Collect.

To collect words needs a systematic approach. It would be useful, if teacher suggests some themes )

( to students and gets them to develop vocabulary related to these themes. Since the purpos¬

es of learning Arabic are academic and general, teacher can choose themes from these purposes. In a

topic such as "Personal Indentification" the teacher may ask a student to give imformation about him¬

self, his family or even about others. The topics such as ( < I . jj .mil) could be interesting in
that students can build up their vocabulary.

2. What goes into the cards.
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"The teacher must decide what information will be most useful to her students and how relevant it

will be to vocabulary learning. It would be enough to have students explain the meanings of words

and use these words in one or two sentences. A numbering system would help students and teacher

alike in arranging and locating the cards as well as enabling the teacher to identify the frequent or in¬

frequent card contributors. The cards should also indicate the theme or topic on which the vocabulary

is being developed and the name or number of the student (or group) who contributes the card. " 57
A word card may looklike this

(N.B. The meaning of the word could be in Arabic if it is not too complicated to understand)

3. How to ensure that students are learning new words.

There are many ways to ensure that they are learning new words and not only piling them up and then

storing them in the box or any where. One way of doing this is to use these words in exercises and to

organize activities such as spelling, word quizzes, games and so on. The more repetitions are given to

these words, the more students remember them. Writing tasks or sentences based on the topics de¬

rived from the themes will not only help students to use these words, but also encourage them to ex¬

plore new vocabulary items. The activities and exercises should be planned in a systematic way be¬

cause beginners need to be guided most of the time. To ensure that students participate in this activity,
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points could be given to individual students or to groups who contribute the highest number of words

in a month or in a term. The teacher can keep record sheets with her to check who has contributed to

the Word Bank and who has not.

11. USING THE HOLY QUR'AN AND ARABIC LOAN-WORDS IN MALAY.

As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter the Holy Qur'an and Arabic loan-words are two of the

sources for teaching Arabic. The intention of this section is to discuss the techniques of teaching Ara¬

bic vocabulary using these two sources.

a. TEACHING QURANIC ARABIC VOCABULARY.

The purpose of teaching vocabulary using al-Qur'an as a source is to develop the understanding of the

meaning of al-Qur'an among students who learn Arabic. There is no doubt that there are many ways to

understand al-Qur'an and these have been understood since al-Qur'an was revealed to the Messenger

Muhammad s.a.w.(peace upon him). The question to be answered is that since one of the main pur¬

poses of learning Arabic in Malaysia is to understand al-Qur'an which is written in Arabic and since

this technique is not being introduced in teaching Arabic in Malaysia in general and in teaching Ara¬

bic vocabulary specifically, why do we not try to take this opportunity?

In teaching Arabic vocabulary to beginners using al-Qur'an as a source, we can use many techniques

based on certain criteria in al-Qur'an.

1. Using Chapters in the Holy Qur'an.

There are 114 surah(chapters) in the Holy Qur'an. Some surahs are toolong like al-Baqarah, al- Imran

and most surahs in the beginning of al-Qur'an. Some are short especially in last juz' (part) of al-

Qur'an. In Malaysia, children start to learn al-Qur'an with the last juz' and then when they have com¬

pleted this juz', they move to the first juz' and so on. The purpose is to master reciting because the

most difficult words to pronounce are found in the last juz'. So when they have mastered pronuncia¬

tion of words, they can read easily through al-Qur'an. In the University of St. Andrews, Quranic Ara¬

bic is learnt from the second surah i.e. al-Baqarah. Students not only learn to understand the meaning,

but they analyse every word they learn. In other words, they learn it for academic purposes.

If we go back to teaching Arabic vocabulary using a surah in al-Qur'an, we find that the problem is

that some forms of the words in the surah are unknown to beginners. For example, if students start to
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learn with short surah, when they come to surah ( ) , they cannot distinguish be¬
tween j,\and jjuLc. in verse

1.1 i f I La ^ ") 'i I Vj (jJj j »" La a i f I V
simply because they have not learned the noun of agent ( JaUJ I ^uj I ). The teacher might solve this
problem by translating the meaning of words or ignoring them but too much ignoring will make stu¬

dents confused and then give up the lesson. So to practise this technique, the teacher needs to be care¬

ful in order to avoid too much complication.

2. Selection of Certain Words To Be Taught in the Classroom.

To do this, teachers need to select certain words from al-Qur'an and then present these words to stu¬

dents. According to Dr. M. Surty, 58 vocabulary in al-Qur'an is more easy than in other text books. He

added that if students learn and understand 1,000 frequent words from al-Qur'an, they can understand

the meaning easily because the words in al-Qur'an are always repeated in different situations. So

teachers can either use the words together with their verses or use the words from al-Qur'an and then

teach them in the class isolated from their verses. With these words, teachers can extend the meaning

of the words in sentences or through short writing tasks. Then the teacher can take some verses which

contain these words in order to ensure that students have acquired the meaning of the words or the

students could do it by themselves so that they can benefit from what they have learned. To select fre¬

quent words from al-Qur'an is not an easy task. It cannot be done by a single person, but it must be

done by a group of teachers. However, some teacher can do this himself if he collects these words

from the dictionary of al-Qur'an. There are two types of dictionary of al-Qur'an which have been pub¬

lished so far. The first one was by J. Penrice (1873). The title of the Dictionary is "A Dictionary and

Glossary of the Kor-an". There are more than 1000 words in this dictionary. Some of these words are

difficult for the beginners either in meaning or in form. I have chosen some of these words (see ap¬

pendix) and they might be useful for beginners to learn vocabulary from al-Qur'an. The purpose is

clear; to expose students to the vocabulary from al-Qur'an. When they read or study al-Qur'an they

will grasp the meaning of the words easily because they have learned them. The other dictionary is

( jJLII j j a 11 •> » n ) ( A concordance of al-Qur'an) by M. Fu'ad 'Abdul Baqi. Although the
purpose of publishing this dictionary is for locating the verses in al-Qur'an, we can benefit from it.
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This dictionary is better than the first one because it has all the words from al-Qur'an (roots and their

affixes) together with their verse and surah numbers. What teachers can do to use this dictionary is to

choose certain words (frequent and familiar words), then use them in teaching vocabulary. Since the

words in al-Qur'an are always repeated, the teacher then has a great advantage in teaching the most re¬

peated words to the class. The words like

... J 0 * f I < i fcj a * a t jii. i L. > . t . . . * ( n, s, \ i jj-aj-J

and many more are always repeated in al-Qur'an.

3. Teaching Vocabulary Using the Stories in al-Qur'an.

This technique is most probably the best way of teaching Quranic vocabulary because students enjoy

stories very much. They can memorise vocabulary faster when they understand the story. There are a

lot of stories in al-Qur'an. I have checked these stories through al-Qur'an. Some of them are repeated

with some points added or left out in different surahs like the story of Moses and Pharaoh, the story of

Mary, the story of Jesus and his people, the stories of apostles (e.g. Hud, Lut, Shu'aib) and their peo¬

ple. The detail of these stories are as follows (Stories are arranged according to surah):

1. Surah al-Baqarah:

a. The story about the people of Israel and their apostles after Moses (246 253).

2. Surah al 'Imran:

b. The story of 'Imran's wife (mother of Mary) (33 54).

3. Surah al-Ma'idah:

a. The story of the people of the Book and Christians (12 19). b. The story of Qabil and Habil (sons

of Adam) (27 36). c. The story of Abraham searching for his God (74 83).

4. Surah al-A 'raf.

a. The story of Moses and Pharaoh (103 141). b. The story of Moses, his people, his brother, Aaron

and God (142_171).

5. Surah Hud:

a. The story of Noah and his people (25 49). b. The story of Hud and 'Ad (50 60) c. The story of

Salih and Thamud (61 68). d. The story of Shu'aib and Madyan (84 95).

6. Surah Yusuf (Joseph):
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a. The story of Joseph and his brothers (3 18). b. The story of Joseph and his finder, a rich man who

bought him and his wife who seduced Joseph (19 29). c. The story of ladies in the city and the wife

of the great (30 32). d. The story of Joseph the prisoner (33 42). e. The story of the King and and

Joseph (43 57). f. The stories of Joseph, his brothers and his father (58 101).

7. Surah Ibrahim (Abraham):

a. The story of Moses and his people (6 14) b. The story of Abraham a.s. prays to God (35 41).

8. Surah al-Kahfi

a. The story of the companions of the cave (9 26). b.The story of two men (23 44). c. The story of

Moses and Khidr (one of Allah's servants) (60 82). d. The story of Zul-qamain (83 98).

9. Surah Maryam (Mary):

a. The story of Mary (16 40).

10. Surah Taha:

a. The story of Moses and Pharaoh (49 79), Pharaoh and his people (including Samiri and Aaron

(80 89).

11. Surah al-Mu'minun:

a. The story of Noah and his people (23 30). b. The story of apostles (Hud and Salih) and their peo¬

ple (31 44).

12. Surah al-Shu 'ara':

a. The story of Moses and his God (10 22). b. The story of Moses and Pharaoh (23 69). c. The sto¬

ry of Abraham and his people(70 104). d. The story of Noah (105 122). e. The story of Hud and

'Ad (123_104). f. The story of Salih and Thamud (141 159). g. The story of Lut and his people

(160 175). h. The story of Shu'aib and the companion of the wood (176 191).

13. Surah al-Naml:

a. The story of Moses and his God (7 14). b. The stories of Sulaiman, ants, his army, and Balqis (the

Queen of Sheba) (15 44). c. The story of Saleh and Thamud (45 53). d. The story of Lut and his

people (54 58).

14. Surah al-Qasas:

a. The stories of Moses, his mother, Pharaoh, and his promotion to be a Rasul (6 42). (included in
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these are stories of his killing a man, his running away from Egypt, meeting two girls and getting

married with one of them and how he goes against Pharaoh), b. The story of Qarun (76 82).

15. Surah al- 'Ankabut:

a. Short stories of apostles (Noah, Abraham and Lut) (1 44).

16. Surah Luqman: The story of Luqman and his son (12 19).

17. Surah al-Ahzab: The story of Prophet Muhammad and his consorts (28 34).

18. Surah Yasin : The story of the companions of the city and their apostles (13 32).

19. Surah al-Safat: The story of Abraham and his son, Isma'il (100_113).

20. Surah al-Zukhruf: The story of Moses and Pharaoh (46 56).

21. Surah al-Dukhan: The story of people of Heaven and people of Hell (43 59).

22. Surah al-Waqi 'ah:

a. The story of those foremost (10 26). b. The story of the companions of the right hand (27 38). c.

The story of the left hand (41 56).

23. Surah Nuh (Noah): The story of Noah (1 28).

We can benefit from these repeated stories in many ways:

a. Teachers can choose among these repeated stories the easiest one in which vocabulary and struc¬

tures are easy for the beginners.

b. Teachers can choose one story from a certain surah to be taught in class. Then they can ask students

to read the equivalent story in an other surah as home work and then ask them to tell the story in class.

Although there are new words in every story, the students can understand it because they have ac¬

quired the main idea of the story.

c. Teachers can use one of these stories to test students in the examination. They do not need to create

the same story in another way with new words.

On the whole, we can concede that teaching Quranic vocabulary using a story is very interesting. The

teacher does not need to stretch his brain to create any story because al-Qur'an is such a great source

for him. Students can understand some of the texts in al-Qur'an when they understand these stories.

Furthermore, these stories are not told merely as entertainment; the purpose of these stories is to
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strengthen the Muslims' conviction ( ijjJLc ). So by learning these stories, students can strengthen
their conviction. Then, if we look at the words and structures in these stories, we find that they are

told in easy words as well as easy structure. The verses are short and most of them are delivered in di¬

alogue which allows students to use role-play in their learning.

4. Teaching Vocabulary Using Dialogues in al-Qur'an.

Dialogue, as was mentioned above, is very familiar in al-Qur'an and it itself was revealed to the

prophet Muhammad s.a.w. by God through His angel by oration and some dialogue. Most of the sto¬

ries in al-Qur'an are related through dialogue. However, dialogue is wider because it sometimes in¬

volves stories and sometimes does not. There are dialogues between God and angels about Adam (al-

Baqarah 29 38). between God and believers (al-Baqarah 130 143), between God and Iblis (satan)

(al A 'raf 11 18) and all of these dialogues are not the story. The details about dialogues in al-Qur'an

are as follows (dialogues here are arranged according to surah):

1. Surah al-Baqarah:

a. Dialogue between God and angels about Adam (29 38).

b. Dialogue between God and the people of Israel (39 50).

c. Dialogue between Moses and his people (51 71).

2. Surah al- 'Imran: Dialogues between Zakaria and angels, Zakaria and Mary, Mary and angels, Jesus

and God (33_62).

2. Surah al-Ma'idah:

a. Dialogue between Moses and his people (20 26).

b. Dialogue between God and Jesus and Jesus and his followers (110 120).

3. Surah al-A 'raf:

a. Dialogue between God and Iblis (Satan) (11 18).

b. Dialogue between the companions of the Garden and the companions of the fire (44 53).

c. Dialogue between Noah and his people (59 64).

d. Dialogue between Hud and the 'Ad people (65 72).

e. Dialogue between Salih and the Thamud (73 79).

f. Dialogue between Lut and his people (80 84).
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g. Dialogue between Shu'aib and the Madyan (85 93).

h. Dialogue between Moses, Pharaoh and the people of Israel (103_141).

5. Surah Yunus: Dialogue between Moses and Pharaoh (75 92).

6. Surah Hud: Dialogue between Noah and his people (25 49).

7. Surah Yusuf: Dialogue between Joseph,his father and his brothers (3 18).

8. Surah al-Hajar: Dialogue between God and Iblis (33 44).

9. Surah al-Kahfi: Dialogue between Moses and Khidr (60 82).

10. Surah Maryam :

a. Dialogue between Zakaria and his God through an angel (2 15)

b. Dialogue between Abraham and his father (41 50).

11. Surah Taha : Dialogue between Moses and his God (9 48).

12. Surah al-Anbiya': Dialogue between Abraham and his people (about idols) (52 70).

13. Surah al-Shu'ara':

a. Dialogue between Moses and his God (10 22).

b. Dialogue between Moses and Pharaoh (23 69).

c. Dialogue between Abraham and his people (70 104).

d. Dialogue between Noah and his people (105 122).

e. Dialogue between Hud and his people (123 140).

14. Surah al-Zariat: Dialogue between Abraham and honoured Guests (24 37).

When students learn these dialogues, they do not acquire vocabulary only, but they learn speaking

and this is a very important activity for beginners. For example, the dialogue between God and Iblis in

surah «_il^cVl (verse 12 18):

jj .Win" Vl i il« *| a Lo J Li
L (j-a 4 " 9 I J J Li ^ 'l " ft I -t 4l n j I -v Lj I J Li

(j-J j-fcl irt 11 ill..j j £j^kLi I j ' « j '5" | iJJ {jjSLj LaJl I $ 'i n In J ft Li J Li

d>->J In 'i 1 I vlLjj JLi

(j-cj a 13. D-°J f < J A?1 (jy_i jj-a a 4 \ j "iV j a "1 mil cJJol j—uq jji aV ^ 1 j j—c.' la.'* JL-i
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J^aJi VJ ^ 0 IM /I Ml (jjs,J jVfjUul

^ ^ *i n ^ *) ^ ~> <jbLoV jt ^ *i f! <-l» J~I jj_L I J J_=k J_a Lajj-a I fl 'i n £ j^. I JLi
Here students learn many words. In addition, they can learn how to order, how to make responses,

how to deny and so on and these thing are very important in their daily life when they want to talk to

their friends or to argue with them.Some dialogues use vocative particles like ( ■- j 111 < L^-jI L. L).
For example,

( \ \. 6ALUI ) 4—iV I.. d'.jJ IJ J i*l 11 r j| j_o (j_i I ^ " '» ' 4JJ I J L3 jl

^ N \ 1 SaliULI ) 4_iV \ .. (■ I, n. 111JI i all La I *i > I r J j_j I Lj_i j ^ $ 111 (j-1' <_>1" 'f J ^
( VA ■ a . ,.J ■ ) 4—1V I... 4_i IS n Li J-k I ' a I j , X I ^ I 11 4_l (jl j_i jjul I —> I Li I jJ Li

These vocatives are found in many dialogues in al-Qur'an and they indeed help students to start talk¬

ing among themselves.

To conclude, we can say that teaching vocabulary using the Holy Qur'an as one of the main sources is

a very enjoyable and useful method.

With these four techniques, teachers can choose one of them to be used in their class or they can use

all of these techniques at the same time.

b. USING ARABIC LOAN-WORDS IN MALAY

As was mentioned in chapter two and in the beginning of this chapter, M.A. J. Beg said in his book

"Arabic Loan-Words in Malay" that there are 2,000 Arabic words adopted into Malay. More than 300

Arabic words of these Arabic words are used for religious purposes. 59 Acording to the writer, this

represents a large proportion in comparison to other Arabic loan-words in Malay for other purposes.

This section intends to find out techniques to teach these words for religious purpose to the beginners.

However, the process is not as easy as onemight imagine. According to Dr. A. Raziq H. Muhammad
60 in his working paper "Arabic Loan-Words in Malay: How To Benefit Them In Teaching Arabic in

Malaysia" (August 1990), he said that some of these words are not well known among most of the

new generation. This, according to him, is probably because (1) these words (mentioned by M.A.J.

Beg) are found only in the dictionary or classical books. They are not used in daily life. (2) they are

probably being used by Islamic scholars or those who know Arabic only. (3) they might have been re-
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moved when colonists came to the country. Then as some Malaysians were educated in the west, they

do not use these words. (They changed Ilmu Alam to Geografi(now a Malay word) Iktisad to Ekono-

mi, Ilmu Hisab to Matematik). (4) these words could be similar to Malay words. They were used in

the past, together with Malay words in Malay sentences. After a long time, they become Malay words

and are no longer known as Arabic words. (There are many Arabic words which have become Malay

words such as < < jJlc < j
However, with these reasons which cause some of these words to disappear from the Malay tongue

or to become Malay words, there are many more Arabic words which are well known, and could be

used in writing a text book for students who learn Arabic because these words are easy and familiar.
61 To prove this claim, Dr A. R. Muhammad has choosen four topics to measure the percentage of

Arabic loan-word in use among Malaysians. The topics were 1. ■ «j I *" H (Introducing) 2. Lu jail

(School) 3. (Family) 4. - 11 (In the Mosque). He tried to put as many Arabic loan¬

words as he could in his texts. Then he distributed these texts to Malay students. There were 89 Ara¬

bic loan-words in the Malays of those four texts. The result was as follows: 1. Words which are well

known and used widely 58/89 (65.2%) 2. Words which are used rarely and have specific meaning 15/

89 (16.8%) 3. Words which are never used by Malays or are used with other meanings: 16/89

(17.9%).62
This shows that more than 50% of these Arabic loan-words are still familiar to Malay students.

To teach these words to beginners, the teacher has to:

1. Choose familiar words from those 300 words. To do this, a survey should be done as has been done

by Dr. A. R. Muhammad. This is to make sure that students do not misunderstand the meaning or un¬

derstand it but in a different meaning. We should not depend on the list published by M.A.J. Beg

only.

2. After the teacher is satisfied with the words to be taught, he has to adjust the way of using these

words among the students, especially in pronunciation and writing. Pronunciation is a big problem in

teaching Arabic loan-words to beginners. As mentioned in teaching pronunciation in this chapter

(technique number 4), students always change certain Arabic letters when they are pronounced in Ma¬

lay. The examples below show us this problem: ^1U I... is pronounced sultan (with t and not Jo)
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is pronounced afiat (with a and not £ and t and not I during pause), is pronounced kadi ( with k
and not j and with d and not u*) and many more Arabic words which have letters not found in Ma¬

lay. Teachers should be aware of this pronunciation in order to prevent students from making mis¬

takes when they pronounce or write them down.

The other thing that the teacher should give attention to when he teaches these words is when students

want to use them in sentences. Almost all of these words are nouns and some of them are plural but

used in Malay as singular like words jldj-i « c=jL*-£j < « -1 -1 «• < djUjju-a • and so on.

When they make sentences, they might say,

ujJLil WL-a Ll insted of«__»jJLil I <M Ll , <11 jj ■% ■■■ Ll instead of <11 •> ..■] L] , ^1 g-a.

<dJI ciii instead of <JJI d j; jjJI _■ , LLi£ < n -y jZ instead of LLl£ ^jJLj j_a , j^all
Li-ujj-o instead of j-jJj jjjII ,,-jI >_cjI Ll instead of ^1 g jjJ j_cjI Li,
A J r instead of ^JLc , *_■ a. <_5:>Li1 instead of ^ , Jji instead of j

and many more.These sentences which are wrong in Arabic are right if we translate into Malay.

The reasons are that some of these words (e.g. j-j-jLS « < < aj ? "■« ) are not transformed

into verbs in Malay. The others (e.g. jiU.1 < « A *lc. . gljjl ) are used as singular in Malay.
3. Teachers could trace the words which have disappeared. To do this, they can look at the list done

by M.A.J. Beg or at the classical books. Although this job is not easy and its success is still doubtful,

teachers could do that at least to make students conscious that these words were used before, so they

could learn them in order to increase their Arabic vocabulary in the early stage.

To conclude, we can say that teaching Arabic vocabulary using Arabic loan-words in Malay is a very

quick way to expose students to Arabic. They have acquired the words and what they need is to use

these words in Arabic using the correct grammar and pronunciation (of some words).
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TEACHING AIDS FOR TEACHING VOCABULARY.

Although teaching Arabic in Malaysia started years ago, the use of teaching aids such as cassettes,

videos, films, slides etc. in Arabic schools has not been established yet. The most widely used teach¬

ing aid in this school is the blackboard, if we consider it as one of the teaching aids. This chapter then,

tries to highlight appropriate teaching aids for teaching vocabulary for beginners.

Teaching aids, according to El-Araby * can be defined as any material, programme, or machine used

to help the teacher explain his lesson better...

Teaching aids, as agreed among all educationists can be devided into three types:

1. Visual aids ( Lj d I cjI 11)
2. Audio aids ( I I *t j * 11 )
3. Audiovisual aids ( --v11 I Ij. 11 )
The intention of this chapter however, is not to discuss the teaching aids themselves because they are

a big topic to cover. This chapter attempts only to select some teaching aids to be used for teaching

vocabulary to beginners.

5.1 . BLACKBOARD.

"The blackboard is perhaps the most useful of visual aids and the majority of teachers would feel ham-

pered in a classroom which did not have one." Many teachers do not make full use of the blackboard

when they teach students in the classroom. Some of them use it badly like leaving the blackboard full

of things for the next teachers (and students as well), writing words on the blackboard in a jumbled

fashion so that some spaces cannot be used, or using different coloured chalks where students cannot

see it clearly. These things will not help teachers to make full use of the blackboard.

One of the best ways of using the blackboard is by planning blackboard work. The blackboard can be

sectioned off into areas. It is up to the teacher to section the blackboard since he can make students

comfortable and can avoid much chaotic and untidy work on it. "One way of dividing up the black¬

board is the H model which effectively divides the blackboard into four. Thus part of the board can

be kept for pictures, part for writing tables and for lists, or part can be kept for planned work and part

for impromptu work." By doing this, the teacher could have one permanent section for vocabulary
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items. Students would probably benefit from having these words exposed on the blackboard. This is

necessary so that students can memorise these vocabulary items spontanously. Another way of using

the blackboard is that the teacher can draw a picture or a diagram on it. By drawing a picture, the

teacher can encourage students to talk about this picture. There are many topics which could be used

in this activity such as: 1. Jobs: nurse, farmer, teacher, religious teacher (ustaz), schoolboy, schoolgirl,

army etc. 2. Transport: bicycle, car, bus, train, plane, etc. 3 . Facial expressions: the teacher can draw

on the blackboard the faces and then draw the adjectives beside these pictures like happy, sad, angry,

tired, frightened, and so on. Then he asks the students to match them with the pictures. 4 . symbolic

pictures like 'the clock rings' means he gets up, tooth brush means he brushes his teeth, prayer mat

means he is doing his regular prayer, plate and cutlery means he has breakfast and so on. Here, the

teacher can help students to build sentences and also a complete story.

Many teachers complain that they cannot draw so they are reluctant to try their hand at blackboard

drawing. This is true if the teacher compares himself with an artist who can draw fine pictures. How¬

ever, in teaching vocabulary, the picture is not the priority. As long as the picture can send the mes¬

sage of what the teacher is intending to say, this picture could be assumed to be a success. For this

reason, Hubbard and others suggest "simple stick figures are not beyond even the most hopeless artists

and, with a little practice, every teacher can learn enough to draw simple pictures for drills or picture
4

compositions." Furthermore, some theories said that the more strange it is, the more people like it.

So the more funny the picture that the teacher draws, the more students remember it.

5.2, THE TAPE-RECORDER.

The tape-recorder is probably the cheapest of audio aids. It is easy to carry elsewhere for learning ac¬

tivities. Although many listening activities can be done in the classroom without a tape-recorder, it is

still a valuable aid to the language learner and the teacher. The points below (some are listed by Hub¬

bard and others), ^ show that a tape-recorder is essential to achieve the objectives of learning:

1. it allows the students to listen to a variety of different accents and varieties of Arabic.

2. it allows students to listen to conversations and dialogues involving two or more speakers.

3. it can improve students' reading ability by allowing them to read along while listening to a text.

4. it can help students to do pronunciation work because they can stop the tape to imitate a sound and
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rehear again as many times as they want.

5. it can be taken outside e.g. home. This means that the process of learning continues, although the

students are outside the class.

6. as beginners, students need to practise pronunciation. So it would be a good idea for them to follow

what they are listening to on a tape-script.

Uses of the Tape-Recorder.

The tape-recorder can be used in teaching vocabulary for all the listening activities. Some of these ac¬

tivities are:

1. Sound effects:

The teacher can record a sequence of sounds which suggest something happening and then ask stu¬

dents to identify them. For example,

a. the sound of running water. The student responds:

... ^L^aJI >A/PUI/J " i' J..."» _i

b. the sound of plates being washed up. The student responds:

• t • **' qr*qr®/' J-'"-*-"' t_r®
c. the sound of people saying,»I The student responds:

• <_#-* f-®/^1 qr® f-®
d. the sound of glasses being broken. The student responds

.. >®/ 1"' XL^j-''
Many more examples could be listed under this activity to build the students' vocabulary. If the stu¬

dents are still unable to build sentences, they might be required to identify the word only. For exam¬

ple, the sound of a plane or of azan (calling for prayer) or thunder etc. The student will respond with

single word such as(.. <jlil < j_cj « I>3llo) The teacher should not worry too much about selecting
the sounds. However, he should be careful that the selected sounds can be beneficial to students.

There are some criteria ^ for choosing taped material which could be useful to teachers:

1. taped material chosen for use in class should be of interest to students.

2. a disadvantage of taped material is that, unlike in real life, there is no non-aural context to aid com¬

prehension.
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3. taped material chosen for classroom use should be as natural as possible. It should include redun¬

dancies, as well as the 'imperfect' speech of real life. Hesitations, false start ect. must all be included.

4. It does not really matter if the quality of the tapes is not that clear, since, in the real world, students

will have to listen with a lot of distracting background noise. (However, for beginners, a clear pronun¬

ciation from the tape is important if it is to aid their learning and not hinder it).

2. Jigsaw listening:

This activity needs more than one tape-recorder. "Students are divided into groups and each group lis¬

tens to their tape and extract relevant information. The groups then exchange the information they
7

have found out." This activity could be useless unless the teacher has selected the appropriate mate¬

rials for the beginners. The story with easy words and structure for example, could be the best material

to use with the beginners in this kind of activity. At the end, to encourage competition among these

groups, the teacher could ask some questions. They are able to solve the problem only by pooling all

their information.

5.3. THE OVERHEAD PROJECTOR (OHP).

The overhead projector is one of the visual aids used in teaching. It projects horizontally-placed trans¬

parencies onto a screen. This screen is normally made of canvas or instead, a light coloured wall could

be used. The use of the OHP is similar to the use of the blackboard. However, there are advantages in

using this aid in teaching language:

1. Material can be prepared beforehand. Here the teacher can save much time when he teaches. Fur¬

thermore, preparing materials beforehand allows the teacher to make it of good quality and to make

any adjustment if necessary before class.

2. The materials which are used for teaching can be kept for future use and then a library of these can

also be built up.

3. For teaching language, to achieve a satisfactory result, the number of students should be less than

twenty. This means that the teacher has to divide students into groups. He or she however will teach

the same material to all of these groups. Here the role of the OHP arises again. It is not profitable for

future teaching only, but it can be used for repeated teaching also. The teacher can save his time and

his energy: he needs to prepare once only for four groups, for example rather than four times of prep-
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aration.

4. Any material which is written using water-based pens on the OHP transparencies or an acetate

squares, can be rubbed out when the teacher no longer requires it. These transparencies then, could be

used for other written material.

5. Masking can be done with an OHP. The teacher simply needs to place a piece of paper over what¬

ever he wants to obscure. This technique is very attractive. For example, the teacher wants to teach the

beginners verbs and tenses or verbs and agents or feminine and masculine and so on. He obscures the

second part of the taught materials and asks students to guess. Some will be right and others will be

wrong. At the same time, students are tempted to know what is behind the mask. This technique could

not be practised using any other teaching aid.

6. "Overlays can be used, where one transparency is placed over another, and so an increasingly com-
8

plex picture can be built up." To teach the names of the parts of the human body, the teacher might

use one transparency over another so that in the end he comes to a complete body using the OHP as an

aid.

5.4. VIDEO

The video is one of the most sophisticated audio visual aids for teaching language. It can transfer the

real event or film over TV. What people need is a tv screen and video player only. If slides can offer

static pictures without sound, the video can give us these two things together as we see and hear them

in our real life. The most obvious activity for learning or teaching vocabulary using video is speaking.

Although students can dictate what they watch and hear on video, it is very limited and always ineffi¬

cient compared with speaking. It is precisely on this ground that teaching English by video focuses on

speaking in order to develop students' vocabulary. The BBC teaching program has laid down nine

techniques in its program called "Teaching English by Video" with the theme "speak easy." These

techniques are: 1. silent viewing 2. prediction 3. description 4. reading their mind 5. understanding

their feelings 6. freeze frame 7. topics 8. role playing 9. reviewing. Most of these techniques are very

useful to build, memorise and develop students' vocabulary.

1. Silent Viewing.

With this technique, the teacher starts the video program without sound. Then, he repeats it again but
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this time with the sound. When the student watches it the first time, he cannot discover a lot of things

and he most probably does not understand what is happening. He might guess something and store it

in his mind. Then when he watches it again and this time with the sound, he will certainly understand

what the story is about. More than that, he can remove some of his incorrect guess and replace them

with the appropriate ones. To put it differently, he has acquired another vocabulary.

2. Prediction:

This technique requires students to predict what happens next. Many examples can be taken for this

technique. For example, the teacher could display a film to students. When it comes to the climax, he

stops the video and asks students to predict what happens next. It is not an easy task and of course, the

answers will be varied. In the BBC program, it shows how one tourist entered a place marked 'No

Admission.' The police saw her and followed her .Then the policeman said, "Excuse me", and here the

film was stopped. The student has to predict what happens next: she would be taken to the police sta¬

tion, she would say, "Sorry, I don't know." The police might say, "You are excused" or "This is the

last warning for you" etc. To avoid the difficulties in expressing these things, the teacher should again

choose stories or events which are suitable for beginners. In addition to the climax of the story or

event, the teacher can also choose any normal events or situations or humorous stories that can build

the students' vocabulary. For example, the teacher can display a film showing students studying hard.

Then he shows them in the examination hall. After that he stops the video and asks students "What

happens next?" Students might predict: I -> "i n i I ^ and so on.

3. Description :

For this technique, students watch an event on the video. Then they are asked to describe what hap¬

pens. This exercise really helps them to build sentences. The teacher will play a role to supply them

with new vocabulary to help them to build sentences. As natural and spontaneous, the description will

vary from one student to another. The more differences in describing the event, the better, since every¬

one of them will contribute different words.

It is obvious that the main purpose of these three techniques is to involve the student actively in what

is happening on the screen. The teacher's main job is to ask students what they are watching and hear¬

ing.
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4. Reading their mind:

Here, students watch the video the first time to understand the whole story. Then they watch it again

and the teacher will ask them what the people are feeling. He might need to pause the movie some¬

times. He writes on the board certain words to help students to build sentences. For example, the film

is about the teacher and his student who is coming late to the class. These words might be useful to

help students to build sentences :

|... i 4_I n i ii i < J ■> in i < J» ( < <J (jjUi < i /■»! t < j 11 "i« i < jA iA« i < ' 81 k
5. Freeze Frame:

Here, the students watch the video at a certain time. Then the teacher freezes the frame and the stu¬

dents tell the story helped by the teacher. The teacher will ask them questions like;

S Ijjfc I u" " *? ft (j-il *1 f $ ') I i I n i a 4_5yL*J I La 1 I « fl I Ij La S (j_o
6. Topics:

Here the students watch sequences like means of transport: plane, cars, ships, bicycles, motorcycles,

and so on. These means of transport should be found in the student's country. The underground train

for example, is not a very suitable example for Malaysian students unless these students want to go to

London or European countries.

Other techniques of teaching language by video such as role playing and reviewing seem to be diffi¬

cult for beginners because they require students' initiative to start the exercises. In reviewing for ex¬

ample, students watch the program and express a critical view of the program. The students in the first

level undoubtedly cannot take a critical view of the program.

To achieve a better result in learning vocabulary by video, the teacher could do some extra work. He

could do some classwork before the students are shown the video such as asking students to repeat the

dialogues, list some vocabulary and explain the meaning of the difficult words. Then he could do

more work in class afterwards.

To conclude, without claiming to give complete support to using the video, I should like to say that

using the video for teaching vocabulary is stimulating for both teachers and students. The teacher

needs to choose the right materials only. With a high level of technology today, there is no big prob¬

lem in finding sources for teaching.
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5.5. SLIDES

Slides are one of the visual aids which can provide a very interesting aid to language teaching. They

can be used to teach tense forms (grammar), vocabulary and basic language skills such as listing, se¬

quencing and comprehension. Slides can help students to acquire a useful basic vocabulary because

they directly expose students to real experience, to the social situations in which the vocabulary prob¬

lems are likely to occur. There are various reasons why slides can be a very interesting aid to language

teaching and learning. Some of these reasons are:

a. "They are easy to use and can be made in about an hour from any kind of printed material

(drawings, photographs, newspapers).

b. They cost very little to make especially for black and white slides compared with the video or com¬

puters.

c. They allow the teacher to bring into his classroom material that would otherwise be very difficult to

use such as cartoons, advertisements, headlines, small articles and photographs.
o

d. Students concentrate more closely on a slide than on a printed text."

Below are a few examples of some of the ways we can use slides in teaching vocabulary:

1. USING SLIDES TO TEACH WORDS.

Although there are many ways to teach words to the students, using slides can be more fruitful. As

mentioned above, the students concentrate more closely on slides than on printed matter, the teacher

can use them to teach words (nouns, verbs, particles). He can teach many words using one slide only.

For example, he can teach students the furniture in the house or equipment in the school, kitchen etc.

by simply taking a picture of these things and then showing them in the classroom. The students will

get two benefits: firstly they acquire the vocabulary and secondly, they can use them to build sentenc¬

es. Let us take an example of this activity. The teacher wants to teach the students words from the

mosque. He takes two pictures; outside and inside the mosque. Students will see from the first picture

these things:

.... < 6jLJ.I J>LfJ I i il%m 1 i t 6l t rt I ft t ^ I i <i t * " t d ■ a t a ^ 1 *1 n

Here the students learn at least six new vocabulary items. The teacher may add other words such as

jj-uj and jtL-i-u if that mosque has them around it. In the second picture, they will learn words such
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as

i * La V I i l%m 1 I J Lo_c < 6 \ i ii <
^ irtf i u_j IJ n < j i *i o

After teaching these words to students, the teacher could ask them some question orally or by writing

them on the blackboard like:

f <-fc I n ~y n 1141 11 ^ I I«-» i (j-il
■? 4_AJ It SJLajlJI IjLL

S 6l < o til Jit" IjLo

v ,r»l I cH~°

"? J-J-HI (j-fl 1 (»Layi (^1 '*•»J

*s pLoV I i, i I -» I in i ^j_o
*? *j AX i ^ 11 , J II jj I jUL

Many more questions can be created by the teacher for this purpose. It is very interesting because stu¬

dents can participate in dialogue and can practise it since they go to the mosque every day. The same

activity can be applied to other objects such house, school, garden, and library. The teacher can devel¬

op many activities here such as:

activity 1:

Naming: ^ The teacher displays the slides to the students and asks them to name what is in the

slides. For instance,

*1 „\ i ii n pi C' 1 ' lj_Al *? lj_A La
S (jL-ul^aJI (j-4 >'"->11 Jj_o ^J *1 <<•» o ^ *> ill Ij-Al

S Cuij J_a pi 4 '" 5 " I ^ 6 J-A La
activity 2:

Counting : the teacher can show the slides to the students and then ask them to count. For instance,

<? lj*J LL
s ■ -■ - 'II I A$J aj-iL.

S <J 6 J Lj_a p *C S 6 J 1 *i a A i n a I I J-A
S 6jLa-C - ^ S jLa-C '"1 1 'I I T"A

Activity 3;
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Colour: if the teacher uses colour pictures he can ask students to identify the colour. For example,

<? i , n 11 i , LJ (jjJ Lo

L»f L>

s 4 la 11 jJ Lo

2. SLIDE SEQUENCES

"A slide sequence is a collection of slides which illustrate a particular process or story. The slides are

meant to be shown in a time sequence. They can be used to teach not only tense forms and vocabulary

but also basic language skills such listing, sequencing and comprehension. The slide sequences can be

used for description and narrative purposes and some can be used to practise specific language func¬

tions such as giving instructions. The slides can be made of subjects which are of academic or social

interest of the learner." ^ Many activities which happen in a time sequence can be done in this way.

For example, preparing to go to school, making tea or coffee, washing clothes using a washing ma¬

chine, stories or events that happen in a time sequence and so on. Making tea or coffee for example, is

a very popular activity and almost all people do it. This is because (a) "Tea is an almost universal

drink (b) Each society has it own way of preparing tea (c) The rooms of a house and household ob-
12

jects occur early on in many course books."

Before the teacher shows his students how to make something, he should check that they know the

meaning of certain words and can pronounce them correctly. For example, if the slides are about mak¬

ing tea ,they should be introduced to these words before they are shown the slides:

... < 4 i'i lid < ^ iln a < Jj_i j_j j i ^Li « M .J 11 «■ I" * 11 < 4 an I o i ■ .<!-». i i ii (

In preparing the slides for the class, the teacher can make as many as he wants. However, he should be

careful not to duplicate one slide with another. For example, to make tea, he does not need to show a

slide of water being boiled if he has shown another picture showing that the boiling water is poured

into the teapot. "The composition of each slide needs to be planned in advance, bearing in mind which

colours will show up best, the positioning of the items, and whether you are going to take a close up

13
or a long shot." For this activity, the teacher might take a long shot picture to show someone in the

kitchen preparing a cup of tea and to show someone in the dining hall drinking tea. The long shot pic¬

ture is very helpful here because the teacher can show the students everything in the kitchen and in the
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dining hall. However, a close up picture is needed to show that someone puts a teabag into the teapot

and pours milk into cups which are on the tray because the students want to know about the untensils

and ingredients used.

The activity does not stop here. The teacher can extend it by making an exercise to ensure that the stu¬

dents have properly acquired the new words. To do this, the teacher can make a set of flashcards to ac¬

company the slides. "Each of these words should be printed clearly in large enough letters for the
14whole class to see." For example,

d « *« ' ■

Within this activity, there are several activties which the teacher could use:

(1) "Talk through the whole sequence describing the activity in each slide, e.g.

rr I In 1 I (j—0 4-4-*_Li I J_=». Lj

(2) Give the students chances to ask the teacher questions about each slide.

(3) The teacher asks them questions to check their vocabulary. For example, the teacher shows the

slides showing that someone puts the kettle on the cooker. The teacher can ask:

1 6 JJ 1/1 I I 6 jj& I jLo : ^

... ^ \ In I 1 oljJlj 51j-oIj j 1 \ In I I j O

1 jjj I ojj& ^ n 111" 1 jLo : p

. ^4 II : o

The process continues until all slides have been shown. Here the teacher can identify words or prepo¬

sitions that students use wrongly or do not know. The teacher can remedy these weaknesses by repeat¬

ing and asking questions and so on. "Encouraging individuals to ask questions as well as answer them

means that they have an opportunity to communicate with other learners in a meaningful way." ^
After having practised by speaking, the teacher can now write a script of this activity in chronological

order. A. Ayton and M. Morgan in their book 'Photographic Slides in Language Teaching' stress "you

could record the script of this and the other slide sequences. If possible, ask someone, preferably a na¬

tive speaker, to record the script so that the learners have an opportunity to listen to another voice." ^
Making Written Exercise
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When the students have mastered spoken exercises, the teacher can give them some written exercises.

There are various exercises which could be given to the students. Fill in the blanks for example, is one

of these exercises. The teacher can omit verbs or noun or connectives in this kind of exercise. Then he

can give harder exercises such as asking students to put sentences in the right order. The teacher puts

them in the wrong order and asks students to read each sentence. Then they put them in the right order

as they learned before.

A. Ayton and M. Morgan write, "another written exercise which you can give to the learners consists
17of questions about their likes and dislikes together with a few general knowledge questions." The

teacher can prepare questions as follows:

k^ 0 a I | » f ^ 1 '*■ I I ui i

S ■ ' < I "V 11 *—a 6J ^_flj I y/^LuilJI t ij t tj. t

/e^LSJI 6^
1 jj-ll jljjl <jjJ

<; (^LiJ I ^ J j-j <jj|
If the teacher practises all of these techniques on any topic he chooses when he teaches vocabulary to

his students, he will undoubtedly succeed. This aid (slides) has combined all techniques such as repe¬

tition, pronunciation, drill and writing to store vocabulary in students' minds.

MAKING A STORY USING COLOUR SLIDES

Another use of slide sequences is telling a story. "The most interesting series of transparencies is one

18
that tells a story." To make this story become more interesting colour transparencies should be

19
used. L.A. Hill finds that colour is a great help in seizing and holding the interest of a class. He

adds that it is also much better than black and white for linguistic purposes: colours provide distinct

contrasts, and give the teacher and the pupils more to talk about and ask questions e.g. we can distin¬

guish between two boys by the colours of their shirts. For this activity the teacher can develop a series

of stories or a single story. This story can be used with classes of different levels by "varying the diffi-
20

culty of the vocabulary and structures one uses." For instance, with lower classes the teacher can

tell an easy structure like

l jjJLLI ^ I I Q I I >•>.■■■ 1 I jJ jJ I <_ I & j
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while in a higher class it might be:

. l—6^11 ^11 jmii II I ^_jLa jj L jJ^JI ^ L5
The short sentences can be used with beginners, while in advanced levels, long sentences joined by

prepositions or connectives could be used. The following story using slides, is an example of how the

teacher uses a story for teaching vocabulary.

Picture 1 shows a boy going to the mosque with his father. He is very happy.

Picture 2 shows another boy (his brother) in different coloured clothes playing at home.

Picture 3 shows the father talking to the second boy who did not go to the mosque.

Picture 4 shows the second boy still playing and he has not gone to the mosque yet.

Picture 5 shows the father hitting the second boy with a rattan.

Picture 6 shows the two boys going to the mosque with their father. They look very happy (to encour¬

age other children to go to the mosque).

Students can learn new vocabulary in every slide in this story. Apart from the story, the teacher can

teach them the responsibility of going to the mosque for prayer. They should not leave prayer for any

reason and the father has to hit them (for education) if they do not want to pray. The teacher might tell

them the Hadith from the Prophet Mohammad who said,

1 iA 11 $ 'i i i I jJa I j i*i f IjjLLi IjJ I ^ 11 f » j >j ■ >» I j l» t i ii I j-A-L-i Ijl 6^1 i «■» I U jl I jj_o

(Order your children to pray when they are seven years old and hit them for it when they are ten years

old and separate them in different bedrooms).

To make the learning successful, Hill suggests that a lesson or series of lessons based on such pictures

could go as follows:

i. "The teacher shows the pictures one after the other, telling the story, with close reference to the pic¬

tures, as he goes along, and using vocabulary and structures which are either known to the students or

clear from the context supplied by the pictures. In the case of new words and structures, he ensures

that they recur often enough in what he says to give the students a chance to absorb them. If he wish¬

es, he can write the new words and structures up on the blackboard at this stage. If he does not want to

interrupt the story to do this, he should write them up after finishing.
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ii. The teacher shows the pictures again, asking questions which stimulate the class to build up the sto¬

ry orally. He can ask either for general responses from all pupils in the class who have something to

say, or for individual responses from named pupils.

iii. The teacher shows the pictures again, while the pupils tell the story without questions from the

teacher. If necessary, they can be helped by having key-words and structures written on the black¬

board. The aim at this stage is rapid, fluent talking, not slow, laborious searching for words and struc¬

tures which have been imperfectly mastered.

iv. The pupils are asked to write the story told by the pictures as homework or in class. If the teacher

thinks it advisable, he can prepare the pupils for this work by geting them to go through the story oral¬

ly once more in class, while one of the pupils writes it on the blackboard. During this activity, the pu¬

pils should not be allowed to write anything down themselves. The advantage of this work is that it di¬

minishes the mistakes that the pupils make in their own writing of the story: it is perfectly obvious

that every time a student writes a mistake, he is fixing it more firmly in his unconscious, so the more

21
we can do to give our pupils practice in writing, the more they would benefit."

3. USING SLIDES TO DEVELOP DIALOGUE (SPEAKING)

When the teacher uses slides for dialogue, he should not ask students to talk about the slides, but he

will encourage them to talk with him. This means the slides will be used as a starting point to start dia¬

logue. For this purpose, slide sequences at this stage will be divided into two parts: part one for esta¬

blishing the situation and part two for involving the dialogue among students. So the main focus here
22

is on part two. According to A. Ayton and M. Morgan, there are three types of dialogue which can

be developed using slides as an aid:

1. Functional Dialogues

2. Situational Dialogue

3. Improvised Dialogue

The focus however, will be on the functional since it is recommended for the beginners and some of

the activities in the situational dialogue are suitable for them while the third one is not recommended

because it focuses more on the advanced level.

1. Functional Dialogue.
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Using slides here is based on a particular language function like greeting (. introducing (

jlo)apologising (jl.'t'r I) complaining (<_gjS »*) persuading congratulating warn¬

ing (jljJ.1) admiring (._i^*") explaining asking U) etc.
"These are just a few of the functions for which language is used in real life, and sometimes it is use¬

ful to use one of them as the starting point when planning the language content of a class. It can help

the learner to see how the language structures that he or she is learning can be applied to real life situ-
23ations." Slide sets can be used to establish authentic situations in which the particular language

function which is needed to be practised would be likely to occur. Introducing each other (>_i
could be used as an example for this section. Then some suggestions for ways of exploiting these slide

sequences in the classroom can be discussed.

1.1 Introducing jl»"»11)
The environment is in the classroom.

Slide 1. Students entering the classroom at 7.40 a.m.

Slide 2. The teacher entering the classroom.

Slide 3. The teacher talking to the class.

Slide 4. The teacher talking to a student.

5. Slide 5. A group of students asking and answering each other.

To use this sequence, some possible methods that could be used:

a. show the slides with an accompanying tape which provides the narrative for slides 1 and 2, and the

mini-dialogue involved in slides 3 to 5. The tapescript could be as follows:

Slide 1:

U. 1 mi

Slide 2:

. j > o^LnJI j_*_i JA_I_J

Slide 3 :

cJ ULI S i * i 11 f 1 i ll a i ii I Lo : 4 I 11 iiVI A 611 j * ■ 1 i i > j I n i a . a j I * " i 111 : ^ I < 11 J a j

^ca r 1"^ S 4...jjJTI I ' ' A\**> i. a i S S ^—>!

. L£\j/^\j±1\Li^lI ■ ■ * *> i . j
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Slide 4 : THe teacher asks one of his students the above questions. The other students listen carefully.

Slide 5: The students ask each other the dialogue mentioned and recorded in the tape.

The teacher "could of course just read the script if he has not got a tape recorder, but the dialogue is

more lively if there can be native speakers and not the voice the class is used to hearing all the time."
24

b. The teacher can ask simple comprehension questions to check students' understanding of the slides:

• r^1 IjLa
S 1' I * ' '■ I La • *" * I ' 1 Ijl 1 1 1 > ■ fl iS

and so on.

c. The class can practise the mini-dialogue. To do this activity, the teacher can record the conversation

between two students and let others hear it. Then he lets them to practise it among themselves.

d. Extending the situation and question. The teacher can use other slides or pictures to illustrate these

situations. For instance, he can add questions such as:

*? ■' t I ^ ii 11 La *! ■>! » | ^ i ii I La S <4 t * I ^ ml La
... «-j-i jJLI/^ t"iS 1 l/i_n I 1 I (j-l j <—' ' i_i ft j-i I

... £-o £-°

2. Situational Dialogue.

Although beginners do not acquire much vocabulary at this stage, they need certain words and expres¬

sions because they face them in their daily life. For example, they go to the shop for shopping. They

go to the cafe to buy food and drink or go on a journey and they need to know how to ask to buy a

ticket, and how to ask people the way they want to go etc. The teacher can teach them these expres¬

sions using slides as an aid to start with or to improve the dialogue. The example below shows how to

teach students to ask or to answer questions in that situation.

A student wants to see the Principal.

Slide 1: The student in the Principal's secretary room:

? »^ 11 f > I dj

S IjLo . p^L-uJ I ^ S I I r J ■
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. <LiUl Jjl ^'u > LLIQ : CJ
t I Lo •

ij i<*»8" .... < a i <j j.U "i *i I : ^ju

^Lj I j5 i* • dj

■ I j-ix : ^

Slide 2: The student in the Principal's room:

»^ * I r *^. *t 11 ■ d>

*s j'-^ cull . <UJI Caajj ^^Li-uJ I 5 tl r J : ^

^ *,\ 1 I 6 jl * i <i L ^ *—l ■ ." i

(J" 17 J • f

^L. j 1^ * c2J

Here the teacher can select a situation to be learnt or he can ask students what they want to say.

Whatever the starting point the teacher takes when planning his slide sets, he can use the procedures

described in the Functional dialogue to practise the dialogue in the classroom.

To conclude, we can say that slides might be important to help a student to acquire vocabulary. More¬

over, they can help him to establish vocabulary items in a proper linguistic and social context and they

also seem to foster both student interest and student participation.

5.6. COMPUTERS.

The idea of using computers as an aid is due to two factors: 1. the computer is the latest technology

which should be exploited in the teaching languages, 2. the use of computers in Malaysian schools is

well-established nowadays. For example, computers have been used as an aid in learning programs for

all secondary and primary schools in Malaysia since 1985. The effort has moved forward because
25

some private pre-schools (kindergarten) have started using computers in their learning program.

The use of computers is very interesting and "learning can be so much fun these days when we have
26

computers to mess around with." "It allows the individual student to work according to his or her

own speed, thus relieving the learner from working under pressure. It allows the student to practise the
27

material as much as needed; it test the student's knowledge and may assess the student's progress."
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Here we could say that the computer is an important aid in teaching language and it will undoubtedly

be a valuable asset to develop language learning.

The idea of this topic however, is not to discuss the use of computers in detail. This is simply because

computers are not yet used in teaching Arabic in Malaysia and the writer himself does not have per¬

sonal experience in using computers in teaching. The intention then is to highlight this idea so that

the effort could be made to start using computers in the near future.

Using computers for teaching vocabulary.

The computer like other media can be used as an aid for teaching vocabulary. It is a visual aid, but

some programmers can put sound on it, so that it could become an audio-visual aid. It is however,

different from other media in two main respects. It can allow the user to :

1. "carry out tasks which are impossible in other media (such as automatically providing feedback on

certain kinds of exercise);

2. carry out tasks much more conveniently than in other media (such as editing a piece of writing by
28

deleting, moving and inserting text)."

The main effect that these features have on methodology is that students can:

3. "work through some exercises on their own and have them marked automatically by the computer

(multipchoice and total-deletion program)

4. carry out exploratory work which is not assessed by the computer, but which allows them to see the
29

result of their decisions (word-processing, spreadsheet and simulation programs)"

There are various activities which can be done on the computer. The 'Computer-Based Arabic Vocab¬

ulary Program' by V.C. Abboud from University of Austin, Texas and 'Arabic by Computer (Abe) and

the latest one 'Arabcard' both by Prof. Brockett and others are some of a few examples of using com¬

puters in teaching vocabulary. The program helps students to acquire a basic vocabulary of 500 items

through a series of activities and lessons such as introduction of new lexical items through translation

into Arabic, reading passages for comprehension, and guessing the meaning of new lexical items on

the basis of cues provided and of context, exercises such as filling in the blanks, matching, question/

answer, etc. Below are some examples of exercises designed for beginners by computer programmers
30

in the University of Durham.
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1. Supply The Verb.

In this activity, students have to choose the right verb to complete the sentences. For instance, the in¬

complete sentence displayed on the screen such as:

The verbs appear under this incomplete sentence as follows,

1. . •-<■ 2. JS'u 3.

What the student needs to do to complete the sentences is to type the correct number (e.g. no. 1 in this

question). Some questions do not ask students to choose the right word only, but they have to check

the grammar also. For example,

. jc_Oai ^ IflLljV fVl

Here, although the no. 2 answer has the right meaning, it does not give the right answer because the

word is for masculine while the word ( I) is feminine. What is interesting in this and other
activities is that the computer will tell students immediately whether they have given the correct an¬

swer or not. The teacher may therefore stand behind the machine to observe his students or leave them

alone with the computer. He might need to find out whether extra revision is still needed by a certain

student, and whether the students are ready for the next topic.

2. Vocabulary Test.

This activity uses a translation method. The word will appear in the students' native language and then

the students are required to choose the correct translation for that word. For example, the word

WATCH appears on the screen. Under it, four words in Arabic:

1. (J I * 2. Luj

3. 4.
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The students will not try to find out the correct answer for the word watch only, but will recognise the

meaning of these four words. If there are twenty questions to be answered, then they will learn or re¬

vise at least 40 words (half of the number of words supplied on the screen).

3. Jumbled Sentences.

In this technique, sentences appear in the wrong order with a number on every word. For instance,

1 2 4 5
I^

7

What students need to do is rearrange the number: which word should come before the other. In this

sentence for example, the answer should be as follows, 5 7 2 4 3 1 6. It is quite difficult, but stu¬

dents can work it out through trial. Another activity is called jumbled translation. As mentioned before

(in chapter 4) the translation is one of the techniques used to teach beginners, and so it follows that

we can use it with the computer. For example, the sentence apppears on the screen as follows,

J 1 n I c i > I I 1

Under this sentence is the translation of the sentence in the students' native language but not in the

right order.

A. house

B. new

C. the

D. is

E. beautiful

The students need to rearrange the letters to give the right answer.

4. Extract The Roots.

Teaching roots as mentioned in chapter 4 is one of the techniques of teaching vocabulary for the be¬

ginners. The single word appears on the screen e.g.

jjb UJi
%

Then the white sign will appear on every letter one by one. If the student thinks the letter on which the
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white sign appears is one of the roots of that word, he types on (Y) meaning (yes). If he thinks it is

not, he then types on (N) meaning (no).

5. Fill In The Blank.

This exercise is similar to 'supply the verb' because students are required to fill a correct verb in the

blank. The difference however is this exercise is harder than supplying the verb. This is simply be¬

cause students are required to fill the word in the blank spaces in a short paragraph: story or article.

The exercise will appear as follows:

Instruction: Click on any word at the bottom of the screen. Then click on its gap in the text. The 'fill-

in-the-blank-card' appears as follows:

1_1_j 0 ————— Lc. 6 Liu * *' ' > " ______ l jJ I I In 1 iii I I 1 i ii n ^ 5 l

< i_i I £_a i ijJLLI ______ Ul I ^1 mi . <_i j_j IAJ I < i ii jU-l I i J Ua i Jul I
JfSl < i j_ij. I 6 !>l ' in j a. i I j 11 ii ft i j j . 11 i n 1 I I JuA

j.»-j . pj-i ij£ ^ i is*I1 6jjl-I jjl jJLl I bJ^LLI <LU. j . ci 11»i 11
I ft 11 ii n I I j <_iJ-jVj <J ttj a « 1 I a ■ ■ I laj J n -t I iiLu

Lcj uJ jJLJul

<ui 6^

Here a student can click on any tile he chooses, then click the gap where it goes. If he makes a mis¬

take, the word at the bottom of the screen will not move and he has to choose another word. What is

interesting is that this exercise will reward the users if they do it quickly and correctly. The award is

the gold bricks which appear on the screen. If he clicks the words fast enough, gold bricks start to ap¬

pear. A student can get up to three gold bricks. If he could not achieve even one gold brick, he should

realise that his achievement is still weak.

6. Build Text.

This exercise attempts to revise students' vocabulary rather than to test students' achievement of the
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vocabulary. Before doing this exercise they usually have learned the text in the classroom. In some

cases, they are provided with the text in their native language, so that they can translate the Arabic

words from or into their native language to help them to find a correct answer. The test will let them

build up the chosen text word-by-word. At each stage a choice of three words is shown at the bottom

of the screen. The first word is usually shown to start the students off. The screen for this exercise

would look like:

ijj aim 11

»J ->'"11 ^LJ| OrjiuJI

This exercise will award a student as it did in the above exercise. If the student clicks on the wrong

word twice, the computer will help them automatically to give the correct answer.

These are a few examples of using computers for teaching vocabulary to the beginners. The teacher

can expand the activity and exercise as much as he likes. The above examples are taken from the

ready made program and some alteraterations have been made to the examples to match them with the

purposes of learning Arabic in Malaysia. The advantage here is if the teacher knows about the com¬

puter programming, he or she can create his or her own program called 'self-study packages.'
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS.

6.1. CONCLUSIONS.

The main purpose of this disssertation is to deal with the problem of how to teach Arabic vocabu¬

lary actively to beginners in the secondary school. The intention is not merely to focus on meth¬

ods and techniques, but to stress the importance of teaching vocabulary. The process of teaching

vocabulary does not stand by itself; it has a relation with the syllabus, the material and of course

the purposes of learning Arabic itself. This dissertation therefore, is intended as a starting point

toward this aim. It is precisely on these grounds that the syllabus designer, programme develop¬

ers and teachers should be aware of the importance of teaching vocabulary. Since this work is a

starting point, there are many more efforts which could be made in this field. This will be dis¬

cussed further in the suggestions in the next section.

Let us now see what we have done in order to add to our knowledge of teaching vocabulary.

Chapter One introduces the teaching and learning institutions in Malaysia. It is a very brief study

to give a general idea about learning institutions which have a relation with Arabic language.

Through this brief study, it is hoped that it becomes easier to discuss the next chapters written to

find out the method of teaching Arabic which has been used in each type of institution. Thus this

chapter does not focus on the institution itself but rather on the relation between the institution

and Arabic language teaching in that institution.

Chapter two outlines the teaching of Arabic in secondary schools, i.e. the purposes, the syllabus,

text books, the teachers and the students. It starts with information on the present syllabus used

for teaching Arabic in secondary school in the country. It narrows, leaving aside the other insti¬

tutions (primary school and higher institutions). This is simply because the focus of this disserta-
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tion is on teaching vocabulary in secondary schools. It is clear to us that highlighting the teaching

of Arabic, followed by highlighting the problems is helpful so that the next chapter, on whether

it agrees with the syllabus, purposes etc., could not go beyond this topic or if it finds the present

method is not suitable, it could suggest a new method for teaching vocabulary.

The discussion of the principles of teaching and learning vocabulary in Chapter Three provides

us with an important guide to the purpose of teaching vocabulary. It outlines the general princi¬

ples in teaching and learning vocabulary, the points of view of some scholars about frequency

lists, grading vocabulary and presenting it. Any teacher who teaches a language should know the

principles of teaching vocabulary before he or she goes further in his/her work. It is clear that

most of the ideas in this chapter come from the idea of teaching English as a second or foreign

language. We adopt this idea since the evidence in the literature on foreign language acquisition

indicates that the learning processes that an individual learner goes through are practically the

same in all languages.

The major idea of this dissertation is discussed in Chapter Four. This chapter represents an analy¬

sis of the methods and techniques of teaching vocabulary to beginners. The conclusion is that the

main motive for learning Arabic in Malaysia is for religious purposes, called academic purpose.

However, for the beginners, general Arabic vocabulary should be taught to attract them to this

language. The first part of the chapter also discusses the sources for teaching vocabulary. The in¬

tention is to make sure that all examples used when we discuss the techniques are related to these

sources.

In Chapter Five, we discuss teaching aids. They seem to support the ideas of chapter four. As

mentioned in that chapter, the intention is not to talk about the teaching aids themselves but to en-
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courage teachers to use some of these teaching aids to help them to teach vocabulary.

On the whole, this dissertation has highlighted several things to be considered in teaching vocab¬

ulary:

1. The conclusion is that the best way to develop the teaching of Arabic in Malaysia is by focus¬

ing on the religious purposes. Thus we have highlighted the importance of teaching Arabic vo¬

cabulary using the Holy Qur'an and Arabic loan-words in Malay as a source in chapter four. We

have proposed four ways to teach Arabic vocabulary using al-Qur'an: (a) using chapters (surah)

in al-Qur'an, (b) selection of certain words from al-Qur'an, (c) using stories in al-Qur'an, (d) using

dialogues in al-Qur'an. Within this method, teachers and students will use al-Qur'an as a source

and not as a reference only. If the teacher takes anyone of the above techniques, he needs in any

case to refer to al-Qur'an. If he teaches students using selection of certain words from al-Qur'an,

he needs to refer to it to find out which word is suitable for the beginners and so on. It is hoped

that students' exposure to al-Qur'an will become better than before.

2. Other techniques such as context clues, roots, translation etc. in the same chapter are not new

techniques in teaching vocabulary. However, we focus on these techniques for two reasons: (a)

They are very suitable in our point of view to teach vocabulary to beginners, (b) many Arabic

teachers have not used these techniques when they teach vocabulary to beginners. Thus the pur¬

pose is to encourage teachers to use these techniques when they teach vocabulary to beginners.

3. As for Arabic loan-words, since the focus of teaching Arabic in Malaysia is for religious pur¬

poses, we suggest words which are used for religious purposes be taught to beginners. The re-

seach mentioned in chapter four shows that more than 50% of these words are still familiar to

Malay students. It is a very effective way since students have acquired these words in their daily
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life. What they need is to use these words in Arabic using the correct grammar and pronunciation

(of some words).

4. The importance of using teaching aids has been highlighted also in this dissertation. The slides

and computers for instance are very essential since almost all Arabic teaching programmes in

Malaysia have not used this latest modern technology.

6.2. SUGGESTIONS

Many research areas which are connected to teaching vocabulary have been identified throughout

this dissertation. However, some suggestions could be made in this chapter since the above chap¬

ters cannot list all the things which are necessary in teaching vocabulary. The focus, however, is

not on teaching vocabulary solely, since it is not a separate subject. It is part of teaching Arabic

language itself and has a close relation with the purposes and the syllabus. In other words, to de¬

velop teaching vocabulary, we should develop teaching Arabic generally . Thus these suggestions

focus on three major factors below:

1. The purposes and syllabus.

2. Exploiting the use of the latest modem technology.

3. Initiatives to develop teaching Arabic.

1. The purposes of learning Arabic and the syllabus.

It is observed that the syllabus used in secondary schools does not fulfil the requirements in the

purposes of learning Arabic. The syllabus in Arabic schools, for instance, focuses on learning

grammar rather than learning language skill. Thus the syllabus is no different from the syllabus

used to teach Arabic to native speakers. This phenomenon is related to the students' weaknesses
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in learning vocabulary. Since the hours provided to teach Arabic are very limited and most of this

time is spent on teaching grammar, how can we expect students to have acquired good Arabic

when they finish their study. The syllabus designers should also use traditional sources such as

the Holy Qur'an, Hadith and classical books as a major source when they design the syllabus. By

doing this, they can ensure that the syllabus has fulfilled the requirements for the purposes of

learning Arabic in Malaysia. An individual teacher cannot use his or her own initiative to alter

the syllabus by adding or taking away anything from the syllabus since the examination system

always follow the syllabus itself. Hence the way out is through altering the present syllabus.

In teaching vocabulary, we need word lists. Word lists, as mentioned in chapter four, are essential

to guide teachers to teach vocabulary. It is highly considered as a key to vocabulary teaching. The

Ministry of Education should provide funds for this project. Otherwise, it will not be successful

because it needs effort and time to deal with. Although there are word lists for teaching English

and Arabic, teachers in Malaysia cannot use them since the purpose is not the same and the needs

of the vocabulary are different.

As for teaching aids, the use of computers and slides as teaching aids should start now so that

teaching Arabic is not left behind. The cooperation between the Ministry of Education, syllabus

designers (including teachers) and programmers in providing funds, materials and setting pro¬

grams can solve this problem.

2. Exploiting the use of the latest modem technology and techniques.

The latest modem technology can be described as techniques, methods and teaching aids. The ef¬

fort to use these new high technology aids should be made now. The programmers alongside the

syllabus designers and teachers should work together to promote teaching Arabic using new
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methods and teaching aids. Teaching other languages has proved that methods and techniques

play an important role in language learning. The English teaching programmers for example,

change from one method to another because they find that the new method give students a wider

opportunity to acquire what they learn. In order to move to the same standard of teaching as in

other languages, the responsible people in Arabic teaching should not isolate themselves, but

need to open their eyes to the world. They can develop Arabic teaching either by adopting what

has been done in other languages or by creating their own methods and techniques based on the

environment around them. On the other hand, since all of us agree that learning language means

practising it and it is not as learning other subjects such as history, geography etc., teaching aids

should be used in this particular subject. It is very sad to hear that Arabic learning in Malaysia

(and probably in other places also) does not use teaching aids effectively to support the learning

process.

3. Initiatives To Develop Teaching Arabic in Malaysia.

The teaching and learning of Arabic has not generally taken root in the heart of Muslims in Ma¬

laysia. They still assume it is a 'stranger' although their holy book, al-Qur'an is in this language.

To remove this feeling, action should be taken. There are many bodies who can work to remove

this feeling such as teachers, parents, and the government. However, the government plays a very

important role in this initiative since it is a policy maker. The roles of teachers and parents could

not have a significant impact without the effort of the government. Let us see what the govern¬

ment has done to improve the standard of teaching and learning English to prove that the govern¬

ment plays an important role. When some people complained about the weaknesses of English

language among Malay students in 1989, the Prime Minister expressed his willingness to see this
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situation changed. Then the government, through the Minister of Education, asked the English

Division in the ministry to reassess the English teaching programme: syllabus, teacher, student,

text books and anything which has a relation to English teaching. Many seminars were held by

the Ministry and the Departments of English teaching in the universities. Consultants in the coun¬

try and abroad were invited to solve this problem. Some steps have been taken to ensure that

teaching English does not get left behind. The Ministry of Education has signed a contract with

colleges and higher institutions in Britain to train English teachers from Malaysia. Early in 1991,

the Deputy Director in the Ministry of Education paid a visit to the United Kingdom for this pur¬

pose. Then, in October 1991, the Minister of Education himself, paid a comparable visit to the

same place for the same purpose. This effort by the government and those who are responsible in

the ministry will undoubtedly give good results in the teaching of English. The intention of men¬

tioning this point is not to comment on what the government has done to develop teaching Eng¬

lish in the country. Everyone of us realises the importance of English language in this modern life

and in the advanced technology. The intention is to look at what the government itself or through

the Ministry of Education has done to promote teaching Arabic in Malaysia. A small budget for

the Arabic teaching division and the lack of qualified officers (as mentioned in chapter two) and

many more problems need a quick solution by the government. The government should be sensi¬

tive to the students' weaknesses in Arabic, the small number of Arabic schools which means

many parents cannot send their children to this kind of school and many more similar problems

with other schools.

The Ministry of Education should not put all responsibilities to develop religious schools on the

Department of Islamic Education only. Adding to the number of schools and the budget should
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be handled by the Ministry itself so that the process will be much faster and effective.

One of the best ways to let students acquire good Arabic especially in vocabulary is by sending

them to Arab countries. Almost all universities in the United Kingdom and other western coun¬

tries do this since it is an effective way to help students to learn foreign languages. Hence the

Ministry should send students for certain periods to Arab countries as part of the requirements in

learning Arabic.

The responsible people in the Departments of Arabic teaching together with the teachers should

work and try to find some solutions to develop Arabic teaching. If the present syllabus, to some

extent, cannot ensure the success of learning Arabic in Malaysia, a way out should be found. The

students' weaknesses in acquiring vocabulary for example happens because the syllabus focuses

too much on grammar. The students do not understand al-Qur'an, Hadith and other religious

books because these sources are not among the texts or reference books in school. In other words,

the syllabus has failed to fulfil some of the purposes of learning Arabic in Malaysia (see the pur¬

poses no. 1, 2, and 5 in chapter two).

To conclude, we should be realistic and rational in this matter. We should realise that we cannot

expect people or students in Malaysia to speak Arabic as they speak their native language or as

they speak English. However, we need them at least to understand what they read from the Holy

Qur'an, the Hadith and any reference book about Islam.

i__> Ij i <-» I Li ^JLc I <JLI Ij <11 J o-JIj
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Appendix

Words adopted from 'A Dictionary and Glossary of the Kor-an' by John Penrice.

: (1) c-LIVI
< (j-al < J-ad ' (bad < I " I) *' I i J-2*l i ( jjJii i ^Jjj) >1 < (_J—11

: ( i_i ) ELJI ljL
. ( (j 11 11 I) L>" 1 1 ' J b 1 t (ibjb_i^ b i J J-j < I J_j < d -«■ » < b i j -v i

: (o) *Lbl ^b
. * ) Lj t j '

: (J^) eLUI
( 4_iL!La < I iljJi) I I Li I I dj-di

• ' j* *'*> ' 1 j *> « '' *'*> « £Ll^ i ( 4—La. i iy±) iy^ ' £ *>•> • i_>" 1 *> « 4 $ .»*> ' i_b^

• (f ) (■ bJI i-yb
i "> < '*■ ^ < a t j "*» < ( i ■ Iy •%. I i i • ^ < i ** < t * i. \ < In I **> t ^

. (J n -> < J o •> < ^^< In tt*> > J i A-t

: (f ) e LaJI i_j Li
. L-fltb < <_v=»Li. < 1 la **•- t ilua i j hi

: (j) JUI oL
. £-j>J « Lt J < (_ju jj < j J i 4-^ jj) ' J-^-1

: (j) JIAJI c^L
. i i ftj < < rt_>j

• ' 13 jj ' ' C^-> ' <-£'J

■ j'j « j ' cr-13 ' ( 5^j) ' £.J3

' ((->") C/j1' "J | 'r'b
. ( £ i 0 i 11^ j ft iii i i iii i j ^ i iii i -1 i ii i j lioj
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• (l^)
1U t 1U < ij.1 AM f ^ * '^' < [gj-UJ i dJ^»-Jfcl < < ^^JULi I £^yuuj ( C

■ (^>q) jI^II ^jL
^ < ■**' * - ^ ^ ^ dJ LJ Lx^a < £*—1 Lu*a ^ q.1 <S* i t. fl J</> < Jo I < jit/> < , , ^ f ^_uo < £x__u-o

• jUaJI k 11—>

. Lja i < i. fl 31 til t k i j-ua < «,l *v

: (Jo) pUJI ^b
. LjUa < ^ Llo < ^ t L-> i j ^ in i ^..L in < ■ * 1 ^ < ^>31. lr» < ^.31 lr> < J^-Jo < ^^io

: (J^) .LUI c^L
. j-^Jo < ^jJo i jxJJo

• (f ) <*T>^
. ^ilx, t jLc < , \ 0 C t J fl f i j\ k f i I f i v . fl^ f I I k i JjC < J^-C- < J % f < <— * f < J-i-C

: (f.) f-^1 V1^
. * i Lc. i ft r i j»f t ' i " r i t i j c

'■ (*—i) e LflJ I t-_-j i i

. j La i * j a t jJL-fl i j * ii a i ^ ^__2 c —a i w ~ a

■ (j) * a LSJ I i^__I I «

. (_£j-fl < ^La i JLfl i jjL-fl < ^U a < yii.in a < i_>i (Jji-fl

: (J) ^iilJI i_,L
. |> I*\ l l j fl*V < I . t i'i^ < i_ I I i ^ < t I iS i j '*^ < « < i_ I ~l< i j_l^

iM^Lrlk
. ^-5J < 1 I < CLl-J

P * * * J

. CIJ La < ^'i (i t «* 11 o < o < o ft < «.* I < ti o < ^JUU-O < (jxk-o < o < o < J-o < J—L-o

: (o) U>^* '-r'^
JL» < ^ j l < I < J ^ ^ Iri I < J in 1 < m > < > < Lxa. > < * '" X * i 1
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: (5) pLfJI
< * H A , t i i j A

: (J) jb-11 "-HL?
^J ' '--'-'J ' £-®J ' ' J-"3J « J-^J ' £-""J ' ^"jj ' J « ' U-*J

: yajiub
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